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ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Sentiment of Spanish Havana is
Very Bitter.

We have many calls for a Hall Stand which is best
described as a "one-and-a-half Stand.” In other words
not a single width nor a double width, but a compro-

mise

oxactly between the two.
This compromise size provides a seat which is just
The hooks
sufficient for two persons to sit together.
are so far apart that the garments do not obscure the
And yet this size will
mirror, as in a narrow pattern.
go in almost every place where a single-width Hall
Stand is required.
A Hall Stand should be well built.
Using only the
best seasoned Oak, with mortised joints and accurate
dimensions, we produce a piece of furniture that
stands rigidly and securely on the floor, and is practically indestructible.
Do not fail to get our prices before buying else-

PAINE
SPECIAL.
LADIES’

OB

A very

OEBTTLEBIEN’S

MADE-UP GARMENTS
are

Slightly soiled

or

Wrinkled,

can

be

C6“

large

amount of wood picked
river went with the rest,
np^ near.the
anti
it is estimated that at least one million feet of lumber
was lost.
It will be
s°Iu.e *-rQe before exaot figures will be

obtained.

P1®,amount

FOSTER’S
Forest City DYE HOUSE,

/

dow.

TUCKER BOOTH

resumed a part of
its suspended train service yeBterday the
7 a. m train going as fas as Richmond
and returning' at noon. The 1.20 train
The Maine

Central

Said to be the

Coming

Salvation

Man

of

the

C.

S.

Army forces.

New Haven, Conn.,Maroh 3.—A promwas also sent out and so was that which
5 p. m. The latter got as inent official of the Conneotiout Salvaleaves about
far as Gardiner. Evidences of the freshet tion Army here said today at a secret
shot meeting of the leading officials was held
were first found when the train
In New
over the bridge spanning the PresumpYork, Saturday and deoided
scot. The river has fallon to its normal hat the new commander of the army for
view from the this country should not be Eva Booth,
level but there in full
lies in mid stream the but Tucker Booth of England. He said
car
windows
bent iron wcrk of Hobb’s bridge. It lies the latter would oome to this country at
Its onoe and would take charge. The offiabout 100 rods down stream from
proper location. The old Lambert bridge
is still thej-B and the road across the low
The
view.
lands has again come to
height of the water during the freshet is
shown by the great piles of ice which are

tial

stated the Connecticut branch of the
army would stand by the new commander Instead of Balling ton Booth.

Hobbs’s

bridge

was

on

Monday filled

with water nearly to the eaves.
Now it rests on the hank at least ten
feet above the level of the stream. At
Ynrmouth there is little to he seen from
the railorad of the work of the freshet.
The road bed and bridges seem to be in
first rate shape and the train speods

Boston, March
Local

structed by great piles of ioo and loga
At Dresden there was a log jam of imposing size but it was removed in time
for last

evening’s

train to reaoh GardiTrains ran all right yesterday bener.
tween Bangor and Augusta so that last

forecast

Wednesday:

along between Portland and Brunswick
at the usual rate of speed.
The railroad
reaches the Kennebec at Riohmond and
from there up to Augusta the traok has
been overflowed in many places and ob-

northerly

colder and
winds.

8.—
for

Local Weather

Report.

Portland,

3.
Maroh
The
local
weather bureau office reoords as to the
weather are the following:
—

8 a. m.—Barometer. 39.349; thermometer,
dew
28.5;
point, 27; humidity, 94;

Greanhalge’s Condition,
Lowell, Mass., March 8.—At 11 p. m.
physicians of Gov. Greenhalge Issued the
following:
At 10.30 the Governor had a severe at-

(signed)
FRANKLIN NICHOLS.

was

absolute assuranoce up to a late hour
last, night although such a resultjseemed
at least possible. The bridge
proved to
no

St. Croix Makes

a

Quick Trip,

The steamer Sc.
Croix has made a
She left Eastport yesterday
at 12.30 and arrived here at 1.30 this
morning. She was crowded with passengers on aocount of the check In railroad
travel. She proceeded to her wharf at
when it is taken iDto^Jcousideration that State
street, but bad some difficulty in
the business of tbo lino from Chicago to turning anud proceeded down the harbor
Portland was retarded by that single again to Bug light where she anchored
to wait for daylight.
bridge,^and that has been the case with
It was very lark and nasty in the har11 through freights. Mr. A.
Findloy is bor this morning with, blinding snow
in charge of tlie work a ml it is needless flurries and high winds.
to say that he is a hustler.
Italy and Abyssinian Affairs*
^The men hove been forced to contend
Rome, Maroh 3.—All available transagainst almost every possible obstacle.
port steamers have been ordered to as1 he river is full of ioe and
it has at times semble at
Naples March 7 to convey refcee.i a serious question what to do with inforcements
to Abysinla. Baldlsserra,
wa‘ar >« still high and the men who was recently
it
appointed to succeed
Gen.
Baratieri, in oliief command of the
are exposed to wet and cold.
Under the Italian
in
has arrived at
foroes
the
Africa,
oiroumstancos,
progress made
has Massowah.
Cabinet sat in closed session
been gratifying. It uhs been a hard
fight from
midnight until late this morning
against water, ice,, a rocky bottom, and
the cold, hut Mr. i indley and his men discussing the situation.
wonders.
done
have
Advices aloug the Grand Trunk shows
Tiie Italian Defeat in Abyssinia.
the loss sustained by the lumber owners
Rome Maroh 3.—Further details of the
will reaoh a very high figure.
battle fought
botwoeu the Italiau and
Abyssinian troops on Maroh 1, show that
cthe Italians wore defeated with a loss of
for consti- 3000 killed, including Generals DuborBeecham’s
mima and Albertons.
The light lusted
10^
the the entire day.

be

a very bad job.
It was necessary to
pile it, and the bad and rook formed bottom made the work of drawing the piles
long andi hard, and a most costly one,

pation

pills
25*.

and

book at your
go

Get

druggist’s

by it.
Annual

sales mo**

quick trip.

than 6,000,000 box**.

and

TO CURE A COLD IN

ONE

DAT.

Take’ laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the
money if it
fails to cure. 25c.

replaoe

as was one

VYUlUU

UU

strict than under the present
conditions and this would operate against
the Cubans, who would desire to obtain
arms and munitions of war lu this couneven more

try, while Spain not depending upon the

What the

Thunderer Has to Say About the
Situation.

London, Maroh 3.—The Times, commenting upon the Spanish-Ameriooan
says

that

should
a

President

peremptory line

of aotlon

there is every reason
to anwar whioh may bo
more
troublesome than the Washington politicians ‘expect. Spain may
have
little
a

chance of indicting a decisive defeat on
the United States, but it is at least
doubtful whether the latter can decisively
defeat Spain without an expenditure far
greater and more prolonged than entered
into the calculations of the sympathizers
of the Cuban rebels. There are other
oontiDental nations whose sympathies, at
all events, would be entirely on the side
of Spain in such a struggle.
YELLOW JACK.
Ir

Expected to Work Havoc with Spanish
Armies in Cuba.

New Haven, Ot., March 3.—The Register says tonight the Cuban sympathies
of this city have been In oiose communication
with the government leaders in

Washington,

who have been instrumental
in passing
the pro-Cuban resolutions
the past week.
They state the real objeot of thn resolutions was to practically
endorse the movement on foot to float
Cuban bonds, and put them on a stape
basis In the flnanolal market and at the
time oauslng
a depreoiation
of
Cuban supporters of
Spanish bonds.
this
oity state that a deflnite policy is
agreed upon by the Cuban insurgents
on the island.
They state now the warfare of the insurgents will be conductod
in a waiting motbod. The rainy season,
wliioh is only a month off in Cuba, will,
it is expected, bring “yellow jack” and
“jiggers” insects, whioh make suoh
ravages among persons who camp out,
same

~

BABY
HUMOURS
Instantly Relieved

And

Speedily

Cured

by

Floods

Recede

to

erected

structure

carried

WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS

bath with CUTICURA SOAR
a single application of CUTICURA,
(ointment), will afford instant relief, permit rest and sleep, and point to a speedy,
permanent cure of the most distressing of
itching and burning skin and scalp diseases,
after all other methods fail.
warm

throughout the world.
British depot: F. Nbwbiby &
Sons, 1, King Edward-bt., Lon-

08old

don. Potter Drug and Chem.

CoBP.,SolcPropB.,Boston,U.S.A

Tremendous

Extent of the

The Latest News from the Scenes of Disaster Gathered by

Representatives

of the Press.

The bridge owned

of Buxton

midnight,

the

Damage Becomes Apparent.

and

the water has

Hollis,
With the restoration of telegraph serreceded vice and the beginning of mails to arrive,

passed here,

onoe

more, the fears of the extent

damage by
realized.

the

There

floods

are

many plaoes

are

of”the

more

than

yet

to

hear from and they will add greatly to
the snm total of the disasters. As the

CONGRESS.

Did Little Business of Import-

Yesterday—the Senate’s

Is in reality a miniature Niagara, and it
is large for a miniature too. Under the
Iron bridge connecting Brunswick and

LOST THEIR LIVE&
On the edge of the wheel pit opposite
to the mill building are the remains of

ropshnm,

there is a reproduction of the two small buildings, one the blacksmith
It is shop with its side and part of one end
rapids and whirlpool* at Niagara.
here that, the wntor, after flowing over torn away by the rush of water; the oththe lowor dam,
writhes
and twists, er the dynamo house of the
electrio
shooting spray and foam into the air, plant. To give access to these buildings

Work.

March 3.—Today’s session
the House was almost wholly devoted
;o the discussion of the amendments proposed to the legislative, executive and
udioial appropriation bill to make the
illices of district attorneys and United
States marshals, salaries one, Inst and of
paid by fees. It was advocated by several
nembors and opposed by none. Mr. Hartnann, Republican of Montana, uod Mr.
Gardner,
Republican, attacked the iniqualities in the bilk which they asserted
lisoriminatad unjustly against the oifidals in their states. Mr. Gillet, Republljsn of Massachusetts, explained for the
udioiary committee that it made up a
lobedule of salaries in view of what conitituteci lair and adequate salary in the
listrict
for which it was provided, and
ilso fur whst the oflioials had done. The
natter will ho further considered tnroorow
-under tho five-minute rule, when
amendments will be in order.
.a.

mistake

nuviog

oeen

niaue

in

tne

the Cuban resolumessage conveying
tions
passed yesterday to the Senate,
whereby there are de6oribed as the House
concurrent resolutions, instead of a sub: ctitute
for tho Senato resolution, a resootion was adopted, asking the retnrn of
hem in order to make the necessary cor■ection.
They were shortly returned In
, icoordance with the request.
The Senato joint resolution agreed to
1 in the
motion
of Mr. Baker, Republican, of New
Hampshire, authorizing
he
Seoretary of War to return to the
] State of New Han pshire tho flag of tho
lth regiment of th;.t state.
At 5.50 the House adjourned.

Ilf

THIS

Washington,

Maroh

Wheel Pit at Brunswick, Showing How the Water Bushed In—The Men Who Were
Drowned, Stood
Shafting Projecting from the Wall.

waters reoede and the excitement,

SENATE.

the extent

of

the

destruction

subsides, ahd
uooomes

8.—The conference

then whirling under the bridge to
dance about in the same way, below.
The electrio light station Is now inaccessible, the bridge which connected it with

more apparent.
The latest news as gatheport on the army appropriation bill was
ered by the PRESS representatives is told the shore
A
bill introduced by Mr.
igreed to.
having been torn away. The
other bridges which are gone are on the
Ulen, Populist of Nebrasak, providing below.
] or there tirement of all
Topsham side. One, the highway bridge
national bank
YESTERDAY AT BRUNSWICK.
between the island on whiah are the mills
iotas and substitution thereof of United
States legal tender notes, to be Issued by Particulars of the Accident "Which Cost of the Bowdoin Paper company, and the
he treasury to banks; the bond now deThree I.ives—The Danger Now Over, But main land, has been swept away so comlosited
as securities for
pletely that there is nothing but a gorge
the Scene Still a Magnificent One*
redempiton of
rational bank notes to be retained in the
across the roadway to show where it
TO
THE
[SPECIAL
as
PRESS.]
creasury
security, for those legal toustood. Near this bridge on the
i

ier notes, was referred.
Mr. Allen offered a resolution which
went over, declaring that under existug laws, all United States bonds and
egel tender notes are redeemable in gold
ind silver coin.
Mr. Chandler from the committee on
privileges and elections reported a resolution for tho appointment of a oommitcee
pf five to enquire into^heMaots of the election in Alabama. Ootober, 1894, which relilted in setting up a legislature, which
legislature eleotOd a United States Senator, and especially whether suoh selection
pf the state government were accomplished by false returns, or other dishonsst methods. The oommitteo is to have
luthority to send for persons and papers,
rhe resolutions went over.
The motion to reoonslder a vote by
wliioh the Senate passed the bill authorizing additional enlistments In the navy
submitted by Mr. Gorman, went over.
The agricultural bill was taken un.
rbe committee amendment striking out
he amendment oreating a “division of
igrostology”with a chief at $2500 gave
rise to a discussion in whloh criticism
of “chiefs of divisions” in
was made
he agricultural department.
The whole soheme of running an agrilultural dompnrtmer.t was characterized
pv Ml'. Hale, as an abuse.
From rear to
rear he said, tho department
have been
dividing and sub-dividing and creating
iivisions.
Mr. Hale asserted that for the money
t
expended, it had from three to six
limes a larger porportion of large salaries
iban any other department of the govHe thought the work ought to
ernment.
moie
he done In a
modest ana less
titular way. Finally a compromise was
made between advocates and opponents
if the division of soils and of division of
The bill passed
and a
igrostology.
received from the House
message w is
withdrawing tho House Cuban conour■ent resolution of yesterday announcing
iho passage of the Senate Onban conour•ent resolution, with its substitute, the
substitute
being the Housa resolution,
The resolution was rewas received.
erred to the comimttee onjforeign relations.
The Senate bill appropriating 825,000
'or a statue tojGen. Nathaniel Green on
ihe battlefield
of; “Guilford
Court
House,” North Carolina, was reported.
The Senate bill to withdraw from the
supreme Court, jurisdiction of criminal
Jases, not caintal, and confer it upon the
joiu'ts of appeals, was passed. Also the
Benato bill to regulate mail matter of tho
’ourtli olass. It was stated that Ihe bill
mly applied to the government departments and its objeot was to shut out of
ihe mails, choirs, desks, eleotrio motors
md other truck.
After an executive session the Senate

Brunswick,

water

down

March 8.—The rush of the
the swollen Androscoggin

The Swollen

river near the Cabot mill, tbere Is now
nothing to indicate that the hand of
man has had
anything to do with the

fashioning

of the falls.
The tops of the
dams are hidden by many feet of water.
Between the mill and the eleotrio
light
station, which is perched on an island in
the middle of the river, the great wave
whioh sweeps over the dam, rosembles
the rush of the water over tho brink
of

Niagara’s precipice.

The

soene

here

Amesbury,Mass.,March 3.—This

ng’s tide

rnorn-

in the Merrimao
was the highin the memory of the oldest inhabinine
inches highest than the
ants, being
■ear Minot’s ledge light house went over
md about a foot higher tahn last April.
j Lhe ice has nearly ceased
running.
So further damage is reported.

ist

Bridge'on

a

Piece of

and also to the apparatus for opening the
gates in the bulk head there were two
foot bridges across the wheel pit. When
the water was at Its highest yesterday

morning,

workmen
were engaged in
bracing the bulk head with timbers. Mr.
Wagg wag not engaged In the direction of
this work hut had gone there out of curiosity, his position as an overseer in the
mill making his presence a matter -of
course

ted.

Brunswick—A House Moved to the Hank,

apprehensive of the safety of the bulk
head, left the bridge advising Mr. Wag**
Continued

on

Second

Pare.

away here wore built out over what is
ordinarily a small and quiet canal but
when the water reaoliod Its highest point

Monday, the canal became
There is one place

tortho river
bank where there is an illustration of
tho destructive force of the freshet. This
is the wheel pit of the Cabot mill.
Back

rent.

a

raging

on

of tho great building there has beenblasted a deep hole in the rock wliioh forma
the bed of the river and in this excavation

are the
pen-stooks, the great iron
pipes whioh conduot the water to the
turbine wheels. Yesterday morning at

the upper end of this wiioel pit, there was
bulk head, built of heavy timber and
strongly braced with iron rods. Gates
in this hulk head permitted the
regulation of the flow of water into the pit.
Today the bulk head has disappeared and
tlie water is rushing into the pit witli a
a

Evidence of

Progress

in

is

shoemaking

Goodyear Welt

Marrlmac.

a

on a

where outsiders were not permitMr. Wagg stood on the bridge leadisland, ing to the two small shops. Mr. Stephen
small unoccupied house which H. Connor, another ovorseer, had been
standing there with him, but beooming

has not been so great today as it was on
ALSO SWEPT AWAY.
All that is left to mark the site where
yesterday but the tanks of tho river have
been visited by many people who stood this house stood is a small pile of brlok
and watohed the flood.
It is a grand and the man unfamiliar with the losight—this rush of the water.
Whore at cality needs to be told that the few bricks
ordinary times it is possible to see that lying there are all that is left of a dwellThis house and the bridgos carried
tbere are great dams built across the ing.

idjourned.
Now York, Maroh 3.—United States
Histriot Attorney MaoFarlaue, has intruded the Unitde States marshal, has
>as no right to further dotain
the steara)r Bermuda or any other
property of sieged filibustering expedition except the
uplosives found upon tho lighter. This
looi the Bermuda from all claims.

stood
was

Scene at

Bermuda free.

A
and

CENTS.

THREE

Washington,

time

President is also opposed to such action
for the reason that he does not see what
the Cubans are to gain by it. The United States would be required to maintain
a position
of neutrality just as strict or

PRICE

if

VOlUtiU, ne IS

of a defaot government and complying
with the requisite conditions ns would
properly entitle them to recognition. The

JS£Z£?&dai£smaxteb f

1896.

it

bridge just

about $6000.

ance

the
the

he was three months ago for the reason
that he did not believe they had yet made
suoh headway toward the establishment

the

spring.

towns

Clio House

Minority.

as much opposed to
recognizing tho
belligerency of the Insurgents today as

Gov.

tack of disploe, from the effect of whioh,
he has not yet satisfactorily rallied. At
run last night.
6 p. m., Dr. C. F. Folsom and Dr. A.
H. Mason of Boston saw the patient in
On the Grand Trunk.
consultation, and ooniirmed the opinion
of the attending physicians as to his sethe rious oondition.. At 10 an
The first train for Montreal and
opiate was
he
will
administered
under the effeots of whioh
west over the Grand
Trunk,
is
he
now
is
sleeping.
,
started this morning if Cobb’s
bridge

completed in time, but of that, there

character,

It leached Salmon Fails

IN

just

ticipate

wind. NW; velooity, 9; weather, snowij
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.516: thermomedew point, 18; humidity, 80;
ter. 23.0:
night there were only six miles of track wind, NW; velooity 20; weather, cloudy.
Mean
thermometer, 27.0; maxidaily
on the main line which were
not open.
mum thermometer,
31; minimum therToday the line will probably he clear be- mometer, 23; maximum
velooity wind
tween Portland and Bangor. It is also 32, NW; total precipitation, 17
to
open up communication with
hoped
There is still considerable
Lewiston.
trouble on the baok route between here
and Lewiston and also on the branch between Lewiston and Brunswick where
the water is still high, especially near
The Pullmans did not
Lisbon Falls.

in their

Fair, situation,

in foroe.

last

to have

Cuban^resoluitons. I oan state positively
that the President very muoh depreoated
the action which has been taken by the
Senate and the House of Representatives
and that if the resolutions should be
joint

mill is under

fchreo feet from the highest point reaoked
by the freshet. All danger is believed

New York, March 8.—The Washington
correspondent of the Herald sends his

northwest Cleveland decide
upon

diminishing

away

Up

tween the Spanish troops under Gen.
Aldeooa and rebels under Antonio Maoeo.

Fair, slightly

oolder and
winds.

to

cost

to lmitato them here, nor has there
been any open aot of hostility of any
kind. The action of President Cleveland
upon the resolutions passed by the House
and Senate is awaited with some sus
pense. The goneral belief here is, that
he will veto them. A battle is reported
to have taken place near Managua be-

United States in any way, would not be
interfered with.
“He is in full sympathywlth those features of eaoh set of resolutions reoommendlng the use of the good offioes of the
THE WEAT HER
United States to bring about a termination of the war, and at the proper time
Washintgon, March he will odor to use his good offices for
3.—Forecast for Wed- that purpose.’’
nesday for New EngENGLISH VOICE.
land :

scattered about in the fields now many
river. The barn near
rods from the

thoro,

made

WUUBIUIMUWU, I/UDJ

Berry’s girst

When

byjj the

editorials in the Havana papers, express
sympathywith the anti-American demonstrations in Spain. No attempts were

paper the following despatoh :
“The administration stands with
minority in Congress luopposition to

states that

wrecked the now iron

of the action
of the United States House of Representatives in regard ot Cuba yesterday,published in the morning
papers today,
caused a great deal of talk and considerable indignation in Spanish oiroles. Long

Cleveland With the

——■■

telephone

3.—A
Mills

Bar

and fell into the river this after-

noon.

With the Action of Congress—BeResolutions.

Havana, "March 8.—News

of what is known as “perishable freight” now on
Jthe way from
the west, and made a
part ot the freight
is
very large, for example there
And repressed to have the appearance of new, blockade,
are
150
cars loaded with
fa sure cure for moths); this class of work is
perishable
freight at Gorham, N. H., alone, and
done every day, at
this freight must be
forward
brought
without needless loss of time. The Laurentian will leave
Thursday and much
freight remains to be handled. It is a
exactly at what hour today
full
• 13 Preble St.
service will be resumed, bill
opp. Preble House. whenfreight
it is there will be hot work for the
Kid Gloves Cleansed every day.
Lace Curtains Cleansed.
raD*s of wen worked up to mid1 e,‘
night discharging the cargo of the Scotstelephone Connection.
and
as soon as
man,
possible today the
first special will be started west, and at
the same time orders will bo sent to
DR. E. B. REED,
move the side tracked
freight to Portscientific and magnetic healer, 113 Free St- land. All the washouts with the
exceptcorner of Oak street. Portland, Me., treats all
ion of the one at Cobb’s
bridge have been
Second sigfit
diseases that flesh Is heir to.
replaoed.
a.
m
to
consultation lree. Office hours m 9
Yesterday in order to help detained
12 m„ 1 p. na. to 9 p. .m
janedtf
passengers to reach tlieir homes, a train
was
sent from Island Pond to Lewiston
ON THE TRAIN.
and return.
It was the first train into
How the Country Looked From a Car Win- Lewiston since the flood.

STEAM SPONGED

water

lieved He Will Veto the

STREET. BOSTON.

NOTICES.

Maroli

from

Thomas H.

FURNITURE

48 CANAL

Biddeford,

Long Editorials \n tlie Havana Papers—
They Do Not Believe Cleveland Will Co-

freight

4,

Latest News from Bar Mills—Danger Over
nt Biddeford.

message

incide

MARCH

As the

_

BERRY’S MILLS GONE.

MADE IN MADRID.

deliver goods
directly into the
houses of our Portland customers
absolutely free of all expenses as to
and

cartage.”

quiet.

SUSTAINS THE DEMONSTRATIONS

where.
“We

MORNING,

■

It
or
lead a rough life on the island.
terrible ravagos among the
will make
young and inexperienced Spunieh troops,
who are cimipoilud to dispenso with many
accommodations during the warfare, and
who, it is thought, will die by tnousands
during the ravagos of fover and insects
the coming few
months. In the meantime ihe
insurgents will remain very

iHUlUICU.

A N STAND.

•

That

PORTLAND, MAINE. WEDNESDAY

i

■

found

in

Shoes. Sewed

just as hand-sewed shoes, but
by the Goodyear Machines.
No

seam

through the insole.
O

GOODYEAR SHOE MACH'Y CO.,BOSTON

fury that seems irresistable. The place
resembles a great cauldron, filled with
seething liquids. But its appearance today is wild in comparison with what it

Absolutely
A

of

tartar

of

all

in

Highest

United
yesterday morning just after tiie ac- —Latest
cident described in the PRESS of today Food
Report.
aud in which Mr. Goorce K. Wagg and
was

two workmen

Pure.

baking powder.
leavening strength

oream

States

Government

Royal Baking Powder Co.
106

WallSt., N. X.

if

3 JRIDGES GONE

OUT AT SAUFORD.
Man

L
Continued from

First

Page.

and

uo

them had disappeared Mr. Wagg and
not
the two workmen. The bodies were
after they had been drawn down
seen

{t

Dam

Saved.

the same. As Mr. Connor stepped
from the bridge he heard an outcry. He
turned around to see the wheel pit transformed into a whirl pool with great logs
antftiuge oakes of ice grinding against
eaob other as they spun round and round.
Bnlkhead and biidge had gone and with

to

Over the

Went

into that terrible vortex. Today it is a
matter of speculation whether they have
not been dashed to pieces against the
jagged rooks of the pit. It is thought by
some that the bodies have been drawn
and

into the river

carried

over

to

but there are many
think that they will

Topsham shore,

the
who

NEVER BE SEEN AGAIN.
Mr. Eaton the agent of the mill had
been on the bulk head only half an hour
before the accident which cost the lives
of the three men.
Today, Mr. Eaton in
speaking of the loss to the company said
it would be impossible to tell its extent

]

Experience of Walter Ashworth—Various

TO THE

SANFORD.

oiniug towns.

Other Facts.

[SPECIAL

RELOW

All the bridges on the Mousaru below
ianford village have been carried away,
t xoopt
that at West Kennekunk. The
t own of Sanford must rebuild six biidgs
and pay one-half the expenses of rbluilding three others which connect nd-

They

TRESS.]

have been searching without sucfor the body of Charles Otis.tha man
vho was drowned at Springvale Sunday,
’he searching parties were made up of

( ess

March 3.—A PRESS reprevisited. Sanford yesterday and
ea d
many inttresting fajtsjabout the
floods that have visited
inprecedemed

Sauford,

^

untative

hat section, the little Mousaiu having
)een transformed into a torrent of giganThe great Goodall mlils
ie proportion.
the War1 over quite as muoh ground as

Fellows, Knights of Pythias and G.
V. R. men, to whioli organizations Otis
relonged. They are blowing the ice out
( if the
grist mill pond with dynamite in
^ lopes of finding Otis’s body.
{

Jdd

Six miles below Sanford are Whitohor’s
1 Dills owned by B. C.
Jordan, of Alfred.
?he dam was broken down and 40,000 feet
( if logs went down the river.
Mr. Jordan

that

operations

hero w ill be

mills,

at

Westbrook,

only

they

are

vood instead of brick. They oxtend on
loth sides the Mousam and crowd across
where a short covered
t at one point,
the buildings. Just
connects
iridge
ibove the mills the maiu street of the
rillaize crosses the river on the
only
| irigde that escaped the flood of the Mou-

Lewiston

Looking to the Grand Trunk for
Temporary Help.

the Press.)
Lewiston, March 3—A request has been
made to the Grand Trunk management
to give a
rapid local service between

(Speolal

to

AuDurn to oonneot with
car service of naoh city.
A favorable reply is expected by tomorrow.and with the making of tbe arrange-

Lewiston
the street

and

ment one step will have been taken in
the direction of obtaining a temporary
means of local communication.
ANDROSCOGGIN PLUCK,
Already Planning at Lewiston t o Rebuild
the

Bridges.

March 8.—Two thousand
Lewiston,
people gathered at City Hall to discuss
the best means of building the bridge at
onoe

between

Auburn

and

Lewiston.

The genera 1
sentiment
favored an iron bridge on
Main street and a wooden one on Broad
street, to take the place of those washed
The meeting passed a vote inaway.
There

were

50

speakers.

structing the city government to build
tbe wood bridge on Broad street at onoe.
Auburn was well represented and favored two steel bridges and a temporary

pontoon bridge.
IN TWENTY MILES.
On the Androscoggin Seven Bridges Are
Gone, Nnmeroug Mills and Hams.

Livermore Falls, Maroh 3.—The latest
news from the
Androsooggin valley (is
brought by couriers, as telephone communication is all cut off. Three dams,
two bridges and a grist mill are gone at
Brettun’s mills.

dam,

a

washed

grist,

At North Turner one
saw and oardiog mills are

out.
The Turner village saw
grist mills and a large carriage
manufactory are gone and every bridge,
seven in all, for 30 miles on tbe ri ver is
swept away. The dam at East Liver-

and

On aocount of the washout near Stroudthe Maine Central railroad is unable to run to Westbrook and stook was
shipped to tbo mills last night over the
water

be done it will save lots of

work.

With

Weighted

Swollen

Ossipees. Damage

to Ea6t Lim-

ington.

getting
goods

the
wet

engino being used by Mr. Bennett
in repairing tho Maine Central bridge
The

at Cumberland Mills is the same one that
was in tbo wreck at Pride’s bridge and
whiah was completely under water. The
engine was not injured in the least so fat
■

die Flood at

Sanford Sh .wing How the Water Swept Around and Through the Plush
Mills.

' iridge there are one of two small sheds
,nd shops. Behind these is the great
lam that holds hack the river and for a
?ery large mill pond.
Yesterday the water had gone down a

1

i

vhiob we reprodace.
“We were more soared than hurt,”
1 aid Mr. Goodall, but
there was great
langer for a time. “We have, asjyou see,

!00,000 feet of logs there in the mill pond
md had the ioo broken up in the pond
here would have been serious trouble for
We got
we didn’t have the logs boomed.
> boom around them as soon as we could.
3ur damage to the mills will not exceed
61000. The end of one building over the
fiver has settled some and we’ve had to
put jacks under it. We had to break
holes in the boards of the covered bridges
to allow the water to flow through. The
sntire plant was shut down Monday and
cnly the blanket mill is running today.
All our belting was wet because the
We shall
water flooded the lower floors.

that all

danger

that quarter is now
entertained at one time
tor the safety of the bridges and falls up
above Westbrook on the line of the river
over.

Fears

in

were

nut reports reooived yesterday afternoon
showed that with one or two exceptions
□o

particular damage

was

done

by

the

1

overflow.
Mallison Falls and
Little
Falls at
3am bo are all right and were not damaged in the least. The bridge between
Westbrook and Mallison Falls was under
water Monday but no serious damage
was done.
The people who were obliged
bo come from that direction took another
road and were not delayed muoh by the
change in their route.

bridge

Stroudwater river on
Spring street was damaged some, although not so badly but that people who
The

cared to run the risk oould walk across.
It was dangerous crossing but many peo-

ple

took the risk. One ooraer of the
western abutment on the right bank of
the river was carried away,but the
bridge
was otherwise uninjured.
The work of clearing up tine debris
from the various wreoks is being

rapidly

carried on day and night, every available
man who oan be hired being
employed in
the work.

river and the boiler and engine rooms on
the opposite baDk. On nocount of the

OVER THE DAMHow

One

Young Man

Saved

Another's

Life—The First Grab Tore Away the
Cape

of the

Coat—The Second Held the

Collar.

[SPECIAL

TO

THE

PRESS.]

hrideft hairier rlnron f.ha
are

obliged

and terrible as it was Monday morning,
still people could get a very good idea of
the extent of the damage done.

threatened.

of

fan ms

haul coal

_in

from the Portend & Rochester station at Cumberland
Mills through Westbrook and down to
the engine rooms on the opposite
side,
whioh makes a long haul over
Bridge
street Dridge the only bridge now standto

BATH’S LOSS
Escaped Fairly Well the Disastrous

Has

Effects of the Freshets.

[SPECIAL

TO THE

PRESS.]

Bath, March 3. —Bath has suffered but
little from the fiood. Cellars were overfiowed'and the street along tho water
front were under water but no great damage tu property is reported.
At Fopham Beach the waves

are

torn up pretty

badly in

plaoes.

washed
up under one of Hartlet. and Cheltra’s
cottages and the piazza was oarried away.
The oottage will be moved back.
Bath got its first mail from the west
since .Saturday night this morning and
it took the post office foroe several hours
to get it distributed.
The gratest loss to
■»vm

the

uviwoo

Has

Been

Cut

Off

Outside Worid—First mail for

30

Arrives—Water in the Kennebeo

Hours
Subsid-

ing Somewhat.

[special

to the

Axing

the bridge.

company today says that the freshet has
carried off the company’s waiting room
there.

Bath,

Maroh 3.—The loss by flood tc
the Bath Iron Works is about $10,000.
The loss to the Rich ardson lumber mill
is $10,000.

press.]

Riohmond, March 3.—There has not
been muoh change in the condition here
since last night. The water rose two feet
or more In the night but has
since subThe ice jam has not
sided somewaht.
moved materially and as the weather ie,
remain
growing colder it will
as it is for a while though the water may
subside. The jam extends ot Pork Point
and the rear of it is in tbs vicinity of Iceboro. Last night the water service gave

probably

out and as the engine at the
pumping
station was flooded the village was without fire protection until this
afternoon
when the service was renewed.
The first mail
and newspapers for

thirty hours reached here from the west
this afternoon the train going only as far
as here and
immediately returning. A
wrecking train went north at noon and
No. 25 will go to Gardiner this evening
and farther if possible.
AT THE CAPITAL.
Augusta Escapes More Fortunately Than
Some of Her

while

Neighbors.

Augusta, Maroh 3.—This oity escaped
with comparatively
little damage from
the freshet on the Kennebeo
Edward’f
mills were overflowed and the basement!
filled, but the machinery suffered bul
The basements of the stores are
little.
flooded on the water front, but the goods
ad beon removed and little harm done.
There have been no trains or mails from
the west since Sunday. : Hallowell and
Gaidiner have experienced the most dis-

Sanford, March 3.—Below the Sanford
widens out into a large ing.
more
mills is also gone. No railroad mills, the river
will
start up other parts
id
pond. There are two outlets, the streams of Theymill probably
ca^cuicu iui ddtcidi
astrous flood ever known.
Stores were
Liauspuj. bauiuu
the
in about ten days
below
an
island.
although it
days.
together
coming
with water four feet high in the
is impossible to tell at present just when flooded
is
a
dam
twelve
of
theso
outlets
At one
“LITTLE” BECOMES “BIG
business sections.
Ice and logs crashed
called Batley dam. There is they will be able to start.
Large orews into the houses on the water front and in
The Little Androscoggin is the Higest for feet high,
of
men are at work day and
over it about three feet
night, clear- many oases oarrying them away. The
a foot bridge
a Half Century—Norway’* Loss.
ing up, and the work is progressing rapabove tho dam.
loss in Hnllowell is estimated at 115,000
Norway, March 3.—Damages by the
Last Sunday the water was so high idly.
Gardiner and Farmingdale at
and in
a largo number of the
a
15 mile circuit are
freshets within
Yesterday
inside
that it was flowing almost up to the foot
Below the river, at South
over *100,000.
hands started In at work
estimated at *20,000. This town's loss
cleaning up
bridge. Three young men, Earnest Lib- their different
and beyond, the loss, cannot be
Gardiner
of a
outside
is comparatively slight
All
departments.
of the
by, Walter Ashworth and William Uetch- outside crew and as
estimated.
Many ice bouses and mills
many outsiders
large covered bridge over Crooked river.
as
ell, went down ot this dam to obop away can be obtained are
are endangered. Trains will undoubtedCrooked river swept away at least nine
busy
olearing
outup
the Ice which threatened the foot bridge.
ly pass through Wednesday or Thursday.
bridges in other towns including Kye- Ashworth was standing on the ice and side the mills.
A train arriovd today from Belfast with
The
has
Mills
water
been
Mill
Barrow’s
drawn
Twin,Bolster’s
off by the many passengers, but went no further.
fleld,
off a large piece of it. The rushchopped
and Edes Falls.
gates at the dam so that the water is now
ing water swept the whole sheet of ioe
Part of the mills at Edes Falls are reMOOSEHEAD DAM MAY GO.
quite low. The workmen, finding that
one of the supports of the bridge
against
the stone dam was not seriously
ported gone. The Grand Trunk track with
damaged Still (Further Damage Threatens the Kenso
much force that Ashworth
is washed away in seven places between
began yesterday to build a temporary
nebec Cities.'
slipped, lost his balance, and under the
South Paris
and Gorham. The flume
tramway track across the top of the
and over the dam in a twinkling
bridge
Waterville, March 3.—A report reachei
is gone
at Locke’s Mills.
Greenwood
stonework, so as to be able to transport
into the rushing current below. Both
here from Greenville that the Mooseheac
It iB still raining, but
coal and stock. The tramway will
bridge is gone.
probatho other young men rushed for tho shore
the danger is piobably passed.
bly be completed some time today. There dam may give way. If it does the losf
to get down to rescue thoir companion.
The Little Androscoggin is the highest
are about 90 tons
of[ooal used in a dey in to the property will exceed that ever ex
Libby saw him as he came up after these
for 50 years this morning.
The dumage
and it is very hard worK to perienoed in the state. This would brinj
mills,
6trikiug tho current. He stood upright haul all of it
this city’s main street
to this town is *5000.
Highway bridges for on
around through Westbrook. the water into
instant, the water being about at
and flood all the oities down the river.
at Smows’
Men have also been
Jaoksons’
Falls,
Crossing liis breast and then was swept away turnvery busy removand five bridges on Stony brook are gone.
ing the poplar wood and debris that had It has stopped raining, but there is nt
ing over and over and bobbing up and
iron
ohange of temperature or appearanct
The
bridge at West Paris has down. Luckily he fell off near the end collected at mill 45,
The Haskell Silk mill started
of clearing.
swung round, and the oovered bridge
up yesof the bridge and Li bby had reached the
terday morning. Their damage is slight,
at South Paris. The town meeting was
shore below just iu time to meet him as
GARDINER’S LOSS.
amounting to only a few hundred dolpostponed as the baok roads are impas- ho came down..
Libby waded into the
and Is in such places that it would It Will Probably Go As High as *75.000
sable. The rivers are now falling.
lars,
water and made a grab for Ashworth.
not prevent work.
—Water Street’s Big Loss.
He seized the capo of his maokintosh, but
AN HONEST MAN.
The eleotrio light plant was
working
that tore off like papor. Ho made anothGardiner, March 3.—Trains and mail
all right Monday night. The
Dear Editor: Please Inform your readers
damage reaohed here this evening for the first
er quick grab and luckily seized him
by
that if written to conddentially, I will mail in
done was slight and was soon repaired.
a sealed letter, the plan pursued by which I
the collar.
time since Sunday afternoon. The water
Part of the Dana warp mill on Dana's
was permanently restored to health and manly
Ashworth shouted “Pull me out if you
has gone down very slowly during tht
vigor, after years of suffering from Nervous
Island
has
and
men
started up
are at work
Weakness, night losses and weak, shrunken ca:..’’ Libby is large, tall, and a strong
day but is still higher than auy ordinary
constructing a new bridge, whioh will freshet. All stores on Water street suffer
parts.
man and he pulled his friend
out
I have no scheme to exhort money from any yi.iiiig
be completed in about a week, but will
furious current with a mighty
one whomsoever.
i'; ho
and the loss to the city and business men
1 was robbed and swindled
by the quacks until I nearly lost laitn in
will reaoh $76,000. By tomorrow, the railif he hadn’t made that luoky probably be in condition to cross today.
U-iii.
mankind, but thank Heaven. I am now
In the meantime transportation to and road will bo passable east towards Waterwould
Ashworth
and
grub
well, vigorous
probably have
strong, and anxious !o
make this certain meats of cure kuown to
from the mill is made in a flat bottomed ville. ___
b in drowned, as no man could possibly
all.
wbioh is worked back and forth
Having nothing to sell or send C. O. D. I want save himself in that furious, iee oold boat,
HOOD'S PILLS curs Liver Lis,
no
Address JAS. A.
money.
HAKK1S, current, even if he hadn’t experienced by a line connecting each shore. Part Biliousness,
Indigestion, Headache.
Delray, Mich.. Box 366.
the
old
of the girders of
bridge were A pleasant laxative. All Druggist*
the shook ol! going over the falls.
pioked up on the flats below and will be

ON THE SHEEPSCOT.
Damage in the Wiscasset and Quebec Railroad—Trains Interrupted,

Wiscasset,

March 3.—The damage from
recent storm on the Sheepscm; river

the

the greatest in many years. The
spans of the bridge at Sheepscot were
not a
swept away and
vestage of the
Two bridges
bridge at head tide left.
in Whitefleld are gone.
The damage tc
was

W.
slight.
the

&. Q. railroad is comparatively
Trains
were interrupted, but

will

be running regularly tomorrow.
dam at head tide gave way and the
Jewett mill is swept away. The Palmei
mill Is greatly damaged. The loss at the
Jewett mill is over $3000.
The

NEWPIEIDS SHAREWhat is Contributed

by

STAGE LINES BENEFITTED.

Held

Mr. C.
runs

T hat

Town to the

Story of the Freshet.
[special to the press.]

Newfleld, March 9.—Newfleld

had

the

heaviest freshet ever known in its history.
$ The mill with all its heavy machinery
and the dam belonging to Charles Moulton was oarrled away. lettlDg down a
large amount of water on Weter street.
The middle pier of the bridge by Stanley’s mills was paitially oarrled away
making it unsafe for passage. The corner
post of Stanley’s saw mill was
washed out and the lower floor of bis

store bou se, standing next
lounury, was completely demolished.
W. G. Clifford’s building, tbe
lower
floor ocoupied by G.
H. Chillis as a
mo

were flooded
'Ihe familes of Edand
Mrs.
M. A. Piper, were
Libby
obliged to move. The water stood nearly
four feet deep on Water street and boats
were used for transportation.
At the
upper end of tbe village, the bulk head
owned by ,T. H. Smith on tbe Durgln
brook, was oarrien away.

ward

ly rain storm flooded the streams and
logging operations are suspended. The
toe

has gone out of the Machias river.

BBS

In the

Hartford,

Connecticut Valley.

Conn.,

Maroh a—The Connecticut river is 15 feet above low water
and higher than the point made in the
spring freshet last April. It is about
stationary now. No further rise is anticipated as the water has begun falling
at Springfield and Windsor Looks.
The
ohannel is clear of Ice. The trestle work
east of the New England railroad bridge
has been
strengthened and trains are
running nearly on schedule time. The
water is falliDg below the oity at Rocky
Hill and at Mlddletow dauger is belileved
to have passed.

::
■

■

Miss Maria Parloa:

1

is

authority on

iiSays
1

>

1

leading American
cooking; ehe

admitted to be

a

«
•

“Use

the foundation of
soups, sauces and many other thinga,
ia
stock
and the beet
a

good stock for

from Naples, Cornish and Parsousfield,
that usually go *iu tie Ogdeusburg, were
brought down to Gorham yesterday and
carried to Portland on the Rochester.
ON

| Liebig Company’s;
Beef” j
: | Extract of
<1

100 of Miss Parloft’s recipes
sent gratis by Dauchy* Co.,
B7 Park Place, Now York.

•

THEROYAL

Yarmouth Adds

RIVER.

Chapter

a

of

Story

to

the

Long

Woe.

The Yarmouth people yesterday were
oounting the cost as Royal river had then
begun to reoedo. This is Yarmouth’s contribution to the long tale of woe:
JShaw’s mill was partially flooded aa
alieady reporltd in the PRESS.
The wooden bridge near Shaw’s mill,

MILL SWEPT AWAY
the
at

known

as

Faotory bridge,

lacks

one

of

Place,
its spans, which hag gone on a sea voy[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
age.
West Buxton, March 8.—We are having
The new iron
now stands like a

bridge

worst freshet that ever occuried on
new iron bridge whioh
Saco. The
was put up last season is carried off and
now lies bottom up next to the factory.

the
the

Sunday evening
day morning

or

the

monument. The abutments are all right
but the earth wbiob was behind them
and formed the roadway,has been washed
go that the bridgo is now inaccessible. It ia in no danger.
The Maine Contral bridge whioh caused
a good deal of anxiety when it com-

out,

about 1 o’clock Monloe and logs began to

up on the bridge, but it was thought
stand
all
it
would
right
but it was too much for it and all at
Two men,
once it slid off the piers.

pile

that

menced to tip over, is now all right. The
road’s bridge builders were promptly on
hand and saw to it that the bridge whs
properly secured. These treu' D :s era
serious but there are worse, for the village is in darkness after nightfall and
the water supply Is ou off. That condition of things came about in this w«y.
When the flood struck the eleoctric light
station, it took out the side walls, each
about thirty feet in length, giving the
water a obanoe to make a clean sweep
through what is left of the building. The
water improved the opportunity and buried up the dynamos and other costly machinery. When the faotory bridge went
out it broke the water main and in addition to that the pumping station at
the polp mill is flooded above the level of
the furnaces, so that the water supply is
shut off.
The pulp mill was also flooded to such
anjextent that at onetime it asw impossible to enter some parts of it. ..The loss
here, it is said, will be $8000.
Weston’s machine shop was flooded and
the underpinning washed away so that
the building settled badly.
In addition
to this many patterns were destroyed, a
loss of much importance in a business
of this kind.
The new shoe shop which is in prooess
of erection for Hodsdon & Son, whose
old faotory was burned, is in the list of
losses. The fnotory was not destroyed
hut a good deal of the stone foundation
walls was washed away and a car loud of
lumber is gone. Many smaller buildings
snoh as sheds and out bouses were swept
away, including a store house owned by
Mr. A. H. Parsons.
From three to six feet of water is washing threuga the grist mill yrrd. The
horse stables oairied away and the old
Baker store (built in ’43) figated off.
Two wals of A. Cleave’s planing mill
washed out.
HM|
A message to tne fiijssb irom rtortn
“It is the greatest
Yarmouth
says:
freshet ever known here. Royal river berising Saturday and rose about 2«
eet, carrying away the two large bridges
near the G.
T. R. stntion. The other
bridges in the town aie more or less dam

Mr. Ridlcn and Mr. Graham, were on the
bridge at the time and they had a very
narrow esoape. As it was both men were
thrown down, Dut succeeded in getting
The houses ou the river road are
off.

nearly submerged, especially at James
Benjamins’house where the water is nearly
up to the eaves and the water and ioe Is
the woodwork into splinters.
and
The ell of the old Russell house
also of the house occup ied by Mr. Part-

grinding

ridge, lias been oarried away.

Nearly

all

Thu watthe families have moved out.
er is
higher than ever before and there
seems to be a prospeot that the saw mills
If it
on the Buxton side will go out.
will probably take out the iron
does it

bridge on the Buxton side, the plaining
barber
mill, grist mill, Townsend’s
shop. One cannot estimate the damages
if that should ooour. The water on the
Hollis side has surrounded the mill aod
60 rods to the higher
60 or
extends
ground. Mail and telephone connections
have stopped.
The foundation of the Maine Furniture
Company’s saw mill and the T. H. Berry
have been badly undermined
Monday morning. The piling under the grist mill had so given way this
morning that one end of it settled in the
water. All the machinery and everything
else was
ruined exoept 160 bushels of

grist

mill

sinoe

oats that was in the weaker end and that
oould not be reached beoauso it was unsafe to go there.

?;an

down against the bridge below, ono span
of which next the shore it passed through
as easily as if it had been paper

long

and 30 feet

aged.
AT UPPER GLOUCESTER.
What

the Floods and Freshets Did In that
Locality.

high.

[special

It was largely smashed to pieoes when
it struck the bridge aud the debris floated dowu the river, part of it lodging on
a submerged island.

an

press.]

Maroh 3.—The storm
the
and Sunday was

of last Saturday
most destructive here of any storm that
we have'had for many years. At the saw
mill of A. H. Jordan, the gateway of the
mill went out at six o’ulook Sunday
night and swept everything before It. It
also took one large stone pier from under

Only Two I.ittle Wash-

Only One Train Delayed

to the

Upper Gloucester,

ROCHESTER’S GOOD LUCK.

Hour

and Hall.

the mill aud started another. It was a
hard looking sight this morning. F. W.
Winter’s mill which is below Jordan's Is
said at this time to he all right as iar aa

The only two washouts that the Rochester has had to amount to anything are
at Bartlett brook, just this side of Waterboro and at East Roohescer. Bartlett
brook runs out of the Bartlett pond,
where Charles
Bates of Portland outs
his ice. This brook has swollen so that

It is hoped that no more
uan be seen.
damage may be done, unless the storm
continues loDger. There is no signs of
its olearing away this morning.
Mr. Jordan with his orow worked hard

It
flooded the whole meadow and the
culvert inside the traok could stand the
to save his mill and surroundstrain no longer
and one of the stono on Sunday
but despite all efforts, the
abuttments was undermined
Monday ing property,
storm proved to le too great for him to
washThe
of
this
morning.
repairing
all.
out delayed one train about ono hour and save
The snow is now a thing of the
past
a {half.
The washout at East Rochester
and ft proved to be very fortunate
caused no delay. The Rochester Is very here,
there
was
that
not n larger body of it on
fortunate in
that It has escaped while
the ground for had there beon a
large
body the damage must have been
very
great to mill property.
How’s ThisJ
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any ease of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY <& CO., props., Toledo, O.
J.
We the undersigned, have known F.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him

perfectly

•

out

Yesterday morning Mr. Higgins said
he had five passengers down from Standish to Gorham.four of whom would otherwise have gone to Sebago aDd down
on the Maine Central.
This
is significant of the lnorease of
business on the stage lines beoause of the
stopping of the Maine Central trains.
Besides Standish and Sebago. the mails

thai

outs and

Maohias, Maroh 8.—A 48 hours’ easter-

Higgins of Standish, wbo
route from Gorham to

Sebago they
Monday, but now

Domoratio—same list as last year.
The appropriations
for current
expenses are about as usual, except 180 0
dollars has been added to the amount before raised for common schools, and an
increase of $300 added to the High suh ool

THe Railroad Had

At Machias.

E.

mail stage

At

The mill was quite a large, flat-roofed
to the two-story wooden building, about 60 feet

blacksmith shop,
depth of three feet.

a

from Portland on the Rochester.
didn’t get any mall
that the use of the
stage line and the Rochester has been
adopted, they’ll get one mail a day until
the bridge at Westbrook is replaced.

ing

The mill kept settling and finally at
shingle mill flooded. The next building,
the foundry, owned by J. Emery,
was just 4.10 p. m. It went off Its foundation
Injured considerably. Frank O. Davis, and was swopt out into the current and

oarriage and

the

carries the mail from Gorham to Standish and then to Sebago, alsojbe transfers
passengers in this way, they com-

with rebuilding, and voted to raise
the necessary money upon i per cent
bonds.
The
prlnolpal town offioers are all

Flood

are

Tjimingcon, and another from
Staudish to Sebago Lake, said yesterday,
that because the Maine Central was not
running on the Mountain division, ho

The town at the annual meeting today,
selectmen to proceed at

the

Carrying

Rochester

East

empowered tije

Bridge—Other Damnge'of

Up—The

Ogdensliurg’s Mails.

pairs.

Mills and Crushed Through

terrible flood be-

Doing Much business While Railroads

lett and Walker’s mills was taken by running ice from off the abutments, which
latter also may have to be rebuilt. Other smaller bridges will require
large re

GRIST

the

over

neath.

draw bridge near the railroad
The eastern or Kennebunkport
side, this not entirely down, is a ruin.
The bridge two miles above, near Bart-

At Bar

passing

in

the

uuj

mill.

From the

Since Sunday;

oounty is the appropriaiion.

tueuyiuvuiiiu|}

News from Bowdoinham reports about
$1,000 damage done to Kendall’s fertilize!

FIRST FOR 30 HOURSRichmond

Saturday.

from

business

once

News from Richmond reoeived by President Drake of the Kenneheo Steamboat

many

came

value to the

any

station.

downward course.
The water has all drained off from the
main streets and they are now in a passsidewalks
able condition although the
and curbing

of

there has been no railroad communicaChaso
tion with
any point farther went than
lumber and shingle mill at that place, the Maine Central’s coal sheds in this
lost all the logs be had hauled
In there city, and the prospect of
moving trains
this winter.
There wore about 300,000 tomorrow
seems very poor.
The wires
feetj and the 1< ss is not far from J3500 are utterly orippied west of Bangor.
The wooden
bridge aoross the Littie
Damages here resulting from rising
Ossipoo, at East Llmington was carried waters and heavy rains have beeu very
down Monday. The Ossipte empties in- slight
thus far. The
Maine Central
to the Saco, about a half mile below East draw bridge has been lifted out of
plaoe
Llmington. Tbe wooden birdge across by pressure ,of ice and strong current,
tho Saco was saved by the prompt work but it
is expeoted it will soon be reof the people.
They had weighted It placed.
The most serious effect of the
with rocks and when a great jam of loe storm has been the
melting of snow in
came
down at about 10 a.[m., Monday, the woods and interruption of railroad
the bridge would have surely gone down traffic.
but for this precaution. The ice struok
HIGH TIDES AND FRESHETS
the bridge and pushed one stringer over
Start the Ice in
Kennebunkport Riveragainst tho other, but because of the
Town Meeting Held.
great weight of rooks, tbe bridge held
firm and the ice Anally went under It.
ISPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
Mr. Chase’s loss of all his winter logs
March 3.—The full
Kennebunkport,
oripple him. He Is a
will
seriously
sea from the big blow
and the freshet
man and his lumber
ambitious
young
from the great rains started tne up river
business is the principal industry of the
His
whole mill was seriously ice down with suoh force, as to batter
town.
down the western half of the woodwork

which oonuocts us with B owdoinham.
Two iron scans wore being pat In when
the ice did its work and even carried off
the engine and boiler that was used there

was a curious

Importance Since
Saturday,

Bangor, March 8.—The last mail
men

signt to see large canes
of ice,
weighing many hundred pounds,
where
laying by the side of the road,
they had been tossed as if they were mere
their
torrents in
chips by the angry

it

over

not get in’running order for several days.
We had a big wooden chute that conductMayor Cutter said yesterday that the
ed clean water from the pond down
to the city would be in the vidamage
and
colacross the river to the printing
oinity of 10,000,the loss being mostly on
That chute was earned away.
or m ill.
the bridges,although many of the streets
“We had a big scare last night. At 10
and sidewalks are in a very bad condiword
from
sent
down
o’clock
they
tion.
The street commissioner has a
of
was
the
danger
Sprlngvale that there
large crew of men ai work and everyJam breaking up at the Long Pond reserthing is progressing as rapidly as possivoir. We sent up six men to work on
ble.
the dam and two men with a fast horse
The city is going to throw a
temporary
the
to
in
to give warning
valley wooden
^people
bridge aoross the river at Cumm case the dam gave away.
berland Mills, and work will be com“We’ve fignred itjout and thought it out
menced as soon as the material oan be
and if that^dam gave way it meant great
got on the ground. The temporary
river.
destruction to everything on the
bridge will have a span of 97 feet and it
there would
The valley is narrow and
will take about ten days to have it so that
that
have been no other way but for
it oan be erossed in safety.
whole pond of 1800 acres, to come right
S. D. Warren & Co. started up madown here.
“After our men went up last night they chines Nos. 9 aDd 10
yesterday afternoon.
found the dam all right and that it was The mill
is looated on one bank of the
a false alarm.

the working parts were ooncerned.
The streets of Westbrook were thronged
with curious sightseers all day yesterday,
and although the sight was uot so grand
as

of

Limlugton, March 3.—A. H.
of East Llmington, who has a

furniture and household
by the rain which was

pouring down incessantly.
NOTES.

No Mails

Had

Haa

the west
ISPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]

East

most of the other railroads have suffers
X ts * business has
everaly.
increased
thereby, because Borne of the passengers
and freight and mails that would naturally go on the Ogdeusburg now corns
aoross country and strike the Roohoster
at various points.
This railroad has few bridges dangerThe bridge at Saco river
ously located.
is very high and entirely secure, though
the train takes plenty of time and ea'Ve

BANGOR CUT OFF.

Rocks and

sand—A. H. Chase Lost 8300,000 of Logs

heaviest being caused by

(ian:Hge, the

;reat deal and it seemed almost incredl1 ile that that little river, flowing under
ments of the dam went whirling by here.
The Pejepsoot mill is not seriously in- 1 he bridge could have been the raging,
'■
the photogarph taken by Mr.
jured although about 11 feet of water uoh as
1
Jeorge Goodall, showed it to he, one of
stood on the in the grinding loom.
FIX.

alight,the heaviest loss
were paoked ready

be pushed right along.
The people who fled from their houses
on account of tho
washout aro moving
back and they have sustained very little

a

A

very

BOSONE BR1DGEIGONEThe Other

2

and moved to the bank by the use of
oables.
News was received here today that the
Merrymeeting bay bridge left its place
In a peculiar way. Merrymeeting bay is

IN

was

It
was impoasllbe to say how long it
would
ta ke to make the repairs and have the
bridge safe for travel but tho work would

re-

The bridge was onoe a toil bridge an d
wag a very long one.
At Pejepsoot mills, four miles above
here, a section of the dam of the Pejepsoot Paper company wai carried away
this forenoon and this afternoon
frag-

property

being on goods that
for shipment.

can

sumed iu a day or two.
One of the strange soenes along the
river Is a small bouse whioh had been
torn from its foundation in the rear of
the Cabot mill but had been captured

queer looking plaoe being filled with
great masses of ice and debris. The iso
piled up under the bridge, lifted It from

able to start up work this morniug. It
will take some time to dry the goods injured by the water, but this will uot prevent the mill from running ail right and
tilling their orders. The loss to the mill

Portland & Rochester railroad.
Yesterday afternoon W. F. Bennett of
Portland with a large crew of men, were
placing a large donkey engine iu place to
* stirnnted his loss at 11000.
drive piling to make the oeoessary repairs
on the Maine Central bridge over the
RECEDING WATERS
river at Cumberland Mills.
tnd me Scene of Havoc and Destruction Presumpscot
will start to work on the bridge toThey
At Westbrook
Mr. Bennett said ho was going
morrow.
The river at Westbrook is falling rapid, am from
Sanford to the sea, except the
to try and jaok the bridge up in the cenabove
1
Jus*;
this
and
is
about
level
so
to
its
natural
Vest Kennebunk bridge.
y
tre and then put piling under it If this
ren

until the water subsides nut he did not
One be as serious as
think it would
at first supposed. The mill will be closed
for several weeks and today the help were
being paid ofl. The mill of the Bowdoin
paper company is also shut up but it is

expeoted

used on the now bridge. The machinery
ind stook of the mill were injured but
very little, mostly by water,and the damage will not be very heavy.
Westbrook
Gingham mill, No. 3, is
□early all oleaned up and expects to be

A RISE IN PAPERS.
They

A
O.

MARVIN,

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken

Druggists.

Apiece

In Ox-

Faria, March 3.—The first train
the
Grand Trunk since Saturday
aAived from
Gorham tonight. Thera
has hosii no mall since Saturday.
Daily
papers are selling for 85 oents a copy.
South

WholeTO CUKE A COLD IN ONE

Internally

acting directly upon the blood and mucou,
surfaces of the system. Price 76c. per bottles
Testimonials frm.
Sold
all
by

Cents

County.

over

tions and financially able to carry out any
obligation made l)y their firm.
Wholesale
WEST A TRUAX,
Druggists,

Toledo, O.
'VALUING, K1NNAN
sale Druggists. Toledo,

Worth 35
ford

transac-

honorable in all business

Are

j

DAT.

Take laxastire Bromo Quinine Tablets
all druggist refund the money if it iai g
to cure.
85o.

A

FAMED WAR CORRESOPNDENT.

gUddtn Death

os

Charles

C.

Coffin

in

Brookline,

Invades

the

TIDAL
Yard

WAVE

DEEDING.

Portland

of

shortly

after 12 M. Tuesday.
Mr. Coffin was a native of

a

collegiate

were

the

& Claremont railroads.
In 1846 he was married to Miss Sally R.
Parmer of Boscawen, a sister of the eminent engineer and inventor. He bought
town, hut failing
a farm in his native
health compelled him to abandon it.

In 1849 he oonstruoted the telegraph
line between Harvard observatory and
Boston, by which uniform time was first
given to the railroads leading irom Bos-

MAINE

TOWNS.

Items of Interest Gathered

by Correa-

pondents of the Press.
Windbam.

Windham Centre, Maroh 8—The damage done to the roads and bridges in this
vicinity and in other parts of the town,
by the recent rain, is very great. Seven
of the bridges which
spanned Pleasant
river were oarriod
away, either wholly or
partially. The Anderson bridge which
spanned the river between the Centre and
■Windham Hill is entiiely gone and

He had charge of the oonstruotion
of the telegraph liro alarm, and gave the several
other smallar bridges also. The
first signal by that system, April 39, 1853. roads in
many places are badly washed
He began at an early age to write for
out, some so as to be impassable.
the newspapers, and from 1850 to 1854
Miss Edith Pride has returned from
was a frequent contributor to the Boston
Cumberland Mills, where she has been
and New York press. Later in the 50’s,
visiting Miss Annie Holmes.
and until the outbreak of the war, he
The masquerade sooiable at the Grange
worked as a reporter, correspondent and hall
Friday evening was a sucoess in
associate editor of the Boston Traveller,
every way. About twenty couple were
the Journal and the Atlas. During the in
oostume, all were well disguised and
war he represented
the Journal In the soma
of tho costumes were especially
field, where he acquired the reputation
At a given signal at the end of
of an active, graphic delineator of the pretty.
unmasked.
An
game all
the.
stirring military events of tho time.
euPPer was served to all desiring
In 1866-7 he spent a year and a liulf in
Europe, whither he went to report lor the
rH- L. Maria Jones is at home for a
Boston Journal the progress of the war
Mt time.
Raymond.
letters of introduction which opened greet
At the
Social
sooiai
opportunities.
rtaymona, Maroh 3—Miss Mabel PlumSoleuce Congress in Belfast, Ire., ho gave mer is
recovering i from the effects .of a
Ainerioan common severe oold.
an address upon the
sohools. After visiting Europe, ho made
Mr. Nathan Pinkham, of Harrison, rean
extended tour in the East, inoluding Omtly called on friends In
this plaoe.
Turkey, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, India,
Miss Abbie Phlnney is quite feeble at
China and Japan, returning by the way present
writing.
of California in 1869.
Miss Blanobe Hooper, of Sebago Lake,
Then he entered the leoture field, and is
relatives in this place.
visiting
Was frequently before the public as a
We are pleased to report Mrs. Deborah
speaker for the Lowell Institute, teach- Leaoh as much Improved in health.
ers sssociatious, legislative committees,
Mrs. Ruth Buofc, of South Harrison, is
In 1870 he received from Amherst the
etc.
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Albion
College the honorary degree of A. M. Knight.
He was a member of the New England
MIrs Ella Moses of North Gorham, was
Historical and Genealogical Society, and seen In our
village last Friday afternoon.
was the orator at the
celebration of the Miss
Virginia F. Weston accompanied
150th anniversary of the settlement of his her home to
spend Saturday and Sunday.
native town.
Mr. Fred Barbour of Rum ford
Falls,
He was a member of the lower house of is
at
Mr. John Hayden’s.
stopping
the Massachusetts! Legislature of 1881Standisli.
1895, and of the Senate of 1891.
In 1869 ho published “Our New Way
Standieh, Maroh 3—We hod a most vioRound the World,’’followed by the “Seat lent rain Saturday and Sundav which
of Empire,” Caleb Crinkle” (a story), leaves the roads very badly washed and
”
“Boys of ’76,” “Story of ijiberty “Old damaged. What were streams are rivers
Times in the Colonies,” “Building the now. This puts a stop to the lumbering.
Nation,” and “Life of Garfield,” beside
Thq following Republican officers were
a history of his native town.
elected by a majority of 65 to 75 last
Mr. Collin had enjoyed an acquaint- Monday:
ance with nearly all
the public men of
Clerk and Treasurer—Edward Dolioff.
this country, including Daniel Wesbter,
Seleotmen—Willie M. Libby, Emory
Everett,
Winthrop, Sumner, Wilson, Rich, John Rand.
Collector and Constable—Sargent G.
Seward, Chase, Fessenden, Dix, Lincoln,
ton.

Oysfcer

Sherman,
Sheridan, Phillips,
Garfield, Colfax,
Andrew,
Holmes,
Winslow,
Blaine, Whittier,
Longfellow. Bryant, Bayard Talyor.
Grant,

Emery.

Garrison,

Since 1870 Mr. Coffin had devoted himself largely to authorship. His published
works now number 20 volumes. The first
volumes published during the war are
still in demand, while his later works
have a steady sale. His books have found
their way largoly into the public schools
He had been
for supplementary reading.
a contributor to Harper’s and the Atlantic, and delivered no fewer than aUX) addresses.

While Mr. Coffin was in Vienna he was
introduced by Mr. Motley to the prime
minister of Austria, and Mr. Coffin was
liy him provided with a seat with the
diplomatic corps upon the coronation of
the Emperor and Empress of Austria as
King and Queen of Hungary. At Berlin he witnaseeu a grand review of the
Prussian army before William I., the
Czar of Russia, Bismarck, Moltke and
Gortschokoff.
Through tne oourtesy of Gen. Dix, in
Paris, he had frequent opportunities to
see
Louis Napoleon, Eugenie, Thiers,
Guizot and other celebrities of the realm.
In London he attended the grand banquet given to unaries uicnens, presided
over
by Lord Lytton, at wnioh were
nearly all the literary guild—Charles
Richard
Anthony
L’rollope,
Rcade,
Monoktou Milnes, Charles Knight, Austen Henry La.vard, Sir Edwin Landseer,
Wilkie Collins, Jules Benedict, Mark
Lemon, the great humorist of Punch,
the Lord Chief Justice of England and
a host of notables.
On ieb. 18 last Mr. and Mrs. Collin
celebrated their golden wedding at thoir
home in Brookline.
Is. You Have

a

Sick Child This is

Surely

a

Message of Hope.
the host of news for parents of
sickly children. It is a fact
that our people have iioretofore net had
the same opportunity for having their
children who suffer from chronic or linThis is

weakly

or

gering complaints treau d and cured by
eminent specialists in children’s diseases
residents of the great cities
as do the
where such skilled phsyioians reside. In
other words our jeiple have been de-

School Committee—A. C. Dresser, Alpheus Rand.
Truant Officer—S. G. Emery.
Auditor—W. H. Dresser.

Ordinarily

delivered dally in
this city at least 3,600 oans of milk, but
the delivery yesterday was less than three
hundred. The milk cannot be delivered
there

Is

t

will understand exactly wl.at ails your
Ho will also give ijs
children.
advice,
founded upon his vast experience and
In
suoccss
wonderful
treating men cases,
as to just what to do to effect a cure.
All this will cost you nothing r.nd you
can thus have consultation with the bestknown physician anti acknowledged most
world without
successful specialist
expense whatRaving home and at
ever.
The doctor is the discoverer pf that

^k

greatest of medicines, Br. Greene’i Norvura blood and nerve
remedy, anf has
discovered many other most valuv>le
remediie. Write to him now about your
child, for this 13 a chance of cure Which
you may never have again.

•iver, and went orashing down over the
lam at Stevens mill, in huge masses
hroateniug destruction to all things perehable. Many of the residents who wltlesned the grand sight remarked that
hey never saw so rauoh ice go over the

the tour-act meloMountain
Wait,” to a
river so
orowded house, with the following excellam ot one time, or saw
tlio
lent cast of characters;
ligh. The fish houses on E ore river
A. W. Hooper
waive or more in number were all swept
Dill Maxim,
William Stevens ,
Jaok Nibber,
iway.
W.
P.
Osborne
Ralph Delrnar,
Mr. Henry
Parson Tibbs,
It Didn't Work.
Owen
Sheppard
Astorbilt,
H, J. Davis
Yesterday afternoon a sailor attempted
Sheriff Krantz,
E. H. Howard | ;o aboard a schooner at Central wharf,
Pat Hennessey,
E. M. Cobb 1
Hamilton Han,
>ut “landed all in a heap,” as those who
Miss Alberta Gatley
Monte Miller,
Mrs. H. J. Davis, 1 aw him said. Ho was assisted to rise,
Mrs. Tibbs,
I mt fairly yelled with pain, and said his
Meg, the Mountain Waif,
Miss Adele S. Davis : ight leg
was entirely helpless.
Word
During the entertainment tho follow- vas sent to the police station and Depuing features were introduced: Banjo solo, \ y Sterling ordered the man removed at
Mrs. Minne Hudson; vooal solo, Miss
mco from the schooner to
the station.
Adelo S. Davis; banjo and guitar duet,
Je insisted that the operation was kitiMessrs. Leavitt and Green; olog dance,
ng him,and the officers took him as tenMr. H.
J. Davis; Mrs. Gertrude Bux- , lerly as they uould from the sohooner to
'he wharf. Others assisted and the “inton, accompanist.
The new hall is a model one in every
ured” man was at last made as oomforrespect and will fill a long-felt want at i abla as possible under the olrcumstances,
Deering Centre. Tho hall is 45x55 feet on md Dr Pudor was sent for.
and
18 feet high, making it
the floor
It took the dootor about five miDUtes
with 350
light aDd airy. It is
his mind that the
o make up

provided

lees aim wiu

prusueuium arcn isxiy.

"“uu

iho

JX

“You’ll

ihe

have

to

that Deering has at last a cosy
theatre and a first-class dramatio
company.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C.Coffin of Woodfords
entertained the D. L. S. Club last evelittle

total loss by flie was |16,518 on building!
nnd on personal property 152,855. The

j

TO CUKE A COLD IN ONE

q

§

JL

New

York

Elastic

Seeley

TRUSS

the

UIHtltf
»

losses.

combination laddei
engine for Hun joj
hill. He recommends a modern engine
house at the oorner of Congress and I
streets, inat renor engine A be placet
there and hose 86 be assigned to the saint
Ho recommends a obemical or villagt
steam fire engine for Peaks Island; thal
the permanent men be appointed during
good behavior and that captains of com
panios be made permanent mon; that
8000 feet of cotton hose and 2000 feet ol

in

the

ooming

the

depart

the

charge of the firt
number of new by
drants should be purchased and set os
pecially at the east and west ends of the
a

liomc for

JC3. JtLs

Hard Rubber

Quartette

entertainment

at the
home which was greatly enjoyed by all.
Pine music was rendored on the mandolins and guitars
by Miss Horne, Miss
Chase and Mrs. Elgee, and sweet songs
were sung by Miss Thompson.
an

The Bellows’

The

"Bellows

School.

School” will be

during the present week,

on

closed

account oi

tho illness of Mrs. Vellows.

The One Price

UUHHbdPOMJmGLl

■—

HESIDX.iOrS',

A. W.
Baldridge, Miilersville,
For sale by Landers & Babbidge, Drug,
[gists, Portland; and C. B. Woodman,

Westbrook,

for Domestic Use.

TELEPHONE

....

100-3

OFFICE:

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.

.

|

ap3M.W&Ftf

]

k

a

CAUTION.
cautioned
corporations and persons
ALLagainst
receiving, buying
discounting
ol paper purporting to be
note, signed
Slice
V me for $360. dated October 15th, 1895,
are

or

Every

t

t
l

Inch

I

l

a

a

payable to the order of James DeWoUe. nine
months after its date. The same being without
consideration, and payment of same' will be
contested.

Portland, Me., Feb. 24th,

feb26eod2w*

1896.

JOSEPH OWES

€
r

0

of the Stearns Bicycle is made with a view to its forming a part of the
best wheel on earth. It’s a good rule to buy only that which has given
satisfaction. The Stearns Bicycle has countless friends, who have weighed
their mount in the balance of service and found it far from wanting.
He
who seeks the best and is willing to pay for it should linger no longer

£
w

5

jc?

the brink of indecision.
Fellow” and obtain
on

l

Get

a

Stearns

catalogue, buy

4
f

f
T

5

J.1

“YeHow

a

\

Measure for Measure.

F.O. BAILEY

j

I

STATE

xchange St.

6

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Proposals! for Paving Blocks.
<JEALED proposals for furnishing the Street
Department with granite paving biocks for
the year 1896 will be received at the office of
the Commissioner of
Public
Works
until
WEDNESDAY, the 4th day of March, 1896,
at 12 o’clock in., when they will be
publicly
The successful bidder will
opened and read.
be required to give a bond in a sum and with
sureties

IJ
iv.

/g?

Aim

X
^F*'

oj§?
nt;

ipF

satisfactory

rJst's COTTON ROOT
£gj|

|

■

B g

mff

t?C

EwG G 3k B^

Cures ini to 4 days. Immediate in, effect; quick to C'-ire.
A positive preventive Can be
carried Invest pocket, all com-

j

reliable

IPS^SI D Q Origlstyl
llJBIlaLuIaADIKS!
Genuine
and
jfflSrsafe.

alwaysaskforDr.Rusftiffijootton’

on©

sale in Portland by JOHN O. KEEFE, 206Midal St, and
£76 and SOO-Cocgreas Street
For

^

?

SIMMONS0 a
&

by
uy

HAMMOND

£,VedU

Messrs Lippman K3os.. fiavaunan.
a bottle of
Hot Bunn ss. Ark. .ana
more good tnun three
months* treatment at the Hot BprlufiB.
000(2 three bottle* O. O, D.

©a-: Dear Sirs—I bought

Rheumatism

P. at
yourP.P.
ft lias done me

anti Scrofula

fp*

|
\
Hr

Sp
\
fiS^

%.

.rff*

“9SB#ctIur,iTo«3fjj!wT0N>
Brown
Ob
Cour.ly,
Aberdeen,
Cunt. J. B. Jo&asion.

P. P. P. purifies the blood, bullcto up
the
weak
and
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

v

<&*•

5b 4// 'cAoth if may concern: I hero*
t>v testify to the wonderful properties
ot P. P. P. for eruptions of the skin. I
suffered for several years with an unsightly and disagreeable eruption ox*
iny faoe.
dr bn- in

For

primary, secondary and tertiary
lor blood poisoning, mercupoison, malaria, dyspepsia, and

I tried

every

known

j*.
4*3

remo*

valn.until P. P. P. was Used*
Bnd am now entirely cured.
«?• D. JOHNSTON*
(Sisa*dby>
Savannah. <3e*
#
Sfctai Cancer Cured.

syphilis,
rial

xr

_

blood and

skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
totter, scald head, bolls, erysipelas,
©czerua— wo may say, without, fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P. i9 the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy aud parmanont cures
In all cases.

$$
x*.

Tittiir.ony from rho Mayor of Sequin^TtSi
Sequin, Tux., January 1*.1S93.
Messrs. Lippman Bros. , Savannah,
Oa.: CterMeftiOn—I have tried your P.
P. P, for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
atandmg. and found groat relief: 1$
parifioa the blood and removes all ir«
rltation from tho seat of the dlsca3a
and prevents any spreading: of the
I nf ve taken hvoor six bottlao
sorea.
and fool confident that another course
Will effeott a cure. It has also relieved
and stomaoo
zne from Indigestion

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
and whose blood Is in an impure ccncition, due to menstrual Irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the woaderful tonic and blood olosnaing prop*
©rtiesof P. P. P.—Priokiy Anh, PokO
Boot and Potassium.

Springfield, Mo. Aug. 14th, 1893,
can speak in the. highest terms of
your medicine from my own personal
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rboumatism for
35 years, was treated by the very be:#
physicians ana spent hundreds of doilars. tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have ouly taken
one Dottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say It has done mo more
good than anything I havo ovor takon.
2 can recommend your medicino to ali
sufferers of the above diseases,

trouble*.

IfovflCTa^;,
CAPT. W.

_

„a_
M. RUST.
Attorney at Law.
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Do® oo Blood Biseases Moiled Free.
ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

^

LIPPMAN BROS.

#

PROPRIETORS,

MRS. M. M. YE ARY.
Mo*

BiooSsSaFenaali, G3

SprlBg&olci, Green County,

'¥i

Commissioner of

QUICK SALES AND SMALL PROFITS.
mu&ei. ouiius,

iu

Ginger Carl wheel*,
Lemon Cart Wheels,

RAMBLER
steady

KifleNuts,
Animal Crackers,
Vanilla Crisps,

-AND-

STILIj

L£AI)IMG.

1896 Models Yew In.
N.SVS.

PERKINS&CO.,

Hardware Dealers, S FreeSt
feb2#

63m

lb.

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

lb.

itaisms,

318.3

cts
25 cts
25 cts
25 cts
25 cts

tor

23

Salmon,

25

#1.60.
cts. gal.

6 cts. lb.
25 cts.
25 cts,
7 cts. lb.
60 cts. pk.
10 cts. can.

r*m<

d&'JL

___

neeaiess

lb

fry High Life Coffee.

ns

Telephone,

*

Jood Canned

wwi

jESL.

id.
lb.

Currants for
Good Raisins,
; lb. Fancy llaisins,
00 Crackers,
!0 lb. Sugar and 1 lb. 60c Tea,
iood Cooking Molasses,
1 lauer Kraut
0 lb. Rolled Oats,
lb. good California Prune?*
; lait Pork by the Strip,
ieans. all kinds,
i

loot*, lb.

10 cts.
10 cts.
15 cts.
12 cts.
12 cts.
2Bc to GOc

*******

improvement

cig.

10 cts. lb.
10 cts. lb.

Biscuits,
Assorted Cakes,
Graham Wafers,
Tea,
Chase and Sanborn’s Coffee in
2 lb. cans.
Chase and Sanborn’s Orloff Tea,
try It.

and

Root

SiJSSmSS
J FaTa^nlveF h^uro*of™0 $X.OO

email package. Mailed to any address
® dress on receipt
on receipt Of $1 by
The Japanese Pile Cure
Company, St. Paul Minn.

pl.tc in

the

Public Works.
Blanks on which proposals
made, specifications and further information can be obtained at the office of said
Commissioner who reserves the right to relect
any or all bids should he deem it for the interest of the city so to do.
Bids should be
marked "Proposals for Granite Paving Blocks”
and addressed to GEO. N. FERNALD, Commissioner of public Works.
Ieb24dtd

*»>

SYROVA!
fl C * U S FlL
HBLldW
Si|K®*always
A

to

4tlh

t

Are eastsreS^ LCEjaved by S*.SP«S*»
—Prickiy Aob. Pclro Root and Fete**
Blum, tiie creates; blood purifier OSS
earth.
Aberseto, O.. July 21,1891.

in Blood Poison

all

#

KIDNEY TROUBLES
and DYSPEPSIA

MbKbs

in

^

2

must be

d

feb25dt£

Bn

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

Fruit

AGENTS.

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES
AND OLD SORES
cAtarrh, malaria,

Marvelous Cures

wy
<)

Proprietor.

-

—I

Seventeen years of

croup.

and Free-

Above Coals Constant"
ly On Hand.

feb20eodtf

Cbamberlniu’s Cough Remedy gives
the best satisfaction of any cough medicine I handle, and as a seller leads all
other preparations in the market. I rooomend it because it is ihe best medioiuc
I ever ham^dd for coughs, colds nnd

Lehigh

(Semi' Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge use.
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
English and American Cannel.

LOW.

-

ionise;

mil t

Pocahontas

Frye,

t

Spot Cash

26 and 28 Monument Square, Portland, Me.

Burning Coals

..———

I
l

things.

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS I FURNISHERS,

A Fall Assortment of

COB. CONGBESS and FRANKLIN STS.

Aged Women.

The ladios of the Caroiotto

kindly gave

rallied
■

tha line as welt as other

IRA F. CLARK Sc CO.s

COAL.

TRUSS

Geo. CL

reoommends a
truck and chemical

rnent be put

Q

AX-

A!

in the

DAT.

LOWEST
PRICES.

• • • •
® § @

saving here

TRY US, OR RATHER TRY THE HATS.

Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets,
ill druggists refund the money If It fails
f o cure. 25o.

A FIT OtJARAATJjEI*

O

He

committee, and

thrilling

Hotel Arrivals.
of Morrills, met last
evening with Mrs. S. L. Ballard.
The following were among the guests
Mr. William
C. Willard of Saunders t it the Preble house yesterday:
W. Atstreet, has been ill.
1 ;inson, G. E. Wingate, Boston; J. D.
The
CuBhman Club of Oakdale will ] jeinnn, Augusta; H. E. Jones, Caribou;
meet this evening at 7 o’clook in the hall < >. D. Emerson, South Berwiok; W. C.
iing, P. rovidenoe; C. L. Adams, Troy;
/
on Pitt stroet.
il. N. Willey, Rookland.
Deering Lodge, A. O. U. W, will hold
At the Falmouth yesterday were J. W.
a business meeting this ovening.
V'aikor, Dover, G. Brewer, Springfield,
Miss Gertrude W. Goodrioh of Morrills,
M. Goodwin, Biddeford, J. C. Seavey,
icarboro; B. MoDougliai, Chicago; H.
will entertain the Piety Ridge Club this
). Miller, H. D. Benson, Bangor.

STOCK.

You will find a

Dr. Leonard at Chestnut Street.

Club

The
Woodfords Folk-lore Club will
meet on
Thursday ovening with Miss
Florence Farnham, Oak street.
A large traot of iand situated on Deer-

yon

Hat Store Prices Either*

Deputy

75o.

Chief Engineer Jackson reports that
there are 175 men in the fire department.
There wero 59 bell alarms and 42 telephone and still lamia last year. The

rubber nose be purchased
year; that the buildings of

with

Jr. Leonard is an eloquent and
peaker. All are weloome.

ning.

Municipal Reports.

exceeded

talk

Rev. Dr. Leonard of Now York, mislionary secretary of the Methodist Epis:opal ohurch, will speak in Chestnut
itreet ohurch, tomorrow afternoon and
ivpning. There will be a practioal talk
o Christian workers
in the afternoon,
ind a popular address in the evening.

]

as

uuu

“patent”

Kev.

stiff, just

or

“This will send me to
hospital for two months,

The outoome of the
up.
will largely depend upon whether
ludge Robinson does or does not temper
ustioe with mercy this morning.

satisfied

CHIEF ENGINEER.

largoly

cuniou

;ase

room

evening.

popular shapes, either sett
fancy, and we don't charge

said:

AT-

insurance

uu

a

We have all the new and

sterling about that,” said the dootor, as
le left the room, and
the deputy looked

scenery
enough for two ohanges,
complete the stage arrangements. Ample
dressing rooms are provided on the same
floor, which also has a kitchen and tiokot
the hall is a large dining
office. Over

Unity

sailor

he marine

and

The

No matter how well he may
becoming Hat.
be dressed otherwise, he needs a

von’t it?

very pretty drop curtain, having a charming marine view upon it, two baok drops

and several small rooms for various
The
entire building is lit
purposes.
with eleotriolty and thoroughly plumbed.
The audience last evening were delighted
with both hall and play and wont away

No mao looks right without

alleged

modern opera chairs with hat raoks.
These seats may be removed at any time
and
the
hall used for dancing as the
floor is a fln e one.
The stage is 20x33

thirty miles from Portland, are praotically impassable and the milkmen cannot
deliver their goods.
The hotels, restaurants* and
the largor ^bakeries are
greatly inconven ienoed by the floods.

cases

of children’s complaints. Parents have
tho privilege of consulting Dr. Greene by
letter, describing their children’s diseases
and he will,
ftor carefully considering
the symptoms, write a letter fully explaining the trouble, telling everything
about their complaint so pluirly that you

;
<

at tne railroad stations on acoount of the
carrying away of bridges and the flooding of the highways. The lattor in most
of the country towns within a radius of

their
barred from seeking a cure for
city.
children by tho great pbsyicians, owing
HARBOR MASTER.
to the cost of travel to tbe large city and
Harbor Master Goud reports that hf
the high fees charged by such physicians.
has visited two steamers, two barges, sis
Here, therefore, is a chance for the cure
four barks, six ships, mostly from
of the children of our community which tugs,
all showing clear bills ol
should uct bo lest. Hr. Greene of 31 foreign ports,
health. He removed eight yachts from
Temple Place, Boston, Mass., who is betne roads to a safe anchorage and attendyond doubt the most successful specialist
in
offers to ed to the routine duties of the office.
diseases of

children,
curing
give free consultation by mail in all

Mr. Herbert Jackson is quite ill.
The Stroud water Sunday School, gave
,n entertainment and supper at Quimby
mil, last Thursday evening.
The storm of Sunday, raged violently
it Stroudwater. The ice broke up in the

“The

LARGEST

Portland’s Milk Supply.

ug street noar the site of the old tannery
i ias been purohased
by Mayor Mitchell
will open a street through the lot
vho
the property into building lots.
! ,nd out

Company' presented
drama,

course.

elements of surveying
He studied the
and in 1846 was attaohed to the engineering corps of the Northern railroad.
Later he was employed on the Conoord

The

three

Boscawen,
He
born July 36, 1828
was descended from Tristram Collin, an
immigrant of 1642. As a boy ho was an
omnivorous reader. He was otherwise
educated in the distriot school and at
recent storm
during
the academies in Boscawen and Pemheaviest since that occasion.
broke, but ill-health debarred him from
was

_

darkness in Deering for the past
nights has been dangerous and anOn 8unday afternoon a wave entered noyiug. Sunday night many of the houswere in darkness as the Westbrook
es
th yard of the Portland Head lighthouse,
Eleotrio Light Company have about 1000
500 foet from the shore, and washed out
bouse lights in the oitv. Monday night
everything movable in it. A large numthe house lights were turned on, but the
ber of people who came from Portland to
street lights are still out.
the
see
breakers witnessed the incident.
The
opening of the new hail in tho
Five years ago a heavy sea broke in tho
Hoegg block at Deering Centro took
wall of the new engine'house at the
lightplace last evening under very auspicious
house. Mr. Btrout, the
keeper, says the circumstances. The Crescent Dramatic
waves
the
Light.

Charles Carleton Coffin died suddenly
at his homo on Shailer street, Brookline,

N. H., and

Head

JLJ?

35 & 37 Middle, St.
__lan22dft_

The only safe, sure and
reliable Female PILL
ever offered to
Ladies,
especially recommend.
9
* '{k
Oil
ix
i
c * Br™'T r ed to
Ladles,
is Ask for DR. MOTT’S FETOYROYAL FILLS and take no other,
6
ftoxes
I?rice
"i;-legr Send for circular.
for $5,00.
$1.00 per box,
f Dll. MOTT’S OHEJ/ICAL CO.,
Cleveland. O.'uio,
For sals by handers &Babbi(ine, 17 Monument Smisje, Portland.
Maine,

’sVkffiT“l"®<553*
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PRESS

DAILY

PORTLAND
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MAINE STATE PRESS.
Subscription Rates.

Daily (In advance) 88 per year; $3 for fax
months; $1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
farrier anywhere within the city limits and. at
Wood folds without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at th
■ ate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press. (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six mouths;
6o cents

a

quarter;

25 cents for trial

subscrip-

tion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town lor long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
first
In Daily Press *1.60 per square,
Three Inserweek, 75 cents per week after.

Every other
less, *1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less thau these
tions

or

ates.

Half square advertisements 81.00 per week
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square" is a space of tile width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, *2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less,
} 1.50 per square.
Reading Notices

in

paid notices. 15

other

classed with

nonpanei

type and
ceuts per

each insertion.
Reading Notices in reading matter type,
26 cents per line eaoh insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adverline

Pure

tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
or less, no display.
Displayed adver-

AO words

ai_,<ndap

haoHlinaa

orul all odvAr-

paid} lin advance, twill
regular rates.
not

isements

barged

thAoa

at

be

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
(or first insertion, and fifty ceuts per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scrlptions and advertisements to Portland
97
Exchange Street,
Publishing Co.,
Portland. Me.
New York Office:

No. 66 Pulitzer Building, New York City,
Byron Andrews. Manager.

"the- press.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4.
Thero can be no question but March
in like a lion in these parts.

the
resolution of the House
because that was the more serious and deThe
manded more careful deliberation.
recognition of
belligerency is n it of
course in itself a casus belli, hut in this
to

it

is very liable to lead to one.
Doubtless strong feeling will be aroused
on the part of the
Spaniards by it, and
the close proximity of our coast to that
of Cuba and tile many American vessels
that frequent Cuban waters may furnish
the opportunity for the feeling to manifest itself in some overt act whrch our
government will be bound to take notice
case

of and demand reparation or apology for.
If such a case arise it is very likely to
loud to a collision,
because Spanish

pride will
reparation
shall

he

to

oppose any
and
we
and
apology,
to
enforce
compelled

be

sure

baok
and
or
demand
down,
that will almost
inevitably preoipitate
a conflict. Of course the oool heads of the
Spanish government will endeavor to
amid a conflict with ns, for that would
in the end lend undoubtedly to tho loss
our

of Cuba to Spain, but tho great majority
of the Spanish people are not oool and
they might oompei the government to
rush in to a conflict with us when it was
anxious to avoid one. We cannot but believe
that the
recognition of Cuban
belligerency involves considerable danger
of a conflict ultimately between
the
States and Spain, and for this
it seems to us that there should
have been a more onreful investigation of
the facts and
oonsequences
by both
United
reason

bodies

before any definite action was
taken.
Both
houses
have
been influenced
greatly undoubtedly by the
feeling that popular sentiment demanded some such action ns has been takeo,
but it must be remembered that it is
very easy to be mistaken about public
sentiment. At any rat9 it oould have
done no harm to make a closer inquiry
about the feeling of the people than appears to hov e been made. Such resolutions as have been adopted would have
done Cuba muoh more good had they
been preceded by a thorough and deliberate discussion of the whole subject, inasmuch as they then would have commanded more respect from other nations and
been taken

more

seriously.

came

The

view of the great destruction of
bridges in Monday’s flood it would appear that some gentleman of an ingenious
turn of mind could make a fortune by
inventing a bridge that could be folded
In

up aud taken in when it rains.
It has been discovered that Dr. Hunt
the Republican candidate for Senator
had secretly pledged
from Kentucky,
himself to be friendly to silver if elected*
That probably ended all chances of his
oxoubxuu

why he

auu uiiuu

was

nna

yn

»vwbvm

ouuui

ready to withdraw.

The condition of Gov. Greenhalge gives
little hope of ultimate recovery. He has
rallied a little bu£ in all probability the
improvement is only temporary. In
many ways Gov. Greenhalge has shown
himself to be one of the ablest and safest
in publio life today in New
England, and his death will be a calamity.

men

Our esteemed oontemporarv,the Argus,
the city election has put the
thinks
Democrats in excellent shape for the fall
Before election the Argus
oar
lign.
olaimed that the contest was a purely
local affair and could possibly have no
effect upon the general elections to come
later iu the year. It appears now the
Democrats were getting into position for
national
and
state
campaigns.
Luokily they have not got into a very

the

good position.
One of the surprises of Tuesday’s eleo-_
was
the choice of a Democratic
Mayor in Saco. No such thing has

tion

in that oity since 1874.
Probably the result was due to a freak on the
part of the voters who were animated by

happened

curiosity to see what sort of an affair a
Democratic administration in Saco would
be. We predict that one year of the
experiment will be quite enough,and that
year they will return to the Republifold and
stay there for another
quarter of a century.
next

can

SPAIN AND THE

UNITED

STATES.

passed by the House of
Representatives regarding.ti.e,insurrection
The resolutions

in

Cuba are

similar

iu

tone to

those

In
adopted by the Senate last week.
effect they recommend the according of
belligerent rights to toe insurgents. They
differ however in this
is an important one.

particular,

which

The Senate resoone.
If adopted
by the Houso it would have amounted to
a mere recommendation whioh the President might recognize or not as he Bhould
lution

was a

concurrent

see flt.
It would have bad no binding
force
upon him. But the resolution
adopted by the House is a joint resolution. A joint resolution, like any of the

ordinary

aots

President for

of
his

Congress,
approval

goes to
or

veto.

the
If

signed by the President it has the force
of law. If vetoed by him and passed over
his veto by the constitutional majority it
then has the force of law and the President
must obey it.
It follows of course that if
the House resolution in the joint form is
adopted by the Senate it will be sent to
the President for his approval or
disapproval. If he approves it it becomes a
law whioh he is bound to obey, and he
would be under obligation to issue a
proclamation recognizing the
belligerency oi
the insurgents. If he vetoed it and both
Houses of Congress passed it over his veto
it would bind him and in that oase he
would have
to
recognize the rebels,
though he might personally disapprove
of that course. It will be seen therefore
that the House resolution is a much more
serious matter thau the Senate’s.
latter is but a more expression of
with

some

moral foroe

The

opinion

perhaps,

but

not

binding upon anybody. The latter,in tho
contingencies we have mentioned, will
become the law of the land, and comm't
this country to a recognition of
belligerent rights on the
part of the Cuban
rebels.
The most obvious oritioism both
upoD
the action of the SeDate and that of the
House is that it was taken too
hastily.
But this oritioism applies with more

Hostage We Hold from Spain.

There have naturally been some exoited
wd bitter expressions of publio sentiment in Madrid over
the resolutions

passed by the Senate at Washington in
relation

to

Cuba.

rague hinting at
United States in
Liberal and the
will be

is even

There

some

with the
the comments of the
But there
Imparcial.

no war on

possible

war

of any

aocount

resolu-

tion that Congress may pass.
The

moment

Spain

(From the Home Missionary.)
certain seaport town in Maine,

In

tnac

iiubliiiwoh

DOStDcme

or

avoid

Wa

lid cot declare wnr on the various Eurone
after another
opean powers that
acknowledged the Confederates as belligerents. And even if we had been able
to go to war with them or any of them,
we should have had no juft cause of war,
since that acknowledgment, however untriendly, any nation had the right to
make, in its own interest and for its own
protection. Spain herself, by the way,
tar more promptly recognized the belligerency of the Confederates than our
Senate has that ot the Cubans; and this
is still another ground for saying that
there will he no war over the resolution

just passed.
But, wholly apart from

the right of
government to judge for itself of
Cuban belligerency, there is the practioal
consideration for Spain that she will lose
the island in a trice if she goes to war
N. Y. Sun.
with us
our

—

“I Can’t Eat

Oatmeal!”

banished and
sohool.

one

*5

stuff that is full of indi-

^

gestible starch—for breakfast.

Food should follow
work, not precede it. If
you will persist in asking
too much of the stomach,
no wonder
you feel sluggish and not up to concert pitch
until digestion has done its work.

BA JLEY

_&_C0.,

Auctioneers.

Household

Furniture, Piano, Ac. at Auction, at No. 810 Congress St.
March 6th, at 10 a. m„ we
rpHURSDAY,
A
shall sell Parlor Furniture, Sofas, Chairs,
one Chickering Square Piano, Brussels
Carpet,
Tables, Lace Curtains, Ash Chamber Sets,
Mattresses. Feather Bed, Matting, Dining
Boom Furniture,
Table Chairs, Crockery
Ware. Stoves, Cooking Range, Kitchen Utensils, &c.. &c.
mar3d3t

Fr O.

BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
F.

O. BAILEY.

% rfBU

Nature”

— —

^
^

est child and oldest man
can eat H-O and be nourished by it.

vju&

JT

CAPITAL

1

MILLS,

I

....

Chandler’s Music
Congress street,
at

5

^

Store,

4,3
eodtf

®

3VL. O. JML.
regular monthly meeting of the Maine
rHECharitable
Mechanic Association will bo

ANDERSON, ADAMS & CO
Fire

31

Held at

Mechanics’ Hall
Library Konm,
rHUKSDAY EVENING. March 5. at 7 80
Amendment to article 17 of the constitution
will be acted upon at this meeting.
mar-33t
GEO. A. HAltMON Sec’y.

Insurance

Exchange Street,

Little.

“MARCH, 1896,

on

at

HALL,

Thursday evening,

March 5th.,

favorable

allowed on Tint# Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and othors desiring; to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing; to transact Banking; business efany description throug;h this Bank.

Y

STEPHEN a SMALL. PreslMn
MARSHALL a GOOIS3,

P

S

Cashel

”

miss Florence G. Knight,

of Brooklyn, N. Y,, and La Troubadour Club.
Miss Grace A, Graves, Accompanist.
Tickets 35 cts. Reserved seats 50 cts. On
sale at Stockbridge’s.
feb28
dlw

Gentlemen’s Supper
a

gentlemen of High Street Church
and

supper

follows

A

$30,000

rausic both vocal and instrumental and an adiress by Mrs. Geo. 8. Hunt, followed by dancng the latter part of the evening. Tickets can
3e procured of the members of the Association.
Light refreshments will be served. feb28dtd

4 Per Cent Refunding Bends,

Boston.

Denominations $1,000 and $500.

by

paper hangings, we mean also room mouldings
iu a variety of colors and designs selected especially
to suit our papers.
..

BONDS.
tunu

BELFAST, MAINE,

in

Price 103 and Interest.

vi

laimumui

WOODBURY

The stock is conveniently sampled
inspection, and will be
and experienced
able
shown by

&

MOULTON, SWAN & BARRETT,

BAKrKEnS.

Maine.
Portland,
mar2dtf

salesmen.

186 Middle

CO.,

|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii|

|

HONEST PANTS.
*

The Johnson Pants are honest. They are all wool. When we
say all-wool we mean just that.
They will not shrink, or fade, or rip.
They will wear out, of course, but you get your money’s worth long

before the pants are gone.
We sell them for $2.70.
Nobody else in Portland keepB
Johnson's Pants. In a long business career in this city, we can remember no make of pants that equalled
these, considering the price.

SECURITIES:

dtt

INVESTMENTS.

Water Works Co, of Kenosha,
of Wis., 5’s, 1924.
City Water Co. of East St. Louis,
111., 5’s, 1914.
City Water Co. of Chattanooga,
Tenn.. 6’s, 1907.
Streator, 111., Gas & Light Co., 6’s,
191o.

^Ottawa,

in,, Gas & Coke Co., 6’s,

55

’

feb29dlw

1

32
dee31

EXCHANGE

STREET.
dtt

WOOD

MANTELS

finest stock.
est Prices.

Largest and

“

-FOR SALE BY-

H. M. PAYSON & CO..
32 Exchange St.
dtf

W.

A.

Xl

Foot of Preble Street,

L E

NORTHERN

BANKING

GO.,

.53 Exchange Street.

BONDS

and

SECURITIES.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
Low-

~

illlltlilllHilIIII!l!||||||!|||||||||||||||H||||||||#j|||||||||j|||||||||i|||j|||||||||||||||j^

“

H. M. PAYSON & GO,

and TILING.

A. F. HILL & CO., 500 Congress St.

of Zanesville.

“

dec31

55
jJS

“

BANKERS,

BA.WJaCXlXlSj
=1

Ohio, 5’s,

due 1908.
“
41 -2’s,
1905.
“
“ “
1901.
Ashland, Wisconsin, 6’s
“
“ “
Ciicinmtl, Ohio, 5’s,
1930.
“
Town of Pittsfield. Maine. 4’s,
1915.

City

City

Street.

jam

We Offer the Following Desirable MUNICIPAL

1

uae

1916-1926.
City of Calais. Me., 4s, due 19011911.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4s, due 1915.
City of Piqua, Ohio, fig, due 1903.
City of Seattle, Wash., fig, due 1910.
Chicago Sanitary District, 5s, due
1901.
Portland Water Co., 4s, due 1927.
Maine Ceittral R. R„ First Mortg. 7s,
1898.
Maine Central R. R., Cons. Mort. 4s,
1912.
Maine ICentral R. R., Cons. Mort, 5s,
1912.
Duluth Street Railway, First Mortg.
5s, 1920.
FOR SALE BY-

in books for

—-

vestry.

Wednesday Evening, March 4th.
reception will be given interspersed with

dtf

Semi-Annually

the

Entertainment
mar3d3t

the supper.

FINANCIAL.

Feb20

Interest

at

will

THURS-

Will celebrate their Sixty-eighth Anniversary,
at Gilbert's Hall,

PORTLAKD TRUST COMPASY

CITY OF

entertainment

EVENING, March 8th,
Supper served at 7 o’clock.

Hew Loan

kitchen and modest bed room, or most elaborate
parlor hall, reception room, or guest chamber, and

~S

E.

THE SAMARITAN ASSOCIATION

Lignomer. DATED NOV. 1, 1895.
DUE NOV. 1, 1925,
OPTIONAL NOV. 1, 1905.

SI

C

DAY

UNITED STATES
BONDS

White Backs, Gilt and Embossed Ribbon
Stripes, Delft Blue. Dresden Flower,
Varnished and
Pressed Tile Papers
(Waterproof,) Leather Effects, Gobelin
Tapestry, Pressed Papers in Gold, Silk,
Leather and Itletal Effects, Ingrains in
all the New and Rich, Shadings, with
Friezes and
Ceilings to match; also
“Lincrusta Walton,”
Anaglypta and

|

1896,

the auspices of the

of the First Baptist Church, given by MU,
Finnic B. Treadwell, and her olasses In Physical Culture, assisted by

give

$45,000

you the statement.
From our comprehensive stock including:

H. J. BAILEY &

—

Interest

j

The above statement means just what it says, and
the time mentioned in the first part is not 10
minutes nearer up to date than that department of
our store alluded to in the last of said statement.
MARCH 1st, 1895, found us with a stock of Paper
Hangings much more extensive and complete
than any previous year of our business and we
thought it amply large to supply the demands of
fast growing trade, but the business of 1895
taught
us that were we to
properly care for the trade of
1896 we must equip ourselves better than ever
before, and we have done so.
Come in and let an ocular demonstration prove to

—

Me.
Portland,
eodlyr

CITY

80KFLC8

Cnrront Accounts received

Agency,

Horace Anderson.
Chos.J
ctl9

AND

terms.

WALLPAPER TO MATCH.”

—

& ^ V' W V- ^ W <r> W

Great, preparations have been made
to
this the most brilliant musical success
season.
In order that all may be able
;o attend the. price of admission has
been
Maced at 26 cents for adults and 15 cents for
•hiklren. Tickets for sale at T. J. Stevens’s
M ug Store, by members of the choir and at
the door.
feb‘29d4t

THE

1—

Order slate

a

ENTERTAINMENT

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

MM

Plano Tuner,

BOY,

large chore of children will be given
iy the Congress Street Choir,
assisted by
lome of the leading talent in the
city under
he direction of MR. CARL F. A. WEBER, in
Congress Street M. E. church on
vith

under

mar2,4&6

E.

The beautiful SACRED CANTATA

Incorporated 1B24.

*

H.

|

BRAND CHORDS CONCERT.

—

190-192 Middle St., Portland, Me.

|

Daily,
ing Tuesday.

lave

1S5 Middle SI P. a Bex 1108.

"?r

No. 37 PLUM STREET.

20c. 30c. |
P°EA?-10c,
Dime Matinee
Commenc-

>f the

PORTLAND, MAINE,

N

y

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK HflD JOB PKlJlTEl)

j

-Ux«

SPECIALTY.
u

!

Wednesday, March 4tli, at 7.30 P. M.

Casco National Bank

EXCHANGE.

•

§■

STREET,

TEC2I

Exchangt St. Portland.

Mlepfcoe. promptly

REPERTOIRE.
Kentucky Home!
Tues. Slat.Ma y Blossom.
Night.Two 1 RPHANS.
Wed. Mat.Righted at Last.
Night.Michael Strogoff.
Thurs. Mat..East Lynne.
Night. .The Prince of 1.tars.
Fii. Mat.Love and DutyNight.Camille.
Sat. Mat.Little Wildcat.
Night.Colleen Bawn.

DAVID THE SHEPHERD

marddlt

PRINTER,
or

ORCHESTRA-

AND

Sion. Night.A

an

One can find just what is required, and suited to
their taste whether it be for the common-place

Card

FINE JOB PRINTING A

in

NEW YORK.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
CHICAGO.

g_

_.^
With it, the work of digestion is more than half
^
done already. The small,.V

jJs

17 NEW

161 8. Western Avenue,
by all duggiatas.

All ardors tar naU
anted*.

Croesus

MEMBERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Snlendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
or general Neuralgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Antemia. Antidote for Alcoholio
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25 and 60 cents.
Effervescent.

Book,

a

BANKERS,

.special

MARKS,

I
|

T.D. HOOPER & CO.,

dtf

WM. M.

MCKERSON

CO.

IT?

VVe offer the full-paid non-assassable stock
of the Piedmont Gold Belt Chartered ComDanv
at 86c. per share.
This Is not a prospect, but a company
based on the possession of over 500
mining
olaims in Buckingham County,
Virginia oil
which the best experts have favorably reWe can recommend its purchase
ported.
For prospectus and
full Information address

A (roofs Bfamo-Geierg.
B
C
Sold

I1

BAND

hour.

C. W. ALLEN

marl*

ONE WEEK.
Commencing Monday, March 2.

COMEDY

seized his opand from “a man of

sawdust” became

is like the pleas
ant change from darkness to daylight
l'he feeling of utter exhaustion and in a
lility to wr rk is driven eff and the diget
five organs are toned, strengthened am
emulated. Hood’s Pills are purely vege
••Lie. safe, reliable. 25c. at all druggiets

0.

I

Barnato

portunities,

promptly, and s
agreeably that i

AUCTION SALES.

a

I

THEATRE 1
I Propr.
Lj I

PORTLAND
G. E. Lothrop,

I

mining shares.

Barnv

guid

F.

unusual opporprofitable invest-

an

CAN YOU SEIZE

iyKeae

•7 1-9

|jj,

--

.g
^

ment in

Is the

weak, Ian
cry of th
sufferer froc
sick lieadacht
Hood’s Pills cut
this conditio

for

tunity

In t he
about a

absolutely.

^Broadway, New York,

offers

now

other there was preaohing only
third o£ the time. Both buildings were
sad monuments of indifference and neglect, and the houses of the town had
grown shabby: yards were full of debris,
fenoes were unpainted and broken.
Trie
publio roads were miserable. The moral
tone of the community had degenerated.
Social vice had increased alarmingly.
Then, again, for an unaooountable reason, when religion seemed virtually dead.
men who in former times had withheld
from the ohurch and given to the schools
now began to give to the ohuioh.
But
when they looked around there was no
oburoh to reoeive their gifts. The two
old churches had lost heart.
One had
abandoned the field, and the other was
too poor to rally. Correspndence was had
with the Maine Missionary Society, with
the result that under a promise of 1300
from that source, these men assisted by
the few Christians left, invited a graduate of Bangor Seminary to settle with
them in the spring.
A visit to this town
last summer
showed a surprising change for the better. Three nice meeting houses kept in
good repair were each well filled on biunday. There was a more enterprising expression on the whole appearanoe of the
place. The houses were well painted,
the fences up, the lawns trimmed, and
the roads in fine
condition, and the
ethioal environment had improved equalwith
the
material.
ly
This fact impressed the visitor, who
had studied the town for about fifteen
years, and known the facts stated above:
that, with increasing wealth and increasing seoular educational facilities,the
moral tone and culture of the town had
steadily deolined until there was almost
an entire
lank of pride or feeling of
thrift; but with the advent of a strong
Christian man, supported at first by the
Maine Missionary Sooiety,
while the
schools continued to gain, the vicious
moral tendenoy was suddenly ohecked,
and now the town is fair to look upon.

PRINTERS’

—

■g

80

tbare was
a
flourishing
But the churches were vir-

tually closed,

l JOB
I

-s-—_ $.
Of course not, if you mean
£
the
fe
ordinary oatmeal

Is

Belt Chartered Co.,

divided Into three terms of some twelve
weeks each. The oliurohes were left to
struggle on as best they could.
After some ten years the conditions had
greatly changed. The sohoois were fine.
The old fashioned school
teacher
was

-AND —

■S

The Piedmont Gold

Well-to-do sea captains used uot
seldom to say, “I am embarrassed many
times for laok of ‘sohoolin, and if I subscribe money to any objeot it will be to
have better and longer schools.” So the
sohoois were improved, and the year was

high

WANT GOLD ?

DO YOU

•

schools.

wji.ii

In proseouting suoli a war, apart from
the fact that we are stronger on the seas
than
Spain and have incomparably
greater resources for land forces, the decisive element would be our advantage
in position. We should not need to go
within a thousand miles of the Spanish
ooast, and Spain would have to operate
with the whole Atlantic between her
base and her objective points before she
all.
could do us any serious injury at
We have oruisers to proteot our commerce and to attack any commerce destroyers she might send out. Our scene
of operations would be but a short run
from Key West, and if even now Spain
cannot keep the Insurgents from raiding
in the very suburbs of Havana, what
possible chance would she have of holding the island with the Cubans re-enforced by the whole power of Uncle Sami
Spain knows this as well as we do,
rnd she will not declare war on us on
recount of any action of Congress. The
strongor than that
case of Cuba is still
It is perfectly plain what
of Canada.
would become of Canada should Kngland
undertake to make war with the United
States; and Cuba is in aotual revolt.
A nation involved in one war thinks
twice before engaging in another which

Jg,

’•

there were two
well sup ported.
The town
seemed
The
prosperous.
sohoois were oid-fashioned,
gfiort as to
“terms,” and limited in the training,
not going much beyond the “the three
R’s. ”
For some
unexplained reason
there came a reaction against the churches and a strong movement in favor of the

forthwith.

1
1

:

should declare war

provus.iug

nnsaihlv

.•••

churches, each fairly

the United States its fate would be sealed

nan

'•

'•

amusements.

fifteen years ago,

some

or any
It
5ther cause, she would lose ‘Cuba
looks very much as if she might lose the
island any way; but with so mad a step
as

r

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

a

'gainst the United States, for this

or

MISCELLANEOUS.

Education Versus Religion.

N,
octsdtf

CHAS S. FOBES, Prest.,
W. FMILLIKEN. V. Prest.,
JAM.tS E. McDOWELL,
JAJCS E. HKWEY,
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
0HA3. L. MAJtSTON, Sec'J
1
octl

1

I
V

Executive

I Conunitiee.
/
M4U

i

THE SCOTSMAN HEKE.

SHEPLEY CAMP, S- OF V.

The Grand Trunk Will Move Freight

Specials

Holds

Camp Fir©

a

in This

City Fast Eve-

ning.

Now.

dead and frozen.

tying

iu

Mud

Fuddle

in

Shirt
And

Sleeves.

for

a

Side-Tracked—Coasters

Cargo
Held

Now

Back at

Various Points—Many Here for Harbor.

f

Some of the lobster

of N. F.
Tiefethen, are soattered along the South
Portland coast, not to speak of others
being In an exposed position off House
Island.
They will be taken baok to the

traps”

evening at the headquarters of
Camp, S. of V., occurred one
of the most pleasing
campfires that has
been held there during the winter season.
Special efforts had been made by the
committee in
oliarge to secure a large
Shepley

the

Then

l'he'steamer Scotsman of the.Dominion
arrived last evening, and the big

line

liner

watohed when she docked by
orowd ; despite the lateness of the
hour. She bronght oevr 1600 tons of general oargo, 7 saloon passengers, 1 second
cabin and 16 steerage.
She brought to
Halifax 19 saloon, 29 second eabln and
was

large

a

70 steerage. The following is the comM. D.
plete list of saloon passengers:
Barker, Lieut. Col. D. Creagh, Mr.
Frleser, Mr. Bdwln Goodwin, Mis. Good-

win,

Master

Goodwin, Master

Herman

HL M. Goodwin, Mr. James Harris, Mr.
R. Ladelle, Dr. A. Milne, Surgeon Captain I. Drew Moir,
Mrs. Moir, Master
Ronald Moir,
M. Moir and

Miss Margery Moir, Miss
nurse, Mr. Marshall, Mr.

Nawoomb Musgrave.
s-i,„

^

m

rill and Dr. Cummings stepped ou board,
one of
the passengers,
Mr. Goodwin,
said: “Look here, we want to get to
Pine Point tonight and must catch the
Can’t you let us pass?”
The neoessary consent was
at once
given, a baokman secured, the party assisted over the rails and with a rush they
were off,
just 25 minutes in which to
next train.

make the Union Station.
Then the cattlemen were called to pass
iD review before Inspector Fogg. Tiiero
were 44 of them, and one was from Portland.
“How did you,like Liverpool?1’
was asked, and he replied :
“Portland’s

good enough for

and I’ll stay here

me,

after this.
The Scotsman had a good passage, the
best winter passage yet reported, from
Liverpool to Halifax, but from Hulfax
to Portland she had a hard passage.
The

t hat the camp
may be a possible winner.
At the close of the
campfire a company
drill was held, and it is the intention
of

the camp to utilize
portions of both
Tuesday and Friday eveninsg for drill,

beginning with Friday evening.

Women’s Indian Association.
The regular
monthly meeting of the
Women’s Maine Indian Association was
held yesterday afternoon in State street

chapel,

the president, Mrs. Myra E.
Frye
in the chair.
After the secretary and treasurer’s reports were read Mrs. N. S. Gardiner reported for Current Indian News about a
delegation of Sioux going to Washington
to ask for
land in Northern Dakota
which they thought belonged to them.
Mrs. Gardinp/r
an
cember Review of Reviews by an educated.'. chief of the Pottacattamles en-

Freight

will

specials

be in demand
of the Scotsman

The 1500 tons
must be forwarded at once, and the great
steamer
will
call for a great mass of
freight. There are many freight trains
ou the way to this city from the
West, ai!
side-tracked until orders are received to
forward them.
now.

There

many schooners on the wtty
to Portland uOi'.i at different points.
schooners are here for shelter.
Many
They got in to the channel yesterday
were put back by the
afternoon, and
harbor master.
are

March 8.—A tragio
in this town
Monday

was

DEAD AND FROZEN

wood, of Hollis, who had been working
for Mr. Chadbournc, of Bradeen’s Ridge,
Waterboro. Monday afternoon Mr. Chadbourne told Wormwood to drive over to
the Rochester station at Centre Waterboro and meet his son who was ooming
from Boston on the train. The distanoe
to the station is about three miles.
As near as can be ascertained Wormwood started early and drove about to
several places and got filled up on hard
cider.
He also met three wood ohoppers who
had been working for B. C. Jordan and
it is stated that they got very drunk together and also quarreled.
At about 4 p. m. Will Roberts, who
lives about two mles from the station,
saw Wormwood pass his house.
He was
swaying from side to side iu the sleigh
and was in his shirt sleeves, although it
raw, drizzly day.
Roberts saw that the man wasn’t in a
condition to take care of himself and came
was

a

out to stop him, but Wormwood paid no
attention to his calls, except to whip up
his norse and drive ahead very fast to esRAtin

Instoad of driving to tbe station then,
Wormmwood turned off on tbe road that
loads to Limerick. He was
met about

sick and so much
they could get.

better

quality than

Mrs. Geo. S. Hunt and Dr. Blanchard
both briefly expressed teir interest in the
associaiton and the Indian cause.

relatives of the unfortunate man requested ore.
Wormwood leaves a widow and cue
ohild.
A out about two inches long was found
back of the right ear that oould not
be
accounted for. Quite a cut on tbe under lip was thought to have been mmio
when he was thrown out on the ice. The
lace wis very dark.
No other bruises
were found.
Constable Bryant was put
in charge of the body. The team was
found at North Waterboro by Herbert

Knight.
Wormwood whs a veteran of the late
His wife's name before marriage
was Benson and she was a sister to
Major
Beals’s wile of Waterboro Centre.
It.
seems that bo had on two thin coats and
they were both found near where
the
body lay. His hat has net been found
war.

Meeting

TOWN ELECTION?.

Enst

Yesterday

afternoon Commercial street
air of Sunday quiot.
Ail tho

Raymond's OlHcers.

of the

ISuilders’

Exchange.

Tbe regular monthly meeting of the
Builders’
Exchange was held last eve-

Will

an

[SPECIAL TO THE PKE3S.1

kJOlCLitlllUU-i'lUUVJO

A/.

Both

Dead.

8.—Two miles from Oldtown at 6.30 o’clock this morning Luther
Antoine, aged 28. assaulted Grace D
and Jennie M. Irving, leaving them lor
then he bunted and found a revolver and
blew out his own brains. The
women will both die.

dead,

Misses

Irving

aro

aged about 70

and have lived for years
years
farm which had been a landmark

region. Antoine was taken when
boy ot 18 and
given a home by the
sisters.

nile team Master Richardson and Baby
Blossom, Russell Brandou the funny
man, Jessie Haruourt male impersonator,

Manager Nickerson’s cornet solos, and
other instrumental specialties, are excellent. A capital orohestra is attached to
the company and delights the public by
free concerts before the performances.
Today at the matinee "Righted at Last”
and

tonight,

Strogoff

“Michael

will

be

presented.
Shepherd Boy.
Music loving poeple will be seen in
large numbers at Congress street Methodist ohuroh this evening. The beautiful
cantata “David the Shepherd Boy,” Is
David the

to be rendered
by Mr.
his well drilled chorus.

Carl Weber and

| Woodbine Rebekoh Lodge
entertains
and

Queen

of this city
Esther Lodge of Bath

Flde.ity Lodge

of

Lewiston Satur-

day evening. The committee

tim*n*’eDlen*B

t0

t^ein a

town

election

Thompson.

These appropriations were made: Corm

schools,
*150; high sohool, *500;
roads, *1500; oare of snow, *500; bridges,
*400.
mon

The

(Special to the Press.)
Topsham, March 3.—The annual town
meeting yesterday proved to be a viototy
for that portion of the citizens who favored the engine company who were discharged by the seleotmen for refusing to
to do duty under the Are chief
appointed

Repeated
making by the selectmon last spring.
8rau‘l good eflorts were made by the more level headed
citizens to
adjourn for two weeks
which was Impossible to carry.
A large

A

A ellce of mince

£

NONE SUCH
MINCE MEAT

I

1

is the right mince meat. Whole- m
fa some, fresh and delicious. For
V pies, fruit cake and fruit pudding, ffl
W Sold everywhere. Take no 6institute

SB

fif

£
fl
BA

Send

name

and

addreaa far

Poplfiu*' Tha®k»flTio|,"

a

boottet.
Mrs.
humorous Btory.

MERRELL-SOULE CO.. SYRACUSE. N Y

^
M
MS

M

of

i

i

the

farmers were unable to
be present
the state of the
owing to
roads, and therefore had no ohoioe In the
eleotiou of the following list of town
officers: Thomas Given, moderator; Warren M. Goud, clerk; E. L. Hunter, Win.
Charles Alexander, selectS. Rogers,
A
men.
large number of the citizens
left the meeting In disgust after the election of clerk.
A large and enthusiastic meeting of
the Androscoggin Engine Company was
held last
evening, it being the annual
meeting of the oomany, and the following offioers were eleoted for the ensuing
year:
Foreman, Fred W. Atkinson; seoond foreman, Arthur Young; third foreman, Frank I*
Mallett, clerk and treasurer, W. P. W. Puriaton.

description

would still

conveying

an

adequate

himself

through

the

head dying

instantly.
is

There

the women

little hope that the lives ol
be saved.

can

Maine

Washington, March

follow3.—The
have been granted to Maine

ing patents
people:

newness

F. B. Bigelow,
Auburn, thermostat
actuated alarm.
W. E. Whitman, Auburn, weeder.

In Sprlngvale, Feb. 19, Archie Cecil and Misi
Yictoria Twombly.
In Rochester, Feb. 22, Frank IV. Jellison anc
Miss Irene Firth, both of Sanford.
Ill Bath, Feb. 24. Walter \V. Smith and Misi
Edith Eliza Larrabee.
in Bangor, Feb. 25. Charles H. Douglass and
Miss Jennie E. Stillings.
In Searsport, Feb. 20. C. H. Partridge anc
Miss Belle Pendleton, both of Prospect
In Rockland, Feb. 22, James A. Larrabee anc
Mrs. Lucy A. Howard.
In Dresden Milis, Feb, 19, Frankllu P. Kid'
dec of Boston aud Miss Lizzie M. Libby of Dres
den Mills.
DEATHS.

city, March 3, suddenly, V. Richard
Foss, aged 39 years.
TNotice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, March 3, John J. McLaughlin
aged 34 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter. Rockland pa
pers please copy.
In this city. March 3, Mrs. Annie L. Trow
bridge, aged 83 years.
Funeral on Thusrday afternoon at 2 o’clock
from her late residence, No. 20 Melbourne St.
In this city. March 2, at the residence of liei
mother, (Mrs. Martha A. Loveitt) Martha Ellen
In this

widow of the late Daniel Strout.

formerly

o

Willard, Cape Elizabeth, aged tio years t
months 20 clays.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.l
In this city, March 3, John u. O’Connor, agec
62 years.

of funeral

hereafter.l

Gorham. March 3. Mrs. Lizzie Wood, wife
Joseph K. Shaekford. aged 68 years 4 months
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o clock.
[Burial
lit Portsmouth, N. H„ March 1, Rose Marv
Carney, aged 17 years l month 14 days.
[Buiiiu services Wednesday afternoon at f!
o’clock, at No. 37 Tyug street, city. Bangoi
and Belfast papers please copy.
In Kcnnehunkport, March 1. Elizabeth, wife
of Alexander Martin, aged 07 years 4 months
In East Otislield. Felt. 17. Mrs. Sarah Morton
In Vinalhaven. Feb. 22, Mrs. Jane Collamoro,
In

of

aged 90

years.

Saco, Feb. 2G. Mrs. Lydia F. Goodwin.
Limerick. Fell. 24, Alonzo Rhodes.
In East Warren. Feb. 27. Ben], Knowlton,
In
In

aged

79 years.

aged

27 years

In Dresden, Feb. 22. Albion Cate, aged 72 yrs
In North Berwick. Feb. 22. Bert A. Dutch,

In Steuben, Feb. 1G, Mrs. George W. Guptill.
In Wells, Feb. 23, Hartley H. Hilton, ac
23 years.
ill Bluehill. Feb. 18, Mrs. Huldah
Hinkley,
aged 84 years.
In Isle au Haut, Mrs. Helen Conley, aged GG
years.
In Oxford, Mrs. Harold Francis, aged 20 yrs.
In Paris, Feb. 12, Gilman Tuell, aged 81 years
In Milo, Feb. 11, Mrs. Leona R. Frost,

aged

J.

———

—

Norwood, aged

everything else
enters into it brings

that

There’s

be

nothing
by

then

gained

wearing the home

article,

and

tages of
hundreds

made

the advanfrom

choosing
ot

al-

sorts

ready-to-wear
To-day our

are

many.

complete

stock of high class
Cotton
Underwear is

new

ready

and of

course

it is

better

and

larger

and

choicer than

ever

much
before.
and

we

ular

You expect that,
have been partichave it

to

come

up

to your

expectations.
Lace effects predomi-

everything is lace
trimmed, and profusely.
Plenty of trills and

nate,

flounces and
of soft dainty

ruffles, all
lace, giving

every garment trimmed
with it a richness and
elegance that makes the

NIGHT. DOMESTICS.
NOVELTY
GOWNS. Attention catchers,
cambric at
(a) Built on correct lines, of
5 cts. a yard.
The genuine
best muslin, V neck with false yoke
Lonsdale, but in Remnants
which comes up under the embroi- and Short
Lengths, from 1 to 6
dery, and protects the chest.
We seldom
Lonsdale

TWO

trimmed underof other years look

hamburg
wear

poor in

comparison.

Night gowns, Empire
style, long, full and ampie, of fine starchless

yards.

yoke

a

A curious square shaped yoke
made of St. Gall Embroidery-Inser-

(b)

of deliVal lace,

mass

Platte

tion,

I

%iSr

jl
(►

t
l

►

Ask for tho genuine JOHANN HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT.
Avoid substitutes.

frwwwwwwvwwffw

516 CONGRESS ST.

Showers of

Merchandise.

forward retailing, flooding every
Kose-tinted raindrops
counter, with the gay garnishings of spring, so hugely, so
that
you pick the pearls of the season at
happily gathered
Who would care to even
their least and lowest possible cost.
glance at Winter Goods—or passe styles—when Spring Prices
at the White Store are so pitifully small for loverylhins
That’s Best and Newest.
Every forenoon and afternoon
will be given an entertainment from the Graphophone. The
following selections:
“King Cotton March.”
“Midway Plaisance, by Sousa’s
Band.
Song, “One Girl In the World,” sung by Quinn
“Honeymoon March,” Band Seleotion.
“Jolly Darkies,”
“iia Serenata Waite,” Band Selection.
Banjo Solo,”
of

WHITE STORE,

[
^
1*

$10.00.
Skirts

of fine French

cloth,

two deep flounces
of muslin, finished with
a narrow insert of Swiss
embroidery and edged

with

a
very full Platte
Val lace flounce eight inches deep at $2.19. Some
of these are cut in '‘urnbrella” shape— a sweep
six yards round. Thirty,
two other
styles of Skirts

These also

Bleached

Cotton,

O cts
in remnants,
very desirable for
are

lawn ruffle edge with
a superior quality,
Broad Lawn ruffle
neck.
many home uses.
with Lace frames the yoke,
Extra heavy Unbleached Cotton
$1.00.
5 cts
smothered
See them in the

Elegant Empire Gowns,
in decorations.
weBt window.

I

wide

at

edged

:

YARD

5 cts

soft,

narrow

Lace

tastens on side and decor,

tiny bows of
silk ribbon—$4.25.
This is only one specimen selected from
thirty
or forty others all
equally
as
attractive, and ranging
in price from $1.50 to

get

yoke, Remnants,

muslin, the collar, sleeves
and

Lonsdale

Two bands of rich Guipure embroidery with
18 tucks form the yoke. Double back
79 ots
long, lull body.

ated with

*WjP'
M

All Others are Worthless Imitations.

..._........-___JHHg

the
all finished garments to
your hand at about the
cost
of
the materials

cate

—

<j|^

design

embodied in its make
up. The constant cheapening of materials and
the
extrordinary irm
provement in machinery

to

”

[Notice

elabo-

as

are

alone.
MARRIAGES.

window show.

as

and

Patents.

charming

and

and skill in

shot

Seethe

idea of the

taste

bodily improvement,
Yours sincerely,

LARRABEE’S

ten

fall for short of

ADVEBTISEIISNTS.

Twelve different lines of these world famous
Corsets.
Prices from 50 cts. to $2.00.

beauty and elethat
are in the new
gance
Muslin Underwear; and
colums of carefully writ-

itself,

iOL,.

Spring

and

style

_NEW

Dr. Warner’s Corsets.

and

art

beat them to insensibility and left them
in pools of blood which came from theii
own wounds.
Then he went to their
room where he knew n revolver was
kept,
secured
It, rushed to his own room and

making

LARRABEE’S,

the

to

the outer costume
and quite as much

\ejs.fULJv“J

^

justice

is almost

—

isfaction and

expert fashion
writer would hardly be able to do

adays

Result at Topsham.

are

pie made of the
W right mince meat Is a lunch in ■
«
jf itself—an epicure’s lunch

I

was

these oCioers were eleoted :
Town Clerk—L. D. Smoll.
Selectmen—Marshall D. White, F. H.
Puriugton, George H. Haskell.
Collector—E. B. Allen.
Treasurer—George D. Pratt.
Town Agent—S. W. Carr.
Member
of Sohool Committee—Silas

number

■

3.—The annual
held heie today and

March

1896.,

rate

scene

1

Bowdoinham,

AN

Mar. 4.

Irving, who had heard the sister’s cries, appeared on the scene. The
ruffian went at them with an Iron bar,

of the crime was an outwhere Antoine, who was a fellow of weak mind and low instincts, attempted assault upou the younger sister.

] Rev. Drjfaitiiurst

night, in a satisfactory manner. The
specialties caught on at once. The juve-

Tortland.

ABTBBTlSBMEJfTS.

rTlIbby. |

j.

fair.

Graoe

The

_

at

NEW

building

M

J

ADVERTISEMENTS

novelty of
this season’s productions.
An undergarment now-

a

ning. Vice President E. R. Redlnn in the
chair.
The regular business was tranMarch
East
3.—
The
municibusiness
houses olosed as a mark of reRaymond,
sacted, three new members were admitThe
46iyears.
spect to Mr. Twitchell, aud the crippled pal election took plaoe yesterday
and after a supper was served by
ted,
Iu Tremont. Feb, 9, Lydia
condition of the railroads kept the shift- following officers were choson :
85 years 8 months.
Robinson.
Moderator—Levi Jordan, Hep.
ing engines and trains from the street.
Town Clerk—Orrin B. Lane, Dem.
JUUkUl)
WCUJ,
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
ife »8V ife
.lohn H.Hayden Rep., Frank W.Hawkes,
Rep.
Treasurer—Henry J. Lane, Dein.
Nickerson Comedy Company.
S. tj. Comrultcoe—Thomas. J Massay
This
which
organization
began a Fro.. Fred W. Robinson, Dem.
Collector
aud
Coustaele—Fred
W.
week’s engagement at Portland theatre
Plummer, Rep.
Monday evening, seems to have jumped
Party lines wero not drawn. The town
into popular favor. There was a large
*
officers are nearly the same as last year.
audienoe
at the opening performance
AM
faithful use of the
'The S. S. Committee met and chose C.
i
Monday night, and another gcod one at
S. Witham, Rep, supervisor of schools.
the matinee and evening performances
«!
genuine Johann Hoff’s
Bowdoinliain's Electiou.
Blossom”
was given
yesterday. "May
Halt Extract much to my satat the dime matinee and “Two OrpliaDs”
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.J
wore

Die—The

Bangor, March

him.

the road the next morning.
Undoubtedly he was overcome by the
liquor and the effect of the wet and
cold in his oxposed condition and fell
the real Indians have no land. Neither from his
sleigh into the road. It was
have the few white mon who are living
probably quite late at night when this
peaoefuiy and awfully In the territory happened for otherwise he would proba'
any rights of oitizenshlp. For these and lily have been discovered by some passing
other reasons this Indian chief believes team.
with ex-Senator Dawes the sooner steps
He was taken into the town hall and
are taken to break up the tribal relations Dr. Emery aud Coroner Locke wore sumand make the territory into a state when moned.
The doctor oould find no traoes
evot practicable, the
better it will bo. of violence and
the coroner concluded
“Teach them to know that theyj owe that no inquest was necessary unless the

the cruel march of civilization.”
Very interesting letters wore read from
missionaries along the Shawnees telling
of tho arrival of the two barrels recently
sent ttie. Special mention was made of
the rice sent, which was used for the

Murderer Is

The
solid. He was a man about 60 years of
and 63
age and was in his shirt sleeves.
upon a
The explanation of this tragio event is
in that
Charles Wormas follows: The man was

half breeds, slxty-flvve thousand. Lawlessness prevails. White or “Squawmen”
who have married Indian women and
half breeds hold most of the land, while

very thiok and the steamship
was compelled to slow up for hours.
Mr. Smith of the Giaud Trunk, was
on the wharf when the Scotsman decked.
“We
have given up the idea,” he said
“of runuiug out trains tonight, but shall

Aged Women the Victims of Luther

Antoine—They

Waterboio,

titled, “An Indian on the Problems of five o’olock by Orneville Knight who
Raoe.
The Indian Territory Is induced him to tutu around and start for
nearly as large as Ohio with its white home again.
population throe hundred thousand, its
That was the last seen of Wormwood
Indians including, “Squaw men” and until ho was found dead and frozen in

whs

Two

PRESS.]

His

allegiance to no man on earth exoept the
great chief of the United States. Make
each ouo a present of a beautiful United
States flag. They take easily to the stars
and stripes, and take great pride In feeling its image in their hearts. They must
be taught that they cannot longer live as
start our first train for Montreal tomortheir fathers did, but must live as white
row
We
no
further
morning.
expect
men do, or else lie down and
die before
trouble on the Grand Trunk.’’

fog

Centro

TO THE

attendance on this occasion and it was
event happened
needless to say
they were successful in night This morning Will Roberts disthat direction. A business
meeting was oorveed in the road, just in front of the
held during the
early evening at which sohool house, the body of a man lying
time several matters of
importance were with his face in a puddle of water. He
acted upon,after which the first
of

oity when it gets oalmer.
The
steamer Bay State from Boston,
degree
reached here last night after h hard pas- the order was exemplified upon two candidates.
sage. The sea is very rough outside.
The fishing schooner Fanny Hayden, “The meeting being over, the tables were
arranged and the members sat
oame
in late yesterday afernoon with quickly
to the olam
doable leefed mainsail. She encountered down
supper that had been
prepared.
very rough.weather oil shore.
Considerable interest is being manifestThe sohooner Belle Bartlett, is here
at this time in the direction of
from
down the coast, but her cargo of ed
in~
oreasing the membership, as the oolonel
oats la in oars at Upper Bartlett and she
of
the
are
train
s
Maine division has offered a prize
will be forced to remain until
of the swurd and.belt, to the camp
run over the Mountain division
making the
largest gain in membership during the
Maine Central.
The live sock for the steamer now land- quarter ending March 11,
and every
ing will reach here over the Grand Trunk effort is being mado during this month
to
inorese the membership to the end
at noon today.

Killed

Assailant

ilimselt.
Chaa. Wormwood’s Sad Death at Centr
Waterboro—Hard Cider the Cause,

^SPECIAL

NEW

The weather today
is likely to be

Last

A Schooner Waiting

I

A DOUBLE MURDER.

LL

SIGNS

INDICATE

a

QUILTS.

WHITE design,

Marseilsoft finish,
and 2 1-2

yards,

our

les

sizes 2 1-4
usual price $1.50,

Quaker Flannel,

price
98 cts
5 eta

March came
table Covertroop of lions
ing. Genuine Turkey Red
It’s only when ho goes out that wool
Damask, several choice patwill grow on his hack and his roar terns, per yard,
29 cts
become a ba a-a. Therefore Macklinen
chain-,
Large
intoshes.
ber Towels, many patterns
some are Huck, others are
$3.75

rainy spring.

in

like

Breakfast

a

TOWELS.

Dmnask^Hemme^an^Fnuged^^i

will

buy a

Mackin-

tosh,
Iverness

at any

price at all.
“Margueretes”

style,

that’s
the name of a new combination
of
garment
chemise and skirt in one,
in all varieties of fineness
of cloth and
trimming,

IDEAS for dainty dishe
made from Armour’s Ex
tract of Beef.
Cooking leo.
ures
every morning. DaintyLuncheon all day, no charge.
Every day this week in our sam-

NEW

ple

room.

Ask how to get a cook book.

—

98c, $1.50,

to 5,00.
Cortet
50 c,
75c, $1.00, up to two and
three dollars tor fine hand

texture,

plaid
lining,

2.00

Covers,25c,

made ones.
The
Spring display
of fine Underwear will
be
ready Wednesday

morning.
OWEN.

double

MOORE

full cape.
Blue and Black $5.00 kind at 3.75.
A better duality with two capes 14x26 inches.
Plaid lining, extra full sweep in cape and skirt,
blue and black,
$6.00.
Inverness Garnet. 2
Fine double texture
capes, waterproof odorless, blue and black,
$7.00.
Nava blue double texture garment, 2 capes,
extra full sweep, silk lined throughout, *9.00.
Silk and Satiu lined Mackintoshes,$10 to $16.

All
8-

CC

our

left

over

Jackets half

price.

This

is

the best
Towel bar-

gain

that

we

have

had for
many

days.

J. R. LIBBY.

——-——■__

MISCELLANEOUS.

Extreme Prostration
&■

From Fevers

of every

description, especially

typhoid, is the doctor’s fear and
the patient’s danger; medicine
is of but little avail, sufficient
nourishment to create new
strength to carry the patient
over the crisis is
what is necessary, a persuading of the great
machinery of the body to go on
with its work is the end
sought after; hence physicians
recommend

Bovinine
that
food

of

concentrated
that
creator of
preparations,
strength, maker of flesh tissue,
and blood enricher, which, putting
the vital organs in their normal
condition, enables them to dispel disease. Dr. G. Curson
Young of Phillipsburgh, N. J.,
“
says, I have used Bovinine with
great satisfaction. One case, an
old lady of seventy years, convalescing from typhoid fever, but

greatest

has the force of law, and i£ the Presirteni
should exercise the veto power (Jongresi
could pass it over his veto and it woult
then become mandatory upon tho execu
live. The joint form is preferred
by some
because it may be passed over a veto.
There does not seem to be
any adequatf
authority ou the question of the concur
rent resolution.
The Constitution scene
very explicit on ono side of tho questiot
while custom is almost
uniformly on tin
i
other. The custom has been to regarc
such resolutions as merely an
expressior
of opinion by Congress, not
requiring
action by the President and not having
PRESIDENT’S COURSE A MATTER the foreo of law. But the
Constitution
says that ‘‘every order, resolution or vote
OF SPECULATION.
to which tho concurrence of the Senate
anil House of Representatives may be
necessary (except on tho question of adjournment) shall be presented to till
President
of the United States and before
Senator Lindsay’s Call Cpou the Executho same shall take effect, shall be aptive and What Came of It.— The State
proved by him, cr, being disapproved by
Department Is Quite Puzzled over the him, shall be passed by a two-third vote,”
eto. This proposition is as broad as possiCondition of Things.—The Feeling in
ble, but it has been ignored in its HDplioation to oonourrent resolutions and orCongress.—Some Individual Opinions.
ders. A concurrent resolution has been
Washington, Mar. 1—Senator Lindsay regarded as merely of the declaration
of Kentucky, who has been credited with intended to quicken I ho action of the
The Senate judiciary comin the upper house the President.
representing
mitter, to whom was referred tho Hill
views of the administration on the Cuban resolution calling for an
investigation
question, cnlled at the State Depart- and report on this subject, lias referred
ment yesterday and had an interview the matter to Senator Hill, as a subcomand he is now making an inveswith Secretary Olney, presumably with mittee,
tigation.
reference to the further proceedings in
WOULD
SIGN A JOINT RESOLUCoDgress upon the Cuban resolution. It
TION.
is quite apparent to visitors at the White

slowly, gastric irritation
complicated with extreme prostration gave but a faint hope of
very

And Some of the Effects of Grant-

ing

Them to Cuba.

House and State and other departments
that the officers of the administration are

Men who have talked with the President on the subject say that if the quessoriously concerned at the prospeots of tion were presented to him in the form of
aotion by Congress that may lead to ail a Joint resolution, he would undoubtedly
open issue between the two branches of sign it, but that if it comes in the form
the government. The hope is expressed, of a concurrent resolution, he will not rehowever, that the matter will blow over gard it as mandatory, and will exercise
without serious friction if undue haste in his own discretion both as to point of
the proceedings can be avoided.
time and charaotor of action. 'The doubt
The acknowledged reluctanoe of the of the force of the ; concurrent resolution
administration even to recognize the be- arises iorm tne silence or tne uonstmingerency

or tne

insurgents,

raucn less

to

go to the

length of recognizing
dependence, is said to be based

tion in respeot to such measures on the
queston o£ the ten Jays' limit, whioh applies to bills neither vetoed nor signed.
Tho best informed men in Congress are
reluotant to express an opinion on the

their inupon the
best information it has been able to obtain from the seat of trouble. The State subject publicly.
As tho oSoet of the action depends
Department olaims it has not accepted
upon this question, there is a great deal
without careful examination, and cor- of doubt as to whether the resolutions
roboration wherever possible, statements when adopted will amount to anything.
coming from either the Spanish govern- The Armenian resolutions, passed some
time ago, have been thus far ignored by
ment or from the Cuban sympathizers in
the President, as far as Congress knows,
this uountry as to the actual state of and there is no assurance that the Cuban
affairs in the unhappy island. It is ad- resolutions may not be treated in like
mitted on all sides that it has been ex- manner. The sentiment is so strong in
assumed
Congress that it is
difiioult to arrive at the exact that
ceedingly
AN a recent job we printed the outside
the President will regard it, but
facts, and while it is realized that the this is based merely on
assumption and
and another printer printed the in- matter collected is necessarily
imperfect, the inferences of men who have talked
side. Our customer said:
Didn’t you still it is founded upon the best and most with him.
impartial statements that the Departprint more than 3,000?” Ans. “Not ment of State is able to control, namely, EFFECT OF BELLIGERENT RIGHTS.
more than 20 over.”
Customer: “We the reports of the United States consular
Assuming that the Progidenr aots at
had 250 of yours left over.” Natural de- offioers in Cuba.
once upon the resolutions so far as to
duction : the other fellow gave short -TENDENCYOF THE REORTS.
grant belligerent rights to the Cubans,
count. That’s the kind of competition
It is known that the general tendency the best authorities in
Congress ou inthat makes friends for us. He cheated of these reports is to the effect that the ternational law say that tho only advantthe customer out of nearly 10 per cent, insurgent oause is not nearly so strong age the Cubans will derive from it is that
as has been supposed
in Congress, and they may then have
of the job.
ships of war (If they
We give you just what we charge you some officials assert that, as conditions can get thorn) without being regarded
now„exist, the administration would no and treated as pirates; and they may isfor every time.
be warranted in extending recognition to sue bonds and borrow
money, as any
what it oau only regard as a guerilla nation may,i£ they can find any one willTHE THURSTON PRINT
to
take
the
risk
of
ing
aooepting such
The
of
movement.
officers
the adminis07 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET
tration are generally credited with the contingent security as they are able to
PORTLAND, ME.
The right to ship arms and men
opinion, based on the faots received by offer.
the consular reports, that if left to their to Cuba will not be allected by their
ns belligerents, but,
on
the
racognition
own devices the insurgents caunot prevail
against the Spanish forces in Cuba, and other hand, our vessels will at once besubject to searoh.
consequently that Congress hat been mis- come
If tho President goes to the full extent
led as to the situation. It is said that
of
the
suggestion of the resolutions, and,
the President will probably take steps
to lay before the influential members of besides granting belligerent rights, takes
the administration party in Congress the steps to prooure the independence of
facts upon which he bases his opinion Cuba, it i becomes then a muoh graver
it is
believed, would
time is not yet ripe for the matter. That,
that the
amount practically to our giving
assisrecognition of the Cuban insurgents.
Administration people are curious to tance to Cuba, and would probably lead
to
hostilities
between
this
countiy and
know exactly what form congressional
MADE LIKE A HOWARD “WATCH.”
action will take. A concurrent resolution Spain, unless that country, feeling its
Perfect in construction, unsurpassed will not require the action of the execu- weakness, should yield to some sort of
in finish, new drop frame assuring extra tive, and, it is said, will be no more negotiations by whioh she would part
with Cuba for a consideration. For the
stiffness, detachable sprockett, Vim tire, binning upon him than would similar President to
adopt the full recommendaall parts made in our works, warranted aotion on the part of one of the state legtion of the resolutions would, it is beislative bodies. The
resolution
as it
pei feet and fully guaranteed.
lieved, result inevitably in the liberty of
The only wheel furnishing
double ynasmi nuu ncuaie jhoibij BApruauou wib oudii. uut ii tne resolutions retain tneir
sentiments of that body with regard to
handle bars.
the situation in Cuba, but was in nowise present concurrent foi'in, the President
will not be
to aot on them if
mandatory in its terms. It is held, there- he does notcompelled
want to,
or
he may delay
fore, that It does nod Increase the Presiaction
for
some
time
and
then take the
dent’s responsibilities lu the matter, inasmuch as the execution of its suggestion stops suggested.
are
left practically to his discretion,
SOME EXPRESSIONS OP OPINION.
just as at present.
The question is so delioate and doubtA JOIN! OR CONCURRENT RESful that most every Representative and
Agents for Cumberland County.
OLUTION.
Senator questioned on the subject defeb2A
eodjlm

recovery. I gave her Bovinine,
a
complete restoration to
health followed.”

.—

FULL
COUNT
PRINTING

natural^

E. “Howard” <£ Co.
CYCLES,

J. A. MERRILL & CO.,
503

Congress St.,

when you buy your

Prescriptions
OF

US,

We throw in the most valuable

adjunct of the apothecary, i.e.,

EXTREME CARE.

er

It costs you nothing extra tor
that, and without It your Pre-

scription is valueless.
Ask Your doctor about OUR reputation for CARE.

clines to be

sver, put a decidedly different and more
serious aspect on the question. While
it is stated In official oiroles that the
President would deprecate the necessity
[or aotion on his part, one way or the

and authority on international law, said

atber, just at this time, he would undoubtedly approve a bill recognizing the
belligerency, or even the independence
ot Cuba, more in deferenoe to the almost

universal demand for such aotion rather
than because he really believed it the
best thing to be done under existing conditions. The feeling that a veto message
would only serve to postpone the recognition of the insurgents would also probably induoe exeoutivo approval. A veto
message would serve no purpose beyond
giving the President’s oounsel against
hasty or inoonslderato aotion in a matter
involving the national welfare.
THE PEELING IN CONGRESS.

rs

SIMMONS &

there is,

HAMMOND,
Congress

CHEMIST#,
& Creen Sts.
dtf

though

who enjoy good music, but who
play upon any Instrument! Such
people should

ere

not

can-

One and

teaspoonfuls

Hoisfoiis Baking

Congress Street.

liOTICE~

gives

better

results than

two

Powder.
full tea-

MR. .lOS.EPEI S. HAM
this

spoonfuls

day admitted

a partner In our house
F*1NCE & 00.,
Jobbers of Fauoy Goods. Small Wares and

Wl. N.

Gdm»’ Furnishings,

•50 1-S Middle St.,

ja&28

Portland, Me
aim

Health.
Afn able bodied
WANTED—
stands farming thoroughly,

man

of the Board of Health

Secretary Dyer,

makes this report of deaths and contagious diseases for the four weeks ending
Saturday, Dec. 23t,h, 1896:

Forty words inserted under this
experience
WANTED—An
is a first class cook.

For FAMILY Use.

Every Mother should always have it in the
house. It quickly relieves and cures all aches
birth, 3; pyaemia, 1; se- and pains, asthma, bronchitis, colds, coughs,
nility, 4; septioaoraia, 1; surgioal shook, catarrh,cuts, chaps, chilblains, colic, cliolera| morbus, earache, headache, hooping cough,
1; typhoid fever, 1. Total—63.
inflammation, la grippe, lameness, mumps,
Population (estimated).40,000 muscular soreness, neuralgia, nervous head18; premature

ache,

Annual rate per 1000.20.16
For the corresponding period last year.
Number of deaths... .*.
67
Annual rate per 1000.18.62
(Not including still births.)

rheumatism, bites, burns, bruises,
•trains, sprains, stings, swellings, stiff joints,
•ore throat, toothache, tousilitis, wind colic.
Originated in 1810 by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician. Its merit and excellence
have satisfied everybody for nearly a century.
All who use it are amazed at its great power.
It is safe, soothing, satisfying: 60 say sick,
•ensitive sufferers. Used Internal and External.
The Doctor’s signature and dircctiona on every bottle.
iN'st’d Pamphlet free. Su’d everywhere. Price, 36 cents.
Six bottles, 42.00. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

Greely Hospital..
Maine General Hospital..
Eye and Ear lniirmary.1
3

4

6

UoTordeaUis.

7

7

9

19

..l l

6

7

9-9

AGES
Under 1 year.10 60 years and under
1 year and under 6
60 years. 7
years... 6 60 years and under
6 years and under 10
70 years.
6
years....... 0 70 years and under
10 years and under
80 years.10
20years..... 1 80 years and under
20 years and under
90 years. 7
30 years......... 6 90 years and under
30 years and under
100 years.
2
40 years. 6 Over 100 years. 0
40 years and under
60 years. 8
Total. 62

►

Cases of contagious diseases reported for the

Scarlet Fever—2
I
Diphtheria.2
Typhoid Fever.. 11

3

4

I

I

5

7

6

I!

~

<

Think of

►

2
2

_____

«

L

*

estant

girl, who desires
three, to do general
Gentleman away most
GEO, 3. NEVfNS.Rox

The board of managers of the Young
Social Union unanimously passed the following vote:
The treasurer be'instruoted to deposit
in the Maine Savings Bank of this oity
the proceeds of the
banquet given in
Portland City Hall Feb. 20, 1896, to be
used in the support of a needy girl at the
Good Willi Home for girls to he opene
on or about the first of
September of this
H’ho

rrirl

intelligent,

rmiot

Ian

nKin

a

week for 25 cents, cash in

TO

LET—Large pleasant room furnished on
first floor; furnace heat, gas and use of
bath. Also two large sunny rooms eu suite on
third floor. 217 Cumberland St.
4-1

TO

“"TO

CUKE a

COED IN

ONE

”

State Pensions.

bered and

indexed, and recorded in
which, by reference,

the

books,
original application
from

the
can be found in the
state bouse archives.
There were received for the year 1865, 2038 applications
for pensions and of these 1738 certiofiates
were

issued, leaving 880 that

granted.

were

The flirui'es nf 1RQ4 Htnn

it will

be

comer

that there were 627 more
applications for 1895 than for 1894 and
336 more certificates issued, with the increase of 191
in the number of applications
refused
for
the year 1895.
The
number
of
applications for
1895 were unusually large.
seen

Miss Treadwell's Entertainment,
There is a great deal of interest taken
in the proposod exhibition of Miss Treadwell's olnsses in Phsyioal Culture, to be
seen at City Hall on Thusrday evening,
under the anpsiees of the Y. P. S. C. E.
of the First Baptist ohurch. Miss Tread-

well’s exhibitions have always proved a
delight to the eye, and have shown what
good work she is doing among the young
ladies and the children. A great feature
will be the

singing by Miss Florence G.
the popular soparno, and the
“La Troubador Club.’’ Miss Grace A.
Graves wiil accompany.
Get reserved
seats at Stookbridge’s.
Smelt Town Gone.

LET—Up stairs tenement of five rooms
Preblo street, §10.00; Park Place,

on

”
”

^
,
^
,

50

cts.

and

$1

t

of any other.

__

TRY IT.
__

basement,

and Middle Sts.

IF WE WANTED A CLOCK

per bottle.
<

Boston, Mass.

^All Druggists

sell

<
4

cor sale and dealers supplied by Cook, Everett &
Pennell an d J. W. Perkins & Co.

TO LOAN on
]|f ONEY
real estate—also

any kind

1st and 2d

mortgages

life insurance policies,

of collateral security—notes unfavorable terms.
W F. CARR

counted on
room 6 Oxford Building.

feb26d4w

FOR HATCHING—Settings of
Plymouth Rocks, headed by “Rudd CockerEGGS
also“Dulre of

York” Brahmas; 50 cents
ell,”
per 13 eggs. Address Box 143, Deering. Me.,
or call at bouse 13 College street.
29-1

FREE! Pictures!
PICTURES!
1
them! Those in want of

We fra m
pictures should
before going elsewhere. The picture
”Thorough-bred” given with every picture we
frame. All kinds of easels from 35c up. E. D.
RFYNOLD8. 693 Congress St., next door to
Shaw’s Grocery Store.
feb24-lw
call

BOOKS,
kinds

ou us

offices of stevens & jones
CO. have been removed to No. 100 Exchange street with the EUingwood Furniture
Co. All accounts will be settled by Edward
C. Jones at above address.
22-tf

Notice—The
TITR.

Office Stationery
in

variety.

great

LGRING, SHORT! MARION

the following officers were elected:
President—Mrs. M. E. Sargent.
Vice President—Mrs. E. A. Hunt.
Secretary and Treasurer—Mrs. M. E.
Wish.
Delegate to Women’s Literary Union—
Mrs. Fannie Walker,
to Stnte Federation—Miss
Delegate
Agnes M. Safford.
A unanimous vote of thanks was extended to the Press for courtesy and
kindness shown the clnb.
Salvation Oil should always be kept in
the kitonen. bor the ready cure of scalds
and burns it has no equal. 95rts.

Falmouth, fifty
FORty SALE—In
miles from Portland, at the

acre

farm,

head

of

navigation on the Presunipscott river at
Staples Point bridge; can cut 60 tons of hay
per year; two story house,
12 rooms;
ell,
bam and
outbuildings; all connected, ip first
class repair, $3500.
J.
WM. MERRILL,
lalmouth, Maine. Box 460.
29-3
WOR SALE—Deering Centre. 21-2 storied
house for two famlies, 19 rooms, in perfect
repair, steam heat of latest pattern, fine large
stable, 13,500 feet land, abundance of fruit
all kinds, 1 minute to electrics, hige elevation
with extensive views.
Price $4,500, cost
$9,000. W.H. WALDRON & GO.. 180 Middle
street.
28-1
SALE—East Deering, new 2 storv house
and stable with 5 acres land. 3 minutes to
electric cars. Price $2,000. W. H. WALDRON
& CO., 180 Middle street.
2S-1

FOB

SALE—Pianos. $65.76.100, 126,
FOR150,175,190.200,
225. Nowis the
to

buy

a

135
time
summer resiWarerooms 548 1-2

piano for the cottage

or

dence. Call and see them.
Congress street, cor. Oak. J, P.

WHEEL28-1

WRIGHTS.

FOR SALE—Farm, 11 acres, over 300 bearapple trees, abundance small fruit,
Normal school, post office. R. it. &c.,
Sebago being put into town, electrics coming,
good House and buildings, flue chance for suburban home: price low. T. FaRDON, Gorham Maine.
28-1
A
lng
close by

MILL BUILDINGS
At Hallowell, Me.—Substantial mill buildingbrick—262x47 feet—4 stories and Basement,
with boilers, engines, shafting, sprinklers, piping and river water; also ten tenements, storehouse and brick office.
Suitable for cotton, woolen, shoe or paper
factory or machine shop.
Apply to C. K. HOWE at the mill, or to J. C.
PALFREY, Trustee, 13 Doane St., Boston,

Mass.feb2Seod9w

30 cents gallon.
dollar a week on Meats.
etc. We call for oreers
and
deliver
them.
Telephone 228-6.
Best Rump Steak.18 to 22c; line Vermont Tub
Butter. 22c; best Round Steak. 12 I-2c; Salt
made
HOME
We can

SAMUEL LEVY is now prepared to
t
buy cast off clothing of all descriptions for
highest cash prices.
Address letters or posta
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.
sep4-tf
to loan; on first and second mortgages on real estate, personal porperty,
stocks, bonds or any good collateral securities.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42i Exchange
street.
jan21-4

MONEY

WANTKl)—SITUATIONS.

you

a

Pork by Strip, 7c; best Country Ball Butter,
26c;10lbTub Squire’s pure Lard, 76c; fresh
Pickled Tripe, 8e; Frankfort Sausage, 10c-,
try our Hulled Corn, 10c can; Forequarters
Lamb, 6 to 7c; nice Corned Beef, 2, 4 and 6c;
Best Maccaronl, 10c; Red Alaska Salmon. 10c;
11 Bars Laundry Soap, 25c; California White
Honey, 18c box; Best Baltimore Peaches, 10c;
line cooking Molasses, 25 and 35c gal; 3 pck.
Savena Soap Powder, 26c; Best can Blueberries, lOe; 3 ID. best Cal. Prunes, 2Ec; best Pea
and Y. E. Beans, 45c pk; nice smooth large
Potatoes. 45c bush; 6 lbs. Carolina Rice, 26c;
6 lb. Buckets Jam,'46c; best Cocoa Shells, 6c lb.
JOHNSON & LAMBERT, 24 Wilmot St.
Cash Grocers._
27-1
SALE—Or

exchange, two story frame
and large lot with
FORhouse
frontage of 70
about
block from
a

feet;

one
Congress street, at
upper end of city. BENJAMIN SHAW, 61 1-2
street.27-1
Exchange

FOR SALE OR TO LET—The Homestead
A
of the late Thomas Quinby, near Stroudwater In Deerlng. Four acres of land
with
good house. On line of
street cars;
10
minutes from Union station; perfect drainlocation as
age; Sebago water. As line a
there Is in
Deerlng. Apply to ANDREW
HAWES. Stroudwnter.dec27-tf
IF YOtR WATCH KICK
IVE will take the kick out of it and make It
’*
keep good time. Mainsprings 75c, cleaning $1.00; mainspring and cleaning combined
$1.60; all work flrstclass. McKENNEY. The
Jeweler. Monument Square.
jaulBtf
WANTED.
Inserted under this heed
week For 35 cents, cash in advance.

Forty
one

Forty words inserted
one

Pickels,

save

Vegetables, groceries,

tinder this head
In advance.

week for 25 cents, cash

word*

WANTED—Within
radius of
fourth of
mile from head of Brown’s
STABLE
a

one-

a

Opposite

Preble House.

dee27

eod

n

COUGHS

and

COLDS.

south or west, with
not less
than
ANTED—By a smart, capable hotel cook, Wharf,
Ylf
T
position to cook In country hotel; a strong four stalls. Parties having such to rent can
BENJAMIN F.
Irish girl wishes position in private family, city have a responsible tenant.
ami
references given; 10 Danish and 10 St. Johns HARRIS, Chambers, corner Exchange
3-1
girls waiting for employment at my office, 399Va Middle streets.
4-1
Congress St. MRS. PALMER’S.
WANTED- Burnham's BeefWine and Iron.
V T
No equal for quality
and
"IITANTED—Situation by a Scandinavian
economy.
Sold
T f
by .grocers and druggists. Bargain
girl for general house work.
Call or adcases sold to the trade
&
THOMPSON
dress 82 Newbury street.
by
26-1
HALL. Try one case.
Time of year
It is
used. Try a bottle for health.
3-1

CAUCUS.

WOMEN—Wanted to Introduce
MENnewAND
and beautiful art work,
patented
a

new

Cape Elizabeth.
method. We can start you in a way so that
Costs
The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth are re- you can surely make $6 to *10 a day.
quested to meet at Grange Hall on Wednesdav, j you nothing to start in this beautiful work.
March 4th, 3 896, at 4 p. m., for the purpose of1 Come and see for yonr3elf. THE OPAL ART
feb2-l
nominating candidates for the several town CO.. 559 Congress street.
offices to be supported at Annual Meeting.
Per order, TOWN COMMITTEE.
TkTOTICE—Impotency, sexual weakness,shruni-s
ken parts, nervous debility, lost vitality
caused by excess or overwork, positively
Baldwin.
restored, losses stopped; remedy cheap, conThe Republicans of Baldwin are requested to venient, good effects, ean send by mail, strictmeet at the town house in said town on Sat- ly confidential.
Particulars, inclose stamp.
urday, the seventh day of March, for the pur- Address PRIVATE PARTY, Pries Offiee.
pose of nominating candidates for the several
21-2
town offices to be supported at the annual
town meeting; also to select three delegates to
attend the the State convention to be holden
in Portland. Per order of

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE

ELY’S PINEOLA BALSAM is a sure Rem
throat
and
y for coughs, colds, ore
for
asthma.
I

ED—a lady compositor, one who is
Xjif ANT
thoroughly ‘conversant with first class
quickly book work. Steady work and good pay.
abates the cough,
SMITH & SALE, 45 Exchange St., Portland,
and renders
exMaine.
3_1
pectoration easy.

Mrs.

whioh

bushels per annum. 2 story house and
barn, Sebago water, electrics will pass premises this year: a forced sale to close an estate.
Price $3,000. W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180
Middle street.28-1
1000

and

MISCELLANEOUS.

and

C. C. C.

all sorts and
in stock.

more

^

California Catarrh Cure Co.

^

Would go to McKenney’s beoause he has
up-to-date Clocks than all the other
stores combined. His 95c alarm clock is waking up the town. Clocks, 95o to *50 00
McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument Square.
jan 15tf

WE

soothes,

at

CHICKENS

20-2

AND

Write for testimonials of
wonderful cures, to the

It is well known that every winter a
number of houses are built on tbs loe at

Improvement
Chas. Dyer Monday afternoon,

Tenement No. 65 Spruce
and bath, hot and cold

I will buy you such a pretty ring at
McKenuey’s. A thousand of them, the best
the largest, the prettiest stock. Engagement
and Wedding; rings a speciality. McKENNY,
The Jeweler, Monument Square.
janistf

not
that

3-1

MARRY HE ARRABELLA

which will keep
the nasal passages
clean and the
breath odorless.

Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money
if it
fails to cure. 25o.

E. C. Milliken, state pension agent, is
engaged in filing away tl|e applications
for pensions for 1895. They are all num-

mar4d4w

FOR SALE.
*

ACCOUNT

DAT.

brick house on
street, between State and
BENJAMIN F. HARRIS,
Exchange and Middle

RENT—First class

FORCumberland

Exchange

a

hearty approval of all good citizens.

Beach St., Boston, Mass.

hatched without the use
of
the “Lousy Old Hen.”
I want to perform the operation for you. You furnish eggs
and I will do the rest. \V. L. MERRILL,Cumberland Centre, Me. “Twin Maples.”
2-1

Apply to
LYMAN H. NELSON on the premises or
BENJAMIN l'\ HARRIS, Chambers, corner

the amount neoessary for the purchase of
over two hundred acres of land, a
large
small
house to be used for a sohoolhouse for a
time, and a new oottage to be built and
furnished at a cost of $5000.
In that oottage the Union is ambitious to place the
most destitute girl in our midst. Who
can estimate the good that will oome
from such a practical Christian
act?
And the Union will certainly receive Jthe

LET.

rooms

has the best of reasons to expeot good returns from their bank account From a
gift of a well earned dime, but a little
more tnan a year ago,
the Girls Fund
has grown to where $2000 will oomplete

large barn,

head

24-1

water throughout, fine laundry in
$2.a per month including water.

for. Judging the future of the Good Will
Homo for girls by the past the Union

a

this

advance.

head
week for 25 cents cash in advance.

LET—Upper
TO street,
8

and influence are ignored.
A friendless
little girl in the deepest poverty sought

anil stable,

SALE—Grey horse, weight about 1200
]vtiRibs.,
sound and kind, will work in any spot

or

miles

tlOR RENT—On State street, a very pleasant sunny house of ten rooms with steam
1
heat.
BENJAMIN F. HARRIS,
Chambers,
Corner Exchange and Middle streets.
24-2

<1

SALE—$650. New Cottage house of five
POK
A
rooms 6000 feet of fine garden land
Near
schools and electrics. 1 his property is located
at Deering Center and is rapidly advancing in
price. Only a few lots at this price: call and
see them. C. B. DALTON & Co., 478% Congress St [one flight]
4 ,

Forty words inserted under this
one

TO

not

'sale—Fifty shares of Belknap Motor
■p°B
A
Co. Stock. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY
42%
2-1
street._

from Portland,
FOR SALE—7
FARM
cuts 60 tong hay, very large Orchard yield-

FOUND.

house ot 8 rooms, including water, $15.00;
Cushman streer. up stairs rent of 6 rooms and
bath, §20: house of 13 rooms 67 Danforth
street, 820. N. 8. GARDINER. 185 Middle
street, room 4._
27-1

under seven or over fourteen yoars of age; preference shall be givto
the
en
youngest, most destitute and
most woithy girl presented by the churches represented at that banquet,
and the
pastors of said churches shall be judges
as to the meiits of the oase.
Can there be in the banks of Portland
a deposit for a nobler
purpose? Wealth

house

40 years old

Forty words inserted under
one

streets.

People’s Methodist

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Exchauge

ing

Chambers

xrnni*

or

recommended Prota home in a
family of
work and companion.
of the time.
Address
446. Freeport, Me
2-1

LOST AND

Mellen streets.

Young People Methodist Social Union.

Forty words inserted under this

one

158

A lady about 35
\VANTED
who can come well

120 Franklin street.

When You
: Sneeze
:

m

SALE.

place and is afraid of nothing. For full
particulars enquire of HOOPER, SON &
LEIGHTON, 482 Congress street.
4.1
I ED M omau for
OB SALE-Lot No. 13 St. Lawrence St'
hotel, permanent
WANjob, general work;
no
3666 sq. feet, healthiest location in Portcooking; American preferred ; would
employ two, one for land. S100 down.halance on long or short time
light work. S. E. GKANT, Limerick, Maine. Apply to E. N. PERKY, Exchange St.. Port25-2
land, or to .T. H. COSTELLO & CO., 154 &
40 WEST.

quired.

LOST—At

period:

2

girl one who
References reCall In the evening. 3-1

the Little Women’s
Ball, City
Hall, a California opal, oval In shape
changeable in eolor; and transparent. Finder
please return to MISS JOSEPHINE HANSON,

_

Wards.1

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

ingitis, 3; nephritis, 1; paralysis, 1;
poritonitis, 1; phthisis, 5: pneuomnia,

2

feb26tf

WANTED—FEMALE HELP.

Causes of Death.—Apoplexy, 3; appendicitis, 1; carcinoma of bowels, 1; bronchitis, 2: cancer, 4; convulsion, 9: diphtheria, 1; erysipelas, 1; exhaustion, 1;
disease of
heart disease, 6; valvular
heart, 6; ioterus, 1; marasmus, 1; men-

Wards.1

who under

between the
and who comes well recomto the office of Wm. M.

of 21 and

85,
mended.
Apply
BRADLEY, 4«y* Exchange St.
aces

Stroudwater village by the smelters. So
Consum ptives
instrumental musio and danoing, and
will
can fish for ths
delioious smelts
invariably
Tickets
can be procured they
refreshments.
derive
benefit
through the ioe comfortably. Some of
its
us e.
from
from members of the association.
these little huts cost between fifty and a
Many who suppose their cases to
hundred dollars to ereot, and some as
be
consumption
are only
sufferlow as ten or
twelve dollars.
There
from a chroning
were about twenty of them.
The rise in
ic cold
or
deep
the
the river with
consequent flood seated cough, often aggravated by catarrh.
Bahn.
Both
use Ely’s Cream
For
catarrh
out
the
entire
cleared
lot of them with
remedies are pleasant to use. Cream Balm
one exception.
Balsam, 26 c.
60 cts. per bottle; Pineola
Sold by Druggists.
Mutual Improvement Club.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 barren Sfc., New York.
The quarterly meeting of the Mutual
I
INVITE YOUR INSPECTION
half
a
club was held with

in.

SONS CO.,
T. C. McGOULDKK’K, Mana Rer.

CO-PARTNERSHIP

Anniversary,

head
words inserted under this
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

pORTLMD

of the World-Famed

HUMBER

:=

CYCLES

Built by the oldest and largest house in the
Cycle trade and for twenty-eight, years the
standard of excellence as the highest type of
Cycle construction known to the civilized
world, copied by every manufacturer, and
today unapproachable by any other Cycle
built in Europe or America.

C.
feb21

M.

Contralto,

lust from Europe, can be engaged for Concerts
Musicales, leader o! Choral Societies, v oca
lessons. Address PREBLK HOUSE, febiatf

WANTED—All

fed4-2

pictures._

■WANTED—To buy all kinds of cast off
T»
clothing, ladies’ dresses, children’s clothing and men’s clothing. I pay the highest casli
price. Bend letters or postals to MR. or MRS.
13-3
B. De GROOT. 76 Middle St„ City.
LOST AND FOUND.
of gauntlet sealskin

pair
'gloves.
Probably left- in the Deering electric cat
LOST—A
Finder will
Wednesday, Feburary 2Gtli.
be

return to E. H. E., Press Office
and
29-1
suitably rewarded.

WANTED—AGENTS.

The canvass for the Directory having beeu
all recent changes should be sent to
the publishers at once to secure insertion.
The price of A A f? A the
Direcfor all orders
tory will be
received later than March 7th, 1896. See that
the publishers have your order before that
date to secure the subscription price of
82.00.

finished,

VniVll

NURSERY AGENTS

WANTED—T(> take orders on the roal
during the coning spring and summer. Unequalled chance for beginners and experienced
men. We want your help and are willing
to pay liberally for it.
Do not fail to writ© at once for full information.
WKITING NURSERY CO.,
45?ElueHii' Ave„
BOSTON. MASS
anio
MSV£rpm2

surely
big snap for agents,
AGENTS-^L
takes’ll* lead of all. Something new,
beautiful aid
First class
it

wonderful.

dim

LILLI DUMTON,

Prima Donna

persons in want of trunks
and bags to calf on E. D. REYNOLDS,
593 Congress street, one door above Shaw's
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can
therefore give bottom prices.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings. We frame

please

MAHCH

No. 214 Federal St.

JUADAME

DIRECTORY

1896.

Economize.

THE M. STEiNERT

517

Samaritan

Forty

Board of

of the

FOR

WANTED—MALE HELP.

about the joint resolution
form.
The latter
unquestionably requires the signature of the President and

BUY AN AEOLIAN l

feb27eod2m

Secretary

Knight

what opposition
weak in numbers, is

all

Dreary an4 monotonous practice is no longer
accessary. All needful instruction is acquired
in a week, and you are then able to play any
music ever published! Call at our warerooms
and let us show' you how easy it really is.

Recitals Daily from ii to 5 p.

adoption of the resolutions by Congress will benefit the insurgents to this
extent! As an indication of the sentiment of the government of the United
States and the temper of the people they
may absolutely prevent Spain from borrowing the money neoessary to prosecute
the war. The insurgents themselves mav
be able to float a loan on the strength of
the moral effect of the resolutions and
equip a navy.
“The adoption of the resolutions will
certainly give great encouragement to
the insurgents, and stimulate them to
further efforts.
As to the binding power c.f the concurthe
rent resolutions upon
executive,
there is none, in fact. They do not bind
him to do anything. It was for the purpose of placing some duty upon the President that I wanted to make them joint
resolutions.’
The

but

HOW MANY PEOPLE
There

today:

The celebration of tho sixty-eighth anpossessed of more influence and power to niversary by the Samaritan Association
make itself felt than was the opposition at
hall
Gilbert’s
will
be
tonight
In the Senate. There is a great deal of a great event In the society’s history.
uncertainty as to the foroe of a concur- Mrs. George S. Hunt will deliver an adrent resolution, while there is no ques- dress.
There will be delightful vooal and
tion at

feb20

Senate,

in the

of the

Report

^—-

!

MISCEIXAXBOUS.

HEALTH.

in that year. 1541 applications were requoted.
Representative Money of Mississippi, a ceived and 1402 certificates were issued
member of the foreign affairs committee, leaving 139 that were refused. From this

The adoption of a joint resolution requiring the action of the exeoutive, either
in approval or disapproval, would, how-

The sentiment in the House is as overwhelmingly in favor of vigorous aotion

CAREFUL

PORTLAND’S

BELLIGERENT RIGHTS.

_

The Thurston Print,
97 1-2
mar2

EXCHANGE ST.

dlw

lady

and gentlemen canvassers and agents wanted
S»
and
in every tewn and city in the U.
Canada,
of ciU<?s and towns given.
Agents fojthe Opal Art Co. are making $30
to $60 per week. Call and see for yourself.
We can p-ove to you that our agents are
THE
AAT
making $> tp $10 per day.
CO., 559 Congress street. Portland*

flight

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

C'JKN.

Mch
Opening.28

May.
80%
30%

Cosine.28%
rons

Quotations of Staple Products in the

Openine.
lard.

Leading Markets.

Opening.
Closing.

July-

^P1-

Boston Stock Market.
Money Market.
tlle latest closing 4
quota
(By Telegraph.)
tions of stocks ataFe
BostonNEW YORK. Mch. 3.
Mexican Centra 4s
Atchison
loan
Top. * Santa Fe'.' K.".".Ie%
Money easy at 3®4 per cent.; last
Boston & Maine_
i7n8
3% per cent., closing 3% per cent. Prune mer..170
do
pld
a
cent.
cantile paper was quoted at 6% 6 per
Maine
Central............
Sterling Exchange was steady, with actual Union Pacific.
business in bankers bills at 4 86% «* 87 lor American Bell..203/4
oonunon.’.v.v.v.v;.:
60-day bills and 4 87%®4.88 for demand;
fosted rates at 4 87%®4 89. Commercial bills Ceil Mass., pld.. .'.".V.'""""””" ].. %
Bonds
4
Government
60-days 86%g4 86%.
Mexican
lower. Bailroads steady.
Bar silver b8%.
New Tork
Mexican dollars 64%.
Quotations on Stocks and Bonds
Silver at the Board was Arm.
(By Teleeraph.)
At London to-day Dar silver was quoted
aie to‘aaT’3 olosiog quotations
31%d 49 oz and uncertain.!
New York Stock and

•iZ!ie„!°\'!!WotlR

....

sug^Sd^?":

CentST.®11'”.'I

of'Bondsl^WlU8

The

following

New

Freights.
are recent charters:

a’*

r»o

Mch. 2.
&108V*
6110V.

Mch, 3.

V- «v:.*.&108
-*1091/S
n2it«d*qtati2oP.
united states 2* re*.

y5
101
713

Ship Gov. Robie. Hiogo and Hong Kong to Central. Pacific lsts.102
New York, $14,000; if Hiogo only, $13,000.
G‘ lst.113
SVlI^a &
Bark Elmiranda, Portland to New York, ice
Kansas Pacific Consols. 74
45c.
Bark E. L. Mayburv, New York to Rosario,
lumber $7.
Bark Willard Mudgett, and Schr Nellie J. H.,
Portland to Buenos Ayres, lumber $7, Rosario
$8.
Bark Louise Adelaide, Brunswick, Ga.. to
Boston, lumber $4 87 Vs.
Schr Maggie S. Hart, Portland to Demerara,
ice, lumber, etc., p. t.
Schr Silver Heels, New York to Portland, fertilizer, $236.
Schr E. L. Crocker.Fernandina to Boston.ties
15%o.
Cak. nn^Uita

P.

T

V „... TT„«1.

~

and, clay, p. t
Scbr Anna E. J. Morse, Perth Amboy to
Partsmouth, coal 65c.
Imports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Scotsman1000 bxs tin plate to Holder & Herrick 2000 do
to Raring Bros & Co 1 casket jewelry to G T R
26 cs oranges to Winchester & Ross.
Railroad Iteceipr*.

PORTLAND. Mch 2.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portland. 170 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 150 cars.

73%

Nav. lsts.110
Kansas Pacific lsts.102%
Northern Pacific cons 6s_ 43
Clo.lmi quotations ol stocks:
•■reeou

llo

Atchison..

ie%
148
110
171
16
16%
165
3 70

Central Pacific. 16
Cues, some. 16%
Cmcaeo * Alton.166
Chicago s Alton preierrea_170
Chicago. Burlington * Quincy 76%
Delaware* Hudson Canal Co.127
Delaware.Laokawana * WesilBl
Dearer. * sRlo Grande. 13
Ene. 16%
no
prelerred
26
Illinois Central. 95
Lake Erie * West. 20
Lake
Louis

28%
94%

—

21

J4t%
62%

—bush.

79

23%
106%
4%
16

103%

on on

<i

ariitt;;*

(By Telegraph, i
MARCH 3. 1896.
YORK—The Cotton market to-dav wan
steady and milet,, sales 606 bales; middling
uplands at 7 ll-16c; middling gull 7 16-ltia.
NEW ORLEANS—The Coton market to-uay
was very steady; middling 7*/sc.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-dav
was auiet; middling 768 3.
8AVANNAH—The CotAon
marl et to-day
NEW

..

..

1

...

....

..

—

an n

■

“!«6

Shipments—Flour 10,300 bbls: wheat 8 200
bush; corn 148,000 bush ;oatsi9 000 buali;rye

23_

19%

Northwestern.103%

—

bush.

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red 73% c; No 1
White at 74!4c. Corn—No 2 at 291/2. oats—
No White

io%
96

Nortnwestern. Dfa.146
145
New York Central. 97%
97%
New York.Chlcago &|St. Louis 13
13
do 1st pfd. 68
70
40
New York & N K. 40
Retail Grocers' 4ug»r lla-e*.
Old Colonv.177
177
Portland market—cut loaf 7: coifeotioners at ont. & Western. 14%
14%
7c; pulverised—o; powered, ilc; granulated PacincMail. 27%
27
61* ■ coffee crushed oo •, yellow 4V4
Pulman Palace.165
166
12
Reading. 11%
Rock Island
71%
71%
76%
Portland Wholesale Marker.
St. Paul. 77 %
dobfd.130
130;
PORTLAND. Mch 3, 18v6
St.Paul si Omaha. 40
40
Trading the past week has been very serido prfd.122
122
108
ously Interrupted on account of the freshets, St Paul. Minn. Si Maun.109
11«'%
and sales continue to be confined entirely to lo- Sugar.common.116%
Texas Pacific.
8%
8%
cal demand,consequently business is at a stand
Union Pacific, new. 7%
7%
still, and it is impossible to state when normal U. S. Express. 42
43
6%
6%
conditions will be resumed.
It was very dull Wabash...
do prfd. 18
previous to the heavy rains, but at present Western Union. 84%
83%
trade is paralyzed, some of the large houses UlcnmonaSt West Point.
do prfd.
not receiving a single order lor a who e day,
which shows how eomplete has been the deNew York Mining stock*.
struction of the railroad and telegraph service.
NEW YOKE. Meh. 3. 1896.—The following
Advices from the West still report a quiet but are to day’s closing quotations oi mining
stocks:
market for Flour, although Wheat was a little Co). Coal.
Hceklng
Coal....
3 Vs
easier at the close.
Corn and Oats continue
Homestake.
30
steady with rather a moderate demand. Pork Ontario.12%
and Lard both sbow a decline since a week
Quicksilver. 1%
do pfd.16%
ago. Sugars steadily held at previous figures.
”*imau...
Eggs are weak and lower. Potatoes dull,rang- Victor,
6 62%
1 66
ing from 36@40. Beans unchanged. Hay firm Portland,
Golden
Fleece,
but unchanged. There is some call for choice
Apples, which are scarce and wanted. Nails
Boston Produce Market.
have taken a turn upward, now quoted 15c
BOSTON, Meh. 3, 189B.—The following are
higher on both wire aud cut. Fresh fish easier, to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc..
jobbing at 2Vi'83c I? lb for Cod and Haddock,
FLOUR.
242Vae for Hake. 2f5>2VsC for Cusk; Halibut
Sspring patents. 3 S54$4 15.
14 c 16c. Lobsters dull at 18c P pound for
Spring, cleanauJ straight, 3 26@3 60.
Winter, clear and straight, 3 60@4 65,
boiled, and 15c for live. Fresh Beef—sides 6
Winter patents, 4 00 44 30.
®71/i 4- ib,hinds Si&lOc. fores 4Vs@6c, rounds
Add 26c to the above for the jobbing rates.
and flanks 7ig7y»c, rump and loins ll@l4c,
backs 6g6c, rattles 3.5,4c, round Hogs 4fe4Vtr;
MEATS.
lambs at 85J10C, mutton at 6c. Round Hogs at
Pork, long and short cut, jjl barrel, 12 60.
6l6ys.
and hvy Oacas $116u@12 60.
Pork,
light
The following are to-day’s wholesale prices of
Pork, lean lends 12 60.
Provisions, Groceries,etc..
Tongues pork 816 50: do beef $22 V bbL
Beef, corned. *8 60*11 60.
Sjperime &
Wheat. 60-lbs.
&85 Shoulders, corned ard fresh 7c.
low grades.3 26*3 51 Corn, new, car 39® 40
Shoulders,
smoked, 8.
Corn. Dag lots.. 40®42
Spring Wneat bn it9c.
ers.cl and st37Ufii38l ■ Mea[, hag lots. .40*41 Bibs, fresh, and
Hams,
small, 9% i£lO% c.
large
Patent Sin n?
Oats, car lots
28*29 Bacon. 9c.
Wneat... 4 168*3: » Oats, bag iota
30g 32 Pork, salt 6% c.
Cotton 8eec.
eiich. str’giu
Briskets, salt 6%.
roller.... 4 268431
ear lots. 00 00® 22 00
clear ao... 4 1584 21
bag lots 0000*24 00 Sausages. 7%c.
meat. 7e.
Sausage
t U.ouis st'gt
Sacked Br’n
4 25®4 31 •
roller...
car lots. 14 60al 5 6u
Lard.Etcs,at R%c; palls, 6%@7%c; If, In pails
49%.
clear do.. 4 1584 21
8%
bag lots. .818*17 00
V, nt'r wheat
Middlings. .*36®1700 Beef steers. 6(4>7%.
patents.. 4 3634 51
bag ots. .817*19 00 Beef, fresh, hinds 7%@9%c; fores, 445c,
Fish.
Lambs, 7448c fp lb.
Coffee.
Cod—Large
Rio,roasted
20323 Hogs, dressed,city, 6%e » lb: country, 5c.
Shore_4 76*5 2! Java do.28®31 Turkeys, Western, small hens, 17c.
small do. .2 5083 2i
Turkeys, large, (£> lb I6316.
Molasses.
Pollock
.2 2583 21 Porto Rico.27*33 Turkeys, frozen, 13®10.
Haddock.. .1 60®2 0( Baroaaoes.
26*28 Chickens, Northern, fresh killed, 16318c.
Hake.1 60®2 0( Fancy.30*36 Fnwls Northern. 13:414c
Herring, box
Tea.
Fowls, Western. 938130.
Scaled....
9@13i Amoys.16@2o Chickens. Western 12*15.
Mackerel, bi
PRODUCE.
Congous.14*60
Extra is 00 OOltJoi 1 J; pan.18®36 Butter, cream,
choice,
®2Gc,
snore is *22 00**2; Formoso.20®b0
Butter, fair to good, 21@24c.
snure 2s *ieoo®*2
Sugar.
Butter. North, choice, 17®20.
Produce.
Standard Oran
5Vs Butter.Jimlt, crm. I4®16c.
Cape Cran’brs* 9®$ii 1 Ex-quality, tine
Ladle packed li(®18.
$7®$’ 1 granulated
6 8-16
Maine,
Cheese. Northern, choice 10»10Vi i Wst, ch’ce
Jersey *8 0013*9 0: ) Extra C.
4*4
9®10VsO.
New York
Seed.
Eggs, hennery choice. 3 6@18: East 12*iav».
Pea Beans.l 40® 1 4
4V404V* Eggs.-Mich,
Timothy,
choice, 12c.
8
it
Foreign—nominal
a,
Clover,West,
Western fresh 9®loc.
Yellow ayes.] 00*1 6 5 do
N. vr.
9 89 Vi
Beans, pea.l 26M1 45 mediums, 1 30*1 36.
Cal Pea_1 7081 7 j Aisike,
9 ratio
Beans, yei. eyes, 1 36@i 46:red kid.l 25® 1 80.
Irish PotaYs. bu35@i ) lied lop,
16®16Vi Beans foreign,
1 25®1 35.
sweets. Vineland 6 0 >
Provisions,
Potatoes, Cho ce Hebrons 30c bush.
do Jersey— @4 6
Porkclear.. 12 75*18 25 Potatoes. Hebrons. fair to good 25*28.
Onions—
Bose, Ar. Co. seed, 40@45.
Native,bbl 1 50(3)1 7 > backs... 12 76® 13 26 Potatoes—Green
Mountain, 28@30.
S pChicnens_1481 5
light. 12 26*12 75
Potatoes,White
siar, 25c.
9 00
Turkeys, Wes. i&@16 : Beef—light..
10 50 Apples, clioiec 1? bbl, $2 75@3 60.
North, turkeys 16 « 1 t heavy.
Apples, Baldwins at $2 75*3 25c.
Fowl*....
11(813 1 Bnlests VibS 5 75*
Lara, tcs and
Apples.
Chicago Live Stock Market.
Fancy. 3 00@8 5i ) Vj bbl.pure.:6Vi®6s/s
Fair to good 2 2532 5; )
(By Telegraph!
docom’nd. 6Vis»
Baldwins.. S3 00(®8 )
nails, compd 6V*e6<vs
CHICAGO, Meh. 3, 1896.—The Cattle mark
Evan O' lb.7®8 1
pails, pure 7**!in*u et—receipts 3.000; firm;common to extra steers
Lemons.
pure If
9Vs*93/s at 3 20*4 60; stockers and feeders at 2 60®
Messina
2 60@3 5: ) Bams ....
* 10
3 75: cows and bulls at 1 60*3 50; calves at
2,
i
2
aoeov’rd
60@3
@10 Vs 3 00,§6 25; Texans a 25®4 10.
Palermo...,.
Oil.
Oranges.
Hogs—Receipts 12.000; strong to lo higher;
California. 3 0033 7: i Kerosenei20ts
10=4 heavy packing and shipping lots at 8 8o@4
Jamaica
4 50@6 O' )
Lipoma.11V4 common to choice mixed 3 85@4 10; choice lu;
asValencia.
3 76®4 61 >
Centennial.11 Vi sorted 4 00g4 10, light at 3 86*4 10; pigs at
Pratt's Astral ..is1* 3 15,384 00.
Eegs.
Devoe’s brilliant 18V4
Nearby.17@
Sheep—receiptslO,000;flrminferior to choice
Eastern extra.. 16@r in half bbls lc extra
at 3 50®3 70i lambs at 3 6U®4 86.
Fresh Western... @1: !
Raisins,
Held.
iftl* i Muscatel.60 lb bxs3@«
Domestic Markets.
JButtei.
London lay’rll 60®176
Creamery ,lncy.. 23@2(By Telegraph.!
Coal.
Silt huge Vr mt.20®2' I
Retail—delivered.
MARCH 3, 1896.
Choice. 01; i Cumberland 4 00*4 50
NEW TORE—The Flour market
receipts
Cheese.
00 32,0851packages;exports 1,912 bbls and 14.247
Chestnut....
N. 1. tct’ry.lu ®12V
7 25 sacks: sales 8,lOo packages! unchanged, oulet
Franklin...
Vermont ...12 0121J II Lehln.
• • • t
®6o0 and steady.
;
8aae ....13 0131/ 1 Pea.
4 00
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 60@3 00;
citv mills extra at 4 16*4 26: citv mills patents
Oram o, nrnn
4 30*4 55; winter, wheat low grades a! 2 50 a
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
3 On ; fair to fancy at 2 86i®8 90: patents at 3 90
*4 16; Minnesota clear 2 7U&3 30-. straights
Monday ? quotations.
do at 3 00*3 50; do patents 3 35*4 30: do rye
WHEAT.
mixtures 2 60®S 30; superfine at 2 10®2 70
Southern flour quiet and
fine at 2 00®2 66.
Mch.
Mav
y' steady; common to fair extra 2 60@3 00; good
Owning.66%
to choice at 3 00«S 30.
Kye flour dull, ateady
Cosing.65%
g71/1 2 60*2 96. Buckwheat flour at nominal 1 20
*125. Buckwheat at 40®4ic.
Cornmeal unMch.
Mav
changed; Yellow Western 2 20@2 25; brandy,
wine 2 20. Kye, state 49*A afloat. Wheat—reClosing.29
bush; exports 39.993 bo: sales 28,000
ceipts
bush; dull, easier No 2 Red in store and elev
afloat
82*/* c; f o b at 82‘-*®83y* : No l
81V* ;
Northern 76V*. Corn—receipts 27,300 bustnex2!
®?!nS.
Oltsing.
e.so ports 32,816 bush; sales 14,000 bush ;dull,flrm;
Tuesday’s quotations.
No 2 at 87ViC elev, 39c afloat. Oate—receipts
31,200 bush; exports 241 bush; sales 24,000
WHEAT.
bush; quiet, steady; No 2 at 28V1: do White at
Meh
a v
No 2 Chicago at 27**0: No 8 at 26*c;
Opening.65
g74 27»/«c;
do White 26V*c; Mixed Western 26MiS27Vac;
rfo«ine.65
66% do White anu White State at 27®29c. Beef is
dull, steady; family $lo®12 00; extra mess at
Thera is no Better proof of the exceh 7 60iaS 00;Deef hams quiet 14 6o@ji5-, tierced
lenoe of Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup than beef dull;cky extra Inula mess $15*16 6u, cut
that it is recommended by leading physi- meats quiet, easy: pickle bellies 12 fbs 6c; do
shoulders 4aA c ;do llama 8 Va®V*. Lard Is quiet
cians.
and turner; Western steam closed at 5 66 bid;

go/*

CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day wa
dull, and easier: hard wheat spring patents at
310®3 15; soft wheat patents #3 (K>*®3 10;
hard wheat bakers at 2 I6@2 30 in sacks; soft
wheat bakers $2@2 20; Winter wheat at 3 20
Wheat—No 2 Spring at 64%
@8 4o in wood.
@66% c; No 2 Red at 68x/2®70c. Corn—No 2
at 28%@29c.
Oats—No 2 at 19V«@20c: No 2
Rye 39% ; No 2 Bariev 36Q38C. No 1 Flaxseed
at 90c; Mess pork at 9 70«9 76.
Lard 6 37 Va
<*5 40; short rib sides at 6 10®5 16; Cry salted
meats—shoulders 84 62x/2®4 87 Va ; short cleasides at 6 12Va ®5 25.
Receipts—Flour, 10,000 bbls: wheat, 27.000

LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
unchanged; patents 3 66®3 8o extra fancy
3 35® 3 60; fancy 2 90&3 oO: choice at 2 60®
2 66. Wheat lower; Mcli at 62%c.
Corn lowuats lower;Mqh 19V$. Proviser; Mch26Vs.
ions—Pork—new at $8 36; old at 9 86. Lard—
prime steam at 6 15;cholee ; 15 22V2. Baconshoulders at 56/8 ; longs 6% •. clear ribs 6^8 ;
clear sides at 5%c. Dry saHe l
meats—shoulders 4% ; longs 6Va ; dear ribs 6 Vi ; clear sides
o3/».
Receipts—Flour 2800 bbls; wheat 14.700
hush; corn 30,000 bush; oats 28 OOU bush; rye

77%

*|Nash. 62%
Maine Central R.
Mexican Central.
9*a
Micnieancentrallpf. 96
Minn ISi St. L. 19%
Minn. Si St. Louie, pf. 80
Missouri raoinc. 23%
New Jersey Central.106
Nerthen raclfio common_
4%
<%
do
preferred_ 16%

plan

ST.

3 26%
1B0
13
16

Shore.146"%

»£at6i0:

bush: com. 264 000 bush: oats, 466.uoo bush;
rye. I,9u0 bush barley. 98,000 mum.
Shipments—Flour 9.100 bbls ■. wheat 84.400
bush; corn. 108,000 bush; oats 212,000 bush;
rye. 612 bush: barley 43.000 bush.

102V.
: 42%

Adams Express.147
American Express.110
Boston * Maine.169%

city atH 95@$6 ;refined dull; Continent at6 90;
compound 4^®41/8.
Provisions
—Pork is strong, steady: mess at
$10@10 60.
Butter firmer, fair demand: State dairv at
9®
20; do creamy held 13g;l9c; Western crm 14
&2 Va ; do factory 8®13: Elgtns 22c. Cheese
unchanced, in fair demand; State
large at 6®
10*4c; do fancy at loVec; small at 6® 10% c.
Petroleum steady; united at 1 26. Coffee—Rio
firmer and quiet ;No 7 at 13v*. Sugar-raw turn
and more activejreflned quiet steady;
unchng;
No 6 at 4%c; 7 at 4 6-16c;No 3 at 4% ;No 9 at
4 3-16c;No 10 at 4Vfec:Nc 11 at. 4 l-l6c; No 12
at 4c: No i5 at 3 16-160; off A at 4 7-16@4 1116c; Mould A at 6% : standard A 6 jConfectlouers’A 4y»c;cut loaf and crushed 6fifecpowdered 5%c; granulated at 6c; Cubes 5%c.
Quotations are those made by refiners on the
of October 10th,
oue-pricebasis uuder the
1896 which makes large dealers and wholesale
grocers agents of the Trust handling sugars on
consignment, and who are at staled times of
settlement allowed a cmmission of 3-16c
ih.
There is also a trade discount of l per cent on
100 bbl lots and 1 per cent for cash if paid within seven days, and no trade discount on smaller
quantities. No sales less than 26 barrels. For
sugar packed in bags there is no additional
charges on granulated or softs from 1 to 14 inclusive, and other grades Vsc ^ lb additional.
Freights to Lierpool quiet, steadv; grain by
steam l%d.

was

easy;

Middling

7 6-16c.

MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet; middlings 7 6-16*;.
MEMPHIS—Tile Cotton market to-dav was
easy; miauling 7Wsc.
European Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON, Mch. 2 1896.—Consols 109 ll-16d
for money aud 109*4 d for the account.
LIVERPOOL. Mch. 2. 1896.—Cotton market
easier: American middling at 4*sd; estimated sales 10,000 Bales: speculation aud export
600 bales.

Quotations Winter Wheat at 6s 8d@5s 9d;
BonniWheat 6s 7Vid&t* 8ttu.
Corn 3s 4d.
Pork steady 63 6d.
OCEAN STEAM Eli MOVE DUO
FHOM

n

fOR

..

..

Mississippi.New York. .London ....Mch
Bietagne. New York. .Havre.Mch

K.Wilhelm II. New York. .Genoa.Mch
Yunuirl.New York. .Jamaica
Mcli
Alene.New York. .Kingston .Mcli
Finance.New Y'ork. -Colon. Mch
Spree .New York. .Bremen_Meh
Trinidad.New York. .Bermuda|. .Nch
Sr. Louis.New York..S’thaniiton.Meh
Friesland .New York. .Antwerp .Mch
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool...Mch
Santiago.New York. .Cienluegos..Mch
Palatia.New York. .Hamburg ...Mch
Venezuela
New York.. Laguayra.. Mch
Fontabelle.New York.. St Thomas. Meh
Lucania.New York. .Liverpool,. .Mcli
Amsterdam
New York..Rotterdam.Mch
Mohawk-New York. Louuon ...Mcli
Tjorao.New York..Demerara..Mch
Saale.New York. .Bremen —Mch
Germanic
.New York. Liverpool...Hell
Kensington....New York. .Antwerp....Mch
St Paul.NewYork. .So'ampton .Mch
Mobile.New York. London —Mch
Etruria.New York.. Liverpool. Mch
Anchoria
New York. .Glasgow;_Mch
Mongolian... .Portland
.Liverpool. .Mcli
Veendam.New York. .Rotterdam .Men
Moravia.NewYork. .Hamburg;. .Mch
...

....

...

...

..—

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC_MARCH 4.

gun

rises.
Sun sets.

Moon

6 13l
Hiuh
I- 2,3
6 39 Hli-n water j
;j 45
rises.inorn| Height.... 9 06—8 02
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Lilian. Norwood. Gloucester—J H Blake.
Triton. Hooper. Calais—J H Blake.
SAILED—Schs Augustus Palmer, and Melissa

A

This remedy being applied
directly to the seat of the
disease requires no change
of diet. Cure guaranteed
in 1 to 3 days. Small plain
package by mail *1.00.
Sold only by J. H. Hammond,
£-■—-Cor. Free »udCenter Sts., ami
L. C. Fowler, Cor. Congress
*1*!
JPftiJrX®and Lafayette Sts Portland
Me.
____

SPECIAL
We

are

now

NOTICE.

constantly receiving

our

Spring

lines in Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’ and also
Women’s Misses’ and Children’s
Footwear
We have enlarged our store, consequently we
will increase our various lines to such, proportions as will enable us to suit all persons in
need of anything connected with a first class
Boot ana Shoo establishment.
Our lines of
Young Men’s and Y'oung Women’s Footwear
will contain the largest assortment 01 latest
styles east of Boston, and we wish to impress
the public with this fact, viz:
That we arc
selling goods at the lowest prices for high
grade footwear in Sew England.

480 Congress St.,

TO

Opp.

ROCKFOKT, Mch 2—Ar, schs H S Boynton,
Cooper, Camden for Boston: Idella Small, Dillingham, Bucksport.
Sailed, schs Lydia M Deering, Ross, Washington; J W Belano, Cook, Charleston, SC.
JONESPORT, March 2—Sid. schs M J Bewail,
Beal. Portland; Helen Maria, Beal, do.
BROOKSVILLE, Feb March 2-ln poit, schs
Wm G Eadie, Condon, and Commerce, Orcutt,
waiting for Ice to break up.
HARRINGTON. March 2—Sid, sch Leading
Breeze, Robbins, Portland.

©
o
O
(H

g
I

and specifications of new buildings
Eastern Maine Insane Hospital lot
at Bangor. Maine, are now ready for estimates,
and can be seen at ilie office of the Architect
John Calvin Stevens. 185
Middle street,
Portland, Maine, and at the office ot the Commissioners in McGuire building
at Bangor.
Maine. Full particulars regarding method of
estimating may be obtained from the Arcliitect.
Bids for construction will lie received until 12
A. M.. Wednesday, March 26, 1896.
A. LITTLE.
S. M,BIRD.
S. M. CAMPBELL,

PLANS
for the

feb22

Commissioners Eastern Maine
Insane Hospital.

d3w

-fTADIY

DR. F. AUSTIN

TENNEY,

end Residence
Office
183 Deeriug St
Woodfords.
Special attention given to diseases of tile
EYE and the filling of LENSES. Consultation
free. Will call within city limits of Portland
and Deering ou notice by posiai or otherwise
dec27
dtt

FIRST CLASS
A

IV

S

O

Republican State Convention
-WILL BE

City Hall, Portland,

Thursday,
At

Long Branch. NJ, Mch 2—Sch Nellie Woodbury, Clark, from Kayti for Now York, with logwood, went ashore to-day. one mile east of this
station and is full of water and breaking up.
The crew, six in number, came ashore in their
own boat.
The N W registers 146 tons, was
built in 1883 and hails from Ellsworth.
Rockland, Mch 3-Sch Jonathan Coane, from
Belfast for Boston, which struck on Monroe
Island, lias made necessary repairs and is ready
to proceed.
Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK —Ar 1st, barque J B Kabel,
Mitchell. Apalachicola; sch J U Parker. Ham-

mond. Charleston.
Ar 2d, sell Mary A

icola.

Hall. Coombs, Apalach-

Cld 2d, ship Eureka, Darrah, Rio Janeiro.
Sid 1st, barque Louise Adelale. Brunswick
schs Estelle Phinney, lor Norfolk ; Addie ft
Anderson, Hampton Roads; St 1 nomas. Nor
folk; Fred Gower, Baltimore: Lucy H Russell
Newport News.
Sid 2d. barque Arthur C Wade, for Port Spain
At anchor off TomkinsviUe 1st. barque Ethel
for Rio Janeiro; sch Oliver S Barrett, for Darien
Passed Hell Gate 1st, schs Jos R Bodwell
New York for Portland; James L Jlaloy, do for
Thomaston; Alfaretta 8 Snare, do for Boston
Otranto, do for do; Abby K Bentley, Carters
for Portland.
Tii

BOSTON—Cld 3d, barque AUanwIlde, Fickett

Btienos Ayres; sch
er, Brooklyn. NY.

Matt-ie B Russell, Drinkwat

April

16th,

Eleven O’clock

FOR SALE OR

RENT;

ALSO

ORGANS
Very Fancy

or

Plain

at

NO, 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

W. P.
R. H.

HASTINGS’■

JORDAN,

STAT3B

104

AGEJHT.

Exchange

St..

PORTLAND, MAINE.
After using one of the Nation
til Cash Registers about a year,
we arc fully convinced that it is
one of the necessities of a retail
store, and heartily recommend
it to any one
doing a retail
business.

LANDERS & BABBiDGE,
Drrggjtis* Monument Square.
dtf
jan25
1

"T|
Augustine
|

ALLAN LINE.
From

Feb.Laurentian.5 Mcli.
27 Feb.Mongolian.19 Moll.
The 8aloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is lelt.
Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout. the lights being at the command f*i the
Music
passengers at any hour of the night.
Rooms aud Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saioons and staterooms are heated

c
f
C
4
C

by

£

j

N. E. Agent, £

J

3

0®0®0®0©0®0®0®0®0®0®0®0®0«

GRAND

TRUNK

international

RAILWAY.

1896,

On

and

after
trains

Lasrport, Lubes, Calais, StJolm, N.3.. Halifax,N.3.

189i

.•lid all pans of New Brunswick, Nova 8coia, Prince Edward lsladd, and Cnpe BretThe favorite route to Campobello and
St. A rdraws. N. B.

LEAVE,

for the

and

Lewiston

7.15,

7.55

on.

a. m

1.10.1.30.6.20 p.m.
f
For Gorlmm and Berlin, 7.55a.m.. 1.30 ant
5.20 p. m.
For Island Pond,7.55 a. m., and 1 30 p. m.
For Montreal
and Chicago, 7.65 a. in., ant
1,30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m,

Winter

From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a.
12.16 3.10. 5.1S and 5.30p.m.
From
Island Fond.
Berlin
and
8.25, a. 01..12.15 and 5. 30 p. m.

From

anu

Montreal,

12.15 a. m.
Quebec.
Polonn «laoninw

P*ll liman

12.15

am

Porn

Effect October

X'l

nominated

in suite

convemion,

and

the

re-

RAILROADS.

Portland &
STATION FOOT

OFfKEBLE

£L

STREET.

On and after ftunrfay, December
6, 1895,
Passenger trams will Leave Portland:
For Worcester,
Clinton, Ayer Junction.
N»0nna, Windham and Rpping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Man cheater. Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. ra.
For Rochester, Springdale. Alfred, Water,
bore and Saco River at 7.30 a. no. 12.30 ana
4.25 d. mu
For ftorham at 7 .30 and 9.45 a. nu,
0.00,4.25, 5.20 and 6.25 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills,
9.45
and

West-

m..
u. re.
p. m.

WiscasseJA Quebec KaiBroad Co
In effect Monday, November, 4, 1895.
Trains leave Wiscassett for Albion and way
stations at 9.55 a. m. and 3. 55 p. m. Arive lii
Wiscasset at 9.05 a. m. and 6.15p. in.
Trains leave Albion at 6.00 a. in. and 1.40
m.

Arrive in Albion at 1.20 and

6.56

p. in.

J. P. TUCKER. SupL
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT. Gen’l Mgr.
¥1T„¥r

18_

dtf

Portland & Rumford Falls R’y.
Effect Oct.
In

7. TS7S

DEPARTURES.
8.3u a. M. & 1.15 i\ M.
From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls,
Buckiield, Canton.
Dijiield and Kiunloni Falla.
8.30 a.m., 1.05 and 5.10 p, m, From
Union
Station
lor
Polanl
and
Mechanic Falls.
Train leaving Union Station T.16 u. m. connects at Rumford Falls with R. F. & R L. R R.
train for Byron i-..id riouahton.

Through passenger coaches between Union

Station,

Portland and Rumford Falls.

Through tickets
on

F. & It. F.

on

sale for all points

It’y.

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Mgr.

Portland, Maine.
L. LINCOLN Superintendent,
Febiodtf
Rumford Falls. Maine

L.

CASCO BAY

STEAMBOAT CO

CUSTOM hOUSE WHARF, PORTLAND, ME.
Table, in Kffect Nov, 25, ’95.
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landing,
Peaks Island, 5.46, 6.40, 8, a in.. 2.16 and
6.10 p. m.
For Little and ^ireat Diamond,
Trefetliens and Long Island, 8.00,a. m.,
and 2.16, p. iu.
C W. T. GODIN G, General Manager.
nov25dtf
Winter Time

Daily Line, Sunders Excepted.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL 9TKAMRRS
BAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND,

alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points
beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell*
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
ever* Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Act.
Oct. 1, 1895.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co
FALL ARRANGEMENTS.
Alter

4.16 l>. m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

For Eoston, express. 3.45 a. m. For Bostoi
stations, 1.00* 4.15 p. m. Arrive ii 1
Boston. 7.* 5 a, m., b.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.

and way

as

Delightful anil Invigorating Sea Trip.
The Steamships Manhattan and Cottag
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Tliurs
days and Saturdays at (> p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38. East River, same days at 5 p. m.
Fare to New York, oue way, $4.00: Round
trip $7.00.
1

Station, Railwaj
below and inter-

gusta, Watsrville and Bangor.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswick

Lewiston, Bath,

Augusta,

nv2-Utf

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every
From

Wednesday

and

Saturday.

Philadelphia every Wednesday
and

Saturday.

I* om Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m.
From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Insurance one-hall the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting hues, forwarded free of

commission.
Passage *10.00.

Round Trip S1S.00,
Meals and room included,
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston,
E. B. SAMPSuN. Treasurer and
General
Manager, 'll Stale St., Fiska Building, Boston.
Mass.
oot22dtt

MAINE COAST

NAVIGATION CO.

For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett.
On and after
and fast

Tuesday, Oct. 29th, tlie

STEAMER

new

SALACIA.

will leave Franklin Wliarr, Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m.
for Popham Beach, Bath, Boothbay Harbor
and Wiscassett.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 6.45 a. in.,
for Boothbay Harbor, Bath, Popham Beach
and Portland
Fare, *1.00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett.
O. C. OLIVER.
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
President.
Treasurer.
oot29

dtf

Au,

DOMINION

Lisbon Falls

Waterville,

t'(lVT Vf

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA

TRAINS.

paper train for Brunswick

U

L1SCOMB. General Agent.

wl.lp

follows*.

SUNDAY

for

m.

New York Direct Line.

8.30 a.m. For Danville Jo. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Ruraford Falls,
Lewiston
Livermoro Falls. Farmington, Phillips, Range
ley, Oakland and Waterville.
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burling
ton, Lancaster,
St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapoli:
and all points west.
10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, L.sboi
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Au
gusta and Waterville.
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Falls. Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, BarHarbc
Oldtown and Houlton, via B. Si A.
I.i5p. m., For DanvlJie Jc., Poland Spring
station. Mechanics
Kunu'ord Falls
Falls,
Lewiston, Farmington, K'lngfield.
Phillip
Oakland, Bingham. Waterville, Skowhegan
Bangor aud Vanceboro.
1.20 i>, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Au
gusta, Bath, Rockland and ail stations oi
Knox & Lincoln division. Waterville, Skow I
began. Belfast. Dover and Foxcroft, Green
vilie. Bangor, Bucksport, Oldtown. Vaneeboro
St. John, Halifax, Honlton and Wooustock.
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fry
burg. North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster
St Johnsbury, Montreat"and Chicago.
6.05 p. m.
For Brunswick. Bata,
Llsbor
Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
6.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danvilh
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanh
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p. in, Night Express, sleeping cars, to
Waterville
Lewiston,
Bath,
Augusta,
Bangor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St
Stephens, St John and all Aroostook County
HaliP.x and the Provinces, but does mot run ti 1
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft or beyonc
Bangor, Saturday nights.

in.,

a.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

Brunswick.

a.

6.45

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland
Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Pittsfield
Bangor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via

7.30

at

Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.
lslalid.
leave
Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
Eriday,
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
leave
Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Saturday,
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Island
Heron
and So. Bristol.
Boothbay,
ALEKEl! It ACE, manager.
augSldtf

Effect December 33, 1805.

mediate points

Enterprise

Will leave East B.,othb»v Monday at 7.15
m. tor Portland, touc dug at So.
Bristol,
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Tuesday, leave Portland

MAINE CENTRAL R. R
Trains leave Portland, Uuior.
Square, for stati<flis named

Steamer
a.

Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Island,
Boothbay Harbor, ilerou l.land, So. Bristolaud East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaauid at 6 a. m. for

For Biddeford. Portsmouth.
Newbury
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a.m., 12.5f
m.
Arrive in Boston, 6.68 a. m.. 4.16 p
Leave Boston for Portland. *9.00 a. in,.
m.
7.00 p. n>,
jDoes not ran Mondays.
tConntets with Kail Lines for New York,
South and West
with Sound Lines for New York.
^Connects
•Western Division from Norm Berwick Sundays only.
Scarboro Crossing wltfc
TfConneets at
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Througn tickets to all points in Florida
tin 8outh and West lor sale at Ticket Office
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A„ Boston.
dtf
1e2l

In

Monday, Sept. ‘J,

Island.

EASTERN DIVISIONFrom Union Station for Cape
Elizabeth.
tt 8.45 a, m.; Saco.
Conway Junction
YVolfboro
9 00 a. m.; Biddeford,
Ports
mouth, Amesbury, Newburyport. Salem.
a.
Boston,
12.00.
19.00
m.;
JLynn,
§12.55
16.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. m.. 12.49
4.16. 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland
7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00. 7.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

12,30k

12.3a
3.00,
4.25, 5.20
6.26
The 12.30
train from Tortlana connects
At Ayer Janottoa with
“Hoo-sae
Tunnel
Route*' for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,** for Norwich ana
New York, via “Norwich Line** with Boston
& A lk*ny R. R. for the
West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland trom Worcester
At 1.30 p. m.: from Rochester at 0.80 a. in.,
1.30
and
6.45 p.
ra.‘;
from Gorhaua
at
8.30 aid
6.40.
10.60 a.
m.. 1.3a
5.45 anG 6.15 p. m.
4.16,
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.
5. W. PETERS, Sup u.
3023
Uti
a.

Man.

westeriTdivision.

p.

Worcester Lins

the

R.

Chosen

maining electors, corresponding to the members of the Unfted States House of Represen
tatives were nominated by the oeveral con
gre^siona! district conventions.
The passage of the Australian Ballot law enUnder the law.
tirely changed the procedure.
all Conventions are a portion of our election
system, and this ballot act requires that candidates to be voted for by the Voters throughout
the whole state must be placed in nomination
by a Convention representing no less a constituency than the whole state.
Hence, all the
candidates of a party for Presidential electors
must be nominated in State Convention, and I
have therefore included in the call six electors.
J. H. MANLEY, Chairman.

at

Square
Office.

20, 1895.

Trains leave Portland. Union .Station,
for
Scarburo Crossing, 10.00a. m.. 5.15,6.20, p.
ns.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
а. m.,
3 30, 5.15, 6.20, n m. j Old Orchard,
Saco. Riddeford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m.
12.40, 3.30, 5.16,
6.20, p. m.; K«nnebunk, 7.00. 3.40, a. m., 12.40. 3.30, 6.16
б. 20 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.UO.8.40 a. m.. 3.30,
6.16 p. m.; North Berwick, 13.45, 7.00, 8,40
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; Kenuebunk
port, Somersworth.Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. m.
12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. Farming
al
all be
ton, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. in.. 12.40, 3.30 p. in.
W olfboro,
3.30 p.
Worcester
m.;
(Til
in
Somers worth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m. ;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.
)
Headquarters
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill Law
Republican State Committee, >
rence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3 30 p
Augusta, Maine, Jan. 18, 1890. )
m. Exeter. Boston, i3.45. 17.00, 18.40a. m.
To the Republicans of Maine:—Prior to lb92 §12.40. 3.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston, +7.25
two Presidential electors at large, coirespond- 10.16 a. m 12.55, 4.20. 7.15
Leavi
p. m.
ing to the two United States senators, were Boston for Portlaud, 7.30, 8.30 a. in., 1.00

Electors Must
State Convention.

*•

2.
6.
II.
16.

p. m.

parlor cars on day trains.
OFFICE
NO.
177
MIDDLI
STKEKT, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIi
STKEKT.
CHAS. M. IIAY8, Gen’l Manager.
Portlana. Nov. 18tb. 18»o.
dtf

in

Wed.

For Tickets aud Staterooms, apply
Pine Treo Ticket Office, Monument
or tor other information at Company’s
Kailroad Wharf, loot of State street.
J. B. COYLE,Gen.
ap29dtf

5.3(

trains and
TICKET

Boston & Maine R.

Return,

Monday March
Friday,

Monday,
20.
F’riday,
Through rickets issued aud baggage cuecked
to destination. O'-Freight received up to 4.00

Gorham
and

Arrangement.

Leave,
Wednesday, March 4,
Monday,
a,
Friday,
13,
Wednesday, •• 18,

AliRIVALS.

From Chicago
p. m.

Stearasfiip Co.
FOR

MONDAY. Nov. 18tU,
will ran as follows:

A. M.

steam.

WINTER RATES-Cabin. $50 and $60. A
reduction of 10 per cent, is made on Round
Trip Tickets except on the lowest rate.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool. $30; return,
$55. Glascow, 32.50; return $60. Belfast or
Derry, $31.25; return, $57.60.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow',
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for tiie voyage..’.$24.50
For tickets or further information
apply to T. P. McGOWAN, 418 Congress St.
H. G. STARR, gi/a Union Wharf or
H. & A. ALLAN, )
Portland.
> and 92 State St.,
feblldtf
Boston.
)

m

Washington St., Boston.
or any Coupon Ticket Office.

From

Portland
Liverpool
Steamship
Jan.Nujnidian.20 Feb.

*

daily

^.STKAM

30
13

V

and information address

ROYAI

Liverpool and Portland Mail Service,
Calling- at Londonderry,

«

I

to

300

For Auburn

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Memoranda.

HELD IN—

rates

J. H. JOHNSON,

o

may
Ar at Liverpool 2d lust, steamer Numidian,
Portland.
Sid fm Aleppey March 2d, ship Sea Witch,
Schaube. New York.

Trains

3

g

p.

I

3P

§
®

A

and St.

NO EXTRA FARE.

For

leblfleodtt

CONTRACTORS.

ij

Route of the celebrated “New
solid
York and Florida Special
Vestibuled Train to Jacksonville
and St. Augustine.

*

Preble House

OCULIST
OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

1 Jacksonville

PORTLAND & HOMESTER H

WHITE’S.

J

\

I Only 1 Night from Boston

•

President

1,TTI,=U SEX-

Willey.

FROM

o

purpose of selecting six candidates for
electors of President and Vice President of the
United States, and four delegates at large and
four alternates to attend the National RepubliFeb 27. off Fowey Book, sell Aldine, Lambert can
Convention, to be held at St. Louis, Misfrom Sau Andreas for New York.
souri, on Tuesday, June 16th, 1896, and transFeb 26, off Alligator Shoal, sell John C Smith,
acting any other business that may properly
Knaelaud, from Apalachicola for Surinam.
come before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows: each City, Town ant Plantation will be
“Perhaps you would not think so, but entitled to one
delegate, and for each seventyfive votes cast for the Republican candidate for
a very
large proportion of diseases iu Governor
m 1894, an additional delegate, and
New York comes from oareleesuess about for a fraction of forty votes in excess of »evenfive votes, an additional delegate.
catching cold,” says Dr. Cyrus Edson.
Vacancies in the delegation of
City. Town
"It is such a simple thing and so com- or Plantation can only he filled any
by a resident of
the
in
which
the
exists.
County
vacancy
mon that very few people, unless it is a
The State committee will he in session in the
case of pneumonia, pay any attention to reeeotion rrmm
tli« hall at iiino
a cold.
There are a great many eases of the morning of the convention, for the purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Deleeatarih and consumption which hare’ gates in order to he eliginle to
participate in
tlieir origin in this neglect of the sim- the convention, must he elected subsequent to
the dale of the call for this convention; and
plest precaution of every day life. The delegates under this call, should not be elected
most sensible advioo is, when you have to the State convention to be hereafter called
for the purpose of nominating a candidate lor
ono, get rid of it as soon as possible. By governor.
Al! electors of Maine, without regard to
all means do not neglect it.’’ Dr. Edson
past
political differences, who are in sympathy with
does not tell you how to cure a cold but the sentiments expressed in the call of the Republican National'lommittee for the Repuoiiwe
will.
Take Chamberlain’s Cough can
National Convention, are cordially invited
Remedy. It will relieve the lungs, aid to unite wi'li tile Republicans of the tale in
electing
delegatesthis Convention.
expeotoration, open the secretions and
I'er order Republican State Committee.
soon effect a permanent cure.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
25 and 50
BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
cent bottles for sale by Candors & BabAugusta, Maine, Jan. 98, 1890.
bidge, Druggists, Portland; and C. B.
Woodman. Westbrook.
FOR

Aiken, Augusta and Thomasville, Ga.
Through Washington, Richmond and
Charleston, via

g Atlantic
§ Coast Line

Colson. Boston.

Cleared.
Sch
Sch

c
(
c
«
c
«
J

Merry*

t-teamer

will leave Portland Pier, Portlanddaily, Sundays excepted:
For Long,
Islands.
and
Lhebeague
Hnrp8Woll, Bailey’s and Orr’s islands, 2.0C
p. in. For Cliff Island, Monday, Wednestiu/
and Friday 2.00. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr's Island
6.45*i. in. calling at Harpswell and intermediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15
a .uj*
ISAIAH DANIELS,
oct5dtf
Gen’l Manager
conoaK

c

2
®

STEAMBOAT CO.

Beginning November 5th,

i

FRANCISCO—Ar 1st, ship America,
Harding. Departure Bay.
SAVANNAH—Ar 1st, sch I) D Haskell, Prcssey, Boston; Johanna Swan, Shackford, New
York.
THOMASTON—Sid 2d, sch Cyrus Chamberlain. Hart, New York.
29th. sch Geo A
MVJN.I!,YAllI,'HAVEN'Ar
McFaddeu, Lambert's Point for Boston.
Foreign Forts
Ar at La Plata 4th Inst,
ship Cora, Fairbairn,
Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Feb 5, seh
Nimbus, Young,
Boston via Montevideo.
Sid fin Rio Janeiro Fob 26, barque Taria To,
pan, Coombs, Barbados.
At Cape Hayti Feb 2011i. schs Marion H II.
Armstrong ready to sail; Fred B Belano. Sawyer, from Wilmington. dlsg: Harry W Haynes.
Holt, and Thos W Kohler, McRitohie, for North
of Hatteras. ldg.
At Port de l’aix Feb 23. seh S G Hart, McLean, from Port an Prince for a Northern port.
Ar at Port Royal, Ja, Feb 25, soil. Mark
Gray,
Sawyer. Maracaibo.
Sid fm Cienfuegos Feb 20, sch Martha T Thomas, Watts, Mauzanilla.

iePSWELL

«

a

SAN

Arrived.

Steamship Scotsman, (Hr) Maddox, Liverpoolpassengers and mdse to Elder, Dempster & Co.
Sch Fanny Hayden, shore, with 10,uuo lbs
mixed mixed.

Quickest to

bury, Pensacola.
NOBSKA—A* anchor 29th, schs A E Mattson, Babbitt, Norfolk for Boston; Alicia B Crosby. Bunker, Philadelphia for do; Marv E H G
Dow, Maleolmson. and Geo P Davenport, McLeod, Norfolk for Portland; Mary Manning.
Burr. Baltimore ior New York; Fortune. Stevenson, do for Philadelpnia; Alice Archer, Utbhs
Boothbay for Charleston.
PORT TAMPA-Ar 29th, sells Cltas 8 Gildden, Fales, Colen; John K Souther. Hamilton,
Matanzas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d. brig Manson, Crapo, Swan’s Island via New York.
Arat Delaware Breakwater
1st. seh M A
Achorn. from Maeorrfs for New York.
PORTSMOUTH—bid 1st, setts Laura Robinson, Rockland; Puritan. Rockport;
David P
Davis. Baltimore via Rockport.
ROCKLAND—Ar 2d. sen 1511a King, Doyle,
Jonesport for New York.
Sid 2d, sch Georgie Berry. Rogers, New York.
In port 21. schs Francis M L'oriug, Flanders,
and Carlton Belle, Matthews, New York; RL

Kenney.

STEAMERS.

©0©0©0©0©0©0®0®0©0©0®0©0©g

Palmer, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Sill 1st, brig H B Hussey,
Hoilgdoil, Boston.
Ar 1st. sob Addle Charlson. Smith Key West.
GALVESTON—Sid 1st, seh B w Morse, New-

■--—

3
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
11
11
11
11
12
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
i7
18
18
18
21
21
21
21
21
21

RAILROADS.

Snroul. New York.
S!d 1st. sch Mary E

LI BRIM’S

■,

Labn.New York. Bremen_Mch
Caracas.New York. Laguayra.. Mch
New York... .New York. .S’thampton Mch
Delcomyn.New York.. Montevideo Mch
Noordland ....New York.. Antwerp
Mch
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool ..Mcli
Laurentian
Portland
Liverpool.. Mch
Columbia.New York. .Hamburg ..Mcli
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool.. Mch
Persia.NewYork. .Hamburg. .Mch
Spaarndam-New York.. Rotterdam. Mch
Furnesia.New York.. Glasgow;... Mch
—

BRUNSWICK—Ar 2a, sells Thelma, Leo. fm
Boston; Three Marys, Shepherd, Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d, barque Isaac Jackson,
Davis. New Orleans.
Ar lsl, son Frances M Hagan, Ashopoo; Win
K Park, Lake, from Boothbay; Augustus Welt,

am

t

Bangor.

11.00 p. m.. Night Express with sleepinj ;
for ah points.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal, Quebec. Fabyans, Bridgton
8.26 a. in.; i.,ewistou and Mechanics Fall:
8.30 a. m.; Waterville. Augusta and Batl:
cars

1

8.35a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Uocklam I
12.26; Kingfleld, Phillips, Farmington, Rum

ford Falls, Skowhegan, Oakland ana Lewistoi
12.30 p. m ; No. Cenway and Fryeburg 4.4 )
Rocfc
Skowhegan,
Waterville,
p. m.;
land 6 25 p.
ni.; St, John. St.
Stephen
Aroostook County, Bar Harbor and Bango :
6.35 p. m.; Rangeley, Farmington, Kumfon l
Falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston 6.45 p. m; Chlcag >
and
Montreal and
all
White
MountAii I
points. 8.10 p.m., all points on B. Sc A. R. R
Bar
Bangor,
Harbor.
1.40
a.
m.
express Halifax, St. John, Bangor Watervilli
and Augusta, 3.30 a, m.
PA VS ON TUCKER, V. P. Sc G. M.
F. E. BOOTHRY. G. P. & T. A.
Portland. Dec. 17, 1R9'.
octrdU

LINE.

---

Mail

Steamships—Liverpool Service
via Londonderry.
From
From
From
Liverpool. | Steamers. | Portland. 1 Halifax
Jan. 9
I Feb. 1
| !-col8ini»n I .Inn. 3l»
Jan. 23
I Vancouver I Feb. 13
| Feb. 15
*e0‘ 1
1 Labi ad or
Feb 29
1 Feb. 27
Royal

Steamers sail on Thursday after arrival of
all trains due at Port land at noon.
Kates of passage—First Cabin ©50 to ©TOf
return SlOO to ©130, according in steamer

and berth.
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, Liver ool or Londondery, $30.00 and return
To London, Bristol or Cardiff ©8
$55 00.
additional, or $61 return.
Steerage to
Liverpool, Londonderry, London, Belfast.
Queenstown and
$24.50 and
$25.50, according to steamers.
Apply to H. G. .STARK, 2 1-2 Union
Wharf, T. P. McGOWAN. 418 Congress
street, J. W. PETERSON, 2
Exchange
street, or DAVID TORRANCE* CO.. Gen
agents. Foot of India street.
dHelldtf

Glasgow,

-'

FUNERAL OF JOHN Q. TWITCHELL.

PRESS.

THE

ADVEKTISMENTB TODAY.

NEW

Beautiful Flowers—Appreciative

perfect

g

allays Pain,
Colic, regulates the bowels, and

Syrup

is

the

best

remedy for Diarrhoea whether

arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of the world. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 26 cts.
a bottie.
_

By adding 20 drops ol Angostura Bitters to
glass, diseases from drinking polluted

every
water

are

avoided.
_

BRIEF

JOTTINGS,

The management of the Portland &
Cape Elizabeth road intends to extend its
tracks this spring to Delano Park, a distance of nearly two miles beyond Simon-

ton’s Cove.
The gloomy

weather

continues.

We

yesterday murning, and later
a
sprinkle of rain. The skies cleared
partially in the afternoon and for a time
had snow

the sun was seen.
At the stated assembly of
Portland
Division, Uniform Bank, an invitation
to visit Myrtle lodge of Kenuebunk, next
Friday evening was reoeived and accepted. Sir Knights of the division can seoure

tickets

from the committe of Ivan-

hoe lodge.

The regular montby meeting of the
Salvation Aid society will be postponed
until Wednesday morning, March 11,
The meeting of the Loyal Legion has
L jn postponed for one week, until March
11th.
The Portland post oflioe is orammed
and jammod with mail matter and the
clerks will have to work day and night
to straighten out the tnngle as soon as
the mail,, trains are able to run on sohedule time.
The Western Union sent and reoeivod
over 3000 messages Monday, and tbe Pustal Union 2800, the largest in its history.
The uldermen met yesterday and
revised the offioial vote of the city. The
figures did not differ, from those published in yesterday’s PRESS.
Cars will leave at 7 o’clook tonight tc
accommodate those taking part or wishing to attend the Old Folks’ ooncert af
South Portland.
The ladies' circle of the Gospel Mission
will have an apron sale and supper at
tbe Gospel Mission hall this afternoon
and evening.
The Stroudwater river

logs and

wreckage

filled with

was

forenoon

yesterday

a#d several piers on the Boston & Maine
bridges were broken.
Tit freight yards in thin city are filled
With long trains of loaded freight oars
that have been arriving since Saturday.
It
will take at least three or four days
to dear out the yard and get these cars
to their destination.
The regular
meeting of the Ladies’
Vetsrau Firemen’s League will be held
this evening at the Veteran
Firemen’s
hall, corner of Spring and South streets.
A fnld attendaooe is requested.
This evening in the Congress street Methodist church,Mr. Weber and his ohorus
chair, assisted by some of the leading
singers in the city and a ohorus of cbll
dren, will render the beautiful sacred
cantata “David
the Shepherd Boy.’’
There
will doubtless bo a large attendance.
Mrs. W. H. Jewett, No 400 Cumberland
street, will entertain Thatcher Bellel
Corps Wednesday evening from 8 to 10.
A BIG STRIKE.
The Trouble With the

Garment Workers it

Baltimore.

Baltimore, ^fd., March S—The striking
garment workers and their former em
have marshalled
forces for the struggle

pioyers

their respective
for supremacy

wbioh both sides say will take pluce this
week.
Four new firms havo been admitted to

membership

in the

trade, which

now

clothiers’
inoludes

former residence on Deering
street.
It was a wise judgment that decided
on
holding the tuneral at the
ohurcb, for Mr. Twitchell was a man
wholeloved
and respected
by the
in
his
sale trade of
tho city, and
6aid at his

It soothes the child,
cures Wind

success.
gums,

Twitohsll-Cbainplin Company,

terrible death was so lately recorded, took
place yesterday afternoon from the First
Pariah church, aftor prayers had been

Company._

softens the

Perkins—Beautiful

Mr.

funeral of John Q. Twitohell of
whose

The
tho

Has been used over Fifty Years by millions of
mothers for their children while
Teething
with

board

oi

practically

every wholesale manufacturer of clothing
in this city.
The employers are in receipt of letters from New York outters,
asking for employment. This is now the
Stall season in the metropolis and the
non-union garment workers want places
in Baltimore.
President Rosenthal states that -unless
the looal people go to work in a day or
two the noard of trade will employ the
New Yorkers. There are now over 6,000
garment workers on strike.

“

social life, and in his general intercourse
with
his telllow oitlzens had made
many friends who desired to pay the
lust tribute of respect to his memory.
the hour for the funeral arrived
there was not a vacant seat In the auditorium of the house. The galleries were
not occupied, purple ribbons having been
The body
fastened aoross the stairways
When

the
church were
pews of
occupied
Flour
by the Wholesale Grocers’ and
Dealers’
the
memAssociation,
bers
of the
Masonio and
Odd Felbodies
lows’
in
Cumregalia, the
berland Club and other organizations
of which the deceased was a member and
the employes of his house.
Tho relatives
occupied the parish house,the doors openinto
the
churoh.
The pulpit,
ing
communion taDle, and pulpit reoess were
turned into a veritable conservatory from
the multitude and beauty of tbe floral
mementoes. Easter mornlug rarely disoloses a more beautiful sight.
Some of
the offerings, noticeably the superb arch
containing an open book, from the Boston
firm, and those from the Masonic
and Odd Fellow organizations, the Cumberland
Club and the employes of the
Portland house, are rarely surpassed by
the florist’s skill. There were 58 beautiful roses

Paysou Tucker.
Therp
possible design In the other
tributes, and the air was heavy with perwas

from

every

fume.
At & 15 p. m., the casket, borne by the
pall bearers, was met at the door of the
church by the pastor, Rev. Mr. Perkins,
and escorted to the pulpit, in front of
which

it

placed, the clergyman
passages beginning, “I am

was

reciting the

the Resurrection and the Life.”
The services begun with the organ Invocation by Kotzschmar, followed by th e

selection, “One There Is Above All Others,” sung by the quartette composed of
Mrs. White, Miss Henrietta Rice, Alessrs.
T’arnard and Harry Merrill. Then Mr.
r> kins read the Lord’s prayer, followed
„/

Scriptural

The

selections.

quartette sang “Lead,

Kindi/

Light.”
Mr. Perkins
follows:

then

spoke substantially

as

Somewhere at every hour,
The watchman on the tower
moots forth, and sees the fleet
Approach of the hurrying feet
Of messengers, that boar
The tidings of despair.
He goes forth from the door,
Who shall return no more.
With him our joy departs;
The light goes out in our hearts;
In the chamber over the gate
We sit disconsolate.
My friends, we are here in the presencs
of death. Such a presenoe more than anything else gives us the consciousness o f
God. Here is that something over whioh
we
no
have
oontrol. Here is a power
that transoeuds our power. Here is a
whose
limit is hidden from our
thought
mind.
Hero is a visiou that lures us
to follow, but it blends with the mist and
the darkness which our minds do not
It
all leads into the world
penetrate.
of those mansions prepared, “What I do
thou knowest not now, bat thou shalt
know hereafter.”
And yet death is a step into life, as we
believe a larger, fuller life.
Though we
not clearly the full meuuing of a
see
great experience like this, itjleaves its
imprint

upon

it

our soujs.

maxes us

It brings us fnoe to face with
humble.
We beoome aware of
our lack of power.
our

ignorance,

feebleness,

our
we had

our

depen-

been proud In our
dence. Where
strongth we are revealed to ourselves as
A nd out of these weaker, halfweak.
neglected chambers of the soul, at suoh
there come forth the spirits that
a time
uphold and sustain.
*

*

»

*

We are here in the presence of death.
Nay, rather we ore here in the presence
One has lived in suoh » way as
of iife.
to impress his personality deeply, eternally in our hearts. He has given a revelation of life to many who are proud that
they could call him friend. In him was
inoarnated many a faoulty, many a noble
trait out of whioh has grown spontaneously a structure of obaracter, whose graceful stories rising ono above another, tilled
various
with
virtures, furnish for us
who beheld
it, a lasting monument of
Qualities and abilities that
memory.
are suoh that’dio not.
were his,
They
essence of
How
have the
eternity.
hearts were shooked and strioken down
when ho whose life stood for so much
ceased its activity in our midst. That
sudden death chilled the
of a
vision
heart’s blood of us all. This whole city,
this whole community, this whole commonwealth, wore as one man called to
In the olouds and rain
mourn a friend.
of Saturday, the word passed from one
to
another, and flashed over the wires
that an honored and respected man was
All hearts felt a pang of sorrow;
dead.
all were conscious of a common loss; all
sense of
wore touched with a profund
sympathy for that family whoso deeper
so
keen
and
bitter.
intimate sorrow was
How
often in our daily life some sudwill open the flood gates of
den shook

bringing us to ourselves,
reovlation,
showing us vividly v'her» we are, teaohthe
how
days are filled with muliug us
of blossings, that we scarcely
titudes
realize! So this loss has taught our oity
much that was felt, but not so clear before.
Mr. Twitohell was born In Bethel 58
years ago,of that olu pioneor stock whioh
makes the foundation for our life of to-

Pure and Sure.”

!

Bakins Powder.
making Cleveland’s bakEvery ingredient
ing powder is plainly printed on the label, information
used in

not

given by makers

L Recipe book

Ad-

Music.

New England Investors are availing themselves of the opportunity to subscribe to the
stock of the Piedmont Gold Belt Chartered
Company, at 36 cents per share, and the subscriptions from Connecticut were especially
A digestion of the
large in yesterday’s mall.
Company’s prospectus discloses the fact that
the Company has ownership in over 600 mining
claims, and it is the Intention to inaugurate
sub-companies to work those on which experts
have Issued most favorable reporis,
T. L).
Hooper!* Co. state that numerous Inquiries
have come from the small towns in Massachusetts, and they are ready to mail a statement td
all prospective subscribers outlining the plans
"Mrs. Winslow's Sootlii

Rev.

dress of

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate beads on Page ti.

of the

Great Congregation Show tha Respect
in which He Was Held—A Wealth of

A

Owen. Moore & Co.
J. E. Libby.
Hooper, Son Si Leighton.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Larrabee’s White Store.
Notice is hereby given.
Peabody, Everett & Co.
Venice by the Bea.
For Sale—Saloon and Cafe.
E. S. Pendexter.
Attention Hiberinians.
J. H. Plalsted.
FINANCIAL.
T. D. Hooper & Co.

of other

powders.

free. Send stamp and address. Cleveland Baking Powder Co., N. Y,

-J.-:

of Integrity and honor
and
stability, qualities that still must
save our commonwealth from failure. He
came to Portland as a youn g man and
entered as cleark Into
a
wholesale grooery house. Here he developed at ooce
those
native mercantile
qualities for
whioh ho has urown so conspicuous in
an unusually wide oiicle of business associations; and Dy whioh he has reaotied
the first
rank.
His name lias grown
familiar to the world of trade in these
years of honest, upright sorvioe, regulated by a genius that is vouchsafed to few.
Our social life is in gerat part built upon
the foundation
which the leading
spirits in our mercantile life havo laid.
Tho
average man has little conception
of the cares and responsibilities that enter the life ot the merohant. And such
are the unusual oiroumstanoes surrounding that life in the present age, that we
behold men rising up to meet them In
whom are developed peculiar characteristics to meet peculiar exigencies that fill
us with wonder and admiration.
There
is the ability to compass the whole field
of human needs and necessities, to discriminate
between the merely faooled
desires of a day and the really lasting
conditions that shall hold a more constant
attention.
There is the splendid
genius that shall know how to create out
of hitherto neglected resources, now and
evor-growing values.
This is pre-eminently an industrious
Our leaders 'are they who can diage.
reot industry, controlling tho labor of
large numbers of men, providing with
far-reaching and wise Insight tor the supply of the many demands that rise so
naturally out of human life. The chief
os a groat business house, a successful
mauufacturing enterprise, a prosperous
corporation, is he who possesses peculiar
abilities for leadership. We have today
comparatively little Interest, we trust a
decreasing interest in military enterprise, In warfare, In sectional or interseotional
strife. That
whioh
we are
proud to see is the transference of those
faculties
aud abilities that give to tho
military leader his great success, his rehis monuments and honors, to
nown,
the
Our
sphere of industrial strife.
stability as a state, our reputation as
free people, the safety and happiness of
our family life and
religious life, all
those blessings of communal existence,
the
character, genius, addepend upon
ministration of our generals of negotiation and trade. The fountain head of
the prosperity of a city or a nation, the
seal of their usefulness, Is in these clearthinking, wisely-disorlminately serious
business mon.
Without their help the
foundations of society ooiild not stand
far

n

mnmmit.

These qualities our friend possessed in
an
eminent degree. A leader in the industrial
life of our city, for nearly 35
years at tne head of ono of the largest
business house in New England: unassuming in his oonduot with his associates',
but possessed of an ability that claimed
by natural right the admiration of all,
he
has been one to increase our city’s
reputation for integrity, honor, uprightness.
His efforts have enlarged greatly
the standing among the
oities of our
state. His enterprise has attracted hither
the attention of many.
is a world-wide difference beThere
a
tween
merely prosperous man and
whose prosperity comprises tho city and
oitizens among whom his home is found.
Success is gratifying in itself. Success
is glorious, when the presonallty of him
who sucooeds
shapes and directs the
growth of tho community, becoming one
with it,
finding best interpretation in
terms of common
lifa ennobled.
Our
friend’s personality was an honor to our
He was
ono of the most
community.
prominent and active supporters of the
old Mercantile Library Association when
it was in existence ana served as its president. To know what that association
meant at the time its method and spirit
were so wall adapted to oortain conditions of our
city’s growth, is to understand muoh of what is best in our life of
today. Mr. Twitoheli once held the office
of secretary to the Beard of Trade. He
was a member of the Ancient Landmark
Lodge, Alt. Vernon Chapter, and Unity
He was a memLodge of Odd Fellows.
ber of the Cumberland Club.
For many
years be had been a respected and honored parishoner at this First Parish.
A resolution of the Wholesale Grocers’
and Flour Dealers’ Association of whioh
he was a member, pays tribute to him
thus:
“In
the death of Mr. John Q.
Twitchell, tho city of Portland has lost
one. of Its ablest business men, a respeoted citizen, a generous
hearted, honest
man.”
in his warehouse,
As he lay
oiushed by the terrible fall, an old merchant said with emotion: “The best
man on the street Is there.
Bat there is something besides mere
ability in this world. We admire ability,
though we cannot love it. The man who
finds a place in the hearts of his fellowoitizens must know how to bold men
by the power of love. By these who oamo
nearest to our friend, testimony is borno
to the qualities that make friendship
worth having. To know him intimately
was to
love him best. One has spoken
this high word of praise:
“Everybody
who worked under him, liked him.”
Great as is our loss as a oity, no words
can express the sympathy we feel for that
He
family in this hour of bereavement.
was

new

the source

day;

a

lovmg

Kind ana

lather ana hus-

band, fond of his home and that quiet,
refreshing influence that only true homo

_

What Shall I Do?
la the

earnest,

almost

agonizing

TfiFlTCT

cry ol

weak, tired, nervous women, and crowded,

overworked, straggling men. Slight difficulties, ordinary cares, household work
or dally labor, magnify themselves into
seemingly impassable mountains.
This Is simply because the nerves ars
weak, the bodily organs debilitated, and
they do not

Take

TRUE

proper nourishment.

Feed the nerves,
organs and tlssnsa on rich red blood, and
how soon the glow of health comes to the
pale cheeks, firmness to the unsteady
hand, and strength to the faltering limb.

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

Lies in

;

prices we

Lyman Cousens,

Mr. Edward

Toml-

inson, Hon. John W. Bearing, Hon. W.
H. Anderson, Mr. H. J. Chisholm, Mr.

Payson Tucker,

F. N.

Dow,

Mr.

representatives

of the

Col.

U. O. K. Cram.
These were the
societies:

and enriohes the blood
and Is thus the beBt friend to unfortunate
Be sure to get Hood’s and
humanity.
only Hood’s. All druggists, fl; six for J5

Ion, P._M.

Ve are only too
' t to yon.

HnnfS’c
H1I-?
liOOU S Pllfa

Hosiery.

Mt. Vernon Chapter—F. H. Thompson
H. P.; E. D. Eastman, K.; F. E. Biok
ford, S.; W. E. Willard, P. H. P.
Vose
Portland Conun an dery—E. F.
K. C.; S. C. Gordon. P. C.; T. P. Shaw
P. V. ; F. E. Allen, P. C.
Unity Lodge, Odd Fellows—L. W. Os
good, N. G.; Charles F. Tobie, V. G.
Eben S. Burns, P. G. ; Perley Chase.

■

goods.

Print

been

many
years.
Every store
not
1
o’oloek
did
and

so

at

•frvn

nfvoln

t.ho

fo

established

Thft

aftamnnn

Exchange

flag

Mflr

The

was

at half mast.

of

43 in.

probable that sitting all (lay with hi
back to a door that was continuously op
euing and shutting for the arrival an( i
departure of voters, that he got ohllled
He, however, seemed well In the even inf
and responded pleasantly to the congratu
latlons of friends

on

o’clock,

A

sent

On this counter
ues in Towels and

Fine Saloon and Cafe in Connecticut.

ury, Conn.

REV. R. T. HACK

we

shall display this week

smooth

West

Congregational

Tickets—Adults,

25

MARCH

Church.

4, 1898.

cts.; Children,

15 cts.
mar-kilt*

IS HEREBY GIVEN that the
have been duly appointed

given

Large

size Bath

20x42 in.

Towels,

j

Towels,

of these items mentioned

are

of

I

22c pair.
17c pair,
36c doz.
36c doz.

38x18 in.

Towels, regular size,
checked Napkins,

Red and blue

Lot 4.

val-

some rare

Lot 3. Checked Glass

away.

EUFUS DEEEING, late of Portland,
County of Cumberland, deceased,
ml have taken upon themselves that trust by
lvlng bonds as the law directs. All persons
aving demands upon the estaie of said de*
c eased, are required to exhibit the same; and
11 persons indebted to said estate are called
pon to make payment to
WASHING ON .1. OEH,)
LINDLKY M. WEBB,
I Lxeuitors.
Portland, March 3. 1890. mar4dlaw3wW*

Napkins.

Lot *•

exceptional

■

Attention

value.

I
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GENTS’ WATCHES.

—

gliding

are

A hundred of them.
Don’t

kind you wish.

]
WERE Sal

LADIES’ WATCHES.
Way up in quality. Way down
in prices.
We have a hundred of
thorn.
No old stuff but the latest
produccions of the Elgin and
Waltham Companies.

A 1

close.

*

MONUMENT

I! was a success!
It will not be

repeated till nest

$10, $50.

i
roar.j

SQUARE.

febl5

The greatest bargains we could possibly offer

Wednesday

are

tfothorsp

an

example of the reduction

decidedly noticeable to
every time we replenish
our stock, for how much less
It is

<

:

us

(

ELEGANT OAK

SIDEBOARD,
OAK CHIFFONIER,

$12,

were

(

Hooper,
Goods exchanged,

or

Tbs

late

John

Q.

Twltohell

n

in t he city yesterday.
Hon. Chas. B. Morton, Augusta, Hon.
John B. Cotton, Washington, and Hon.
F. A. Powers, Houlton, were nmoug the

guests at the Falmouth hotel yesterday.
Capt. Fengar of the U. S. marine revenue

service

is seriouslv ill at bis home

!

J{

iperation.

Cropley of the U. S. revenue
Dallas, is visiting the oity, the
George M. Hathaway, the ma-

of
ine artist.

HlDDUt

STREET.

9

9

$
X
9

9

Jx,
9
9

2

X
9

|2

|
$

■O

I

Chances are, nothing will hap- |
pen to you—$1“ a year isn’t much 1
to pay for oliances,—Drop us a 1
postal—\VeTl tell you how we’ll I
\
protect you and yours.

I itrout, is at her mother’s residence in
1 his oity recovering from
a surgical

i tUHst

♦

W K.

him on that date to Boston to
the construction of the new
teel revenue steamer at that port.
Mrs. Mary Strout, wife of Mr. J. W.

H. F.
iteamer

|

$50 A

j

upervise

1

II. II. HAY & SOW,

If you are hurt

irdering

that Mr. l’witohell had $30,000 insurance
on his life.
Snpt. Staines of the Berlin Bridge Co.
was

000000

--

New Bedford.

of the U. S. Revenue
reoeived orders yesierday detaching him from the command
if
the Woodbury, after March 20th and

life accident polioy for
$10,000 issued by the Fidelity and Casualty Co. of
New York city. In all it is reported

new

OTHER ATTRACTIVE GOODS.

so.

Capt. Henriques
Woodbury,

a

5c Soap made
with Buttermilk is equal to
many 10c.
Our

<

iteumer

had

perfected.

LEIGHTOPI
■■

PERSONAL.

I

a
9

>000000000000000000000000®

rj

motley back if yo%p say

for the same money.

This is only natural too, as
processes and machinery are

!
\

“THE HOUSEHOLD OUTFITTERS,”

a

get

*

-—

or

we can

$30 J

The Range Exhibition under Mr. Hart’s
direction, will close
Thursday evening at 9 p. m. Toucan test its qualities and observe
its ability by calling in the day or
evening.

son
&

buy standard goods,
how much better quality we

i

—*«,.«.*«

now

♦

|

,

<
<

Here’s

♦

I

BETTER

j VALUES.

yours if you

Thursday.

or

j
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<
(

come

Z

IcKMn, lie Jeweler, \

<

Only Wednesday and Thursday remain.

:

T

^

<

a

|

poor
Elgin and Waltham *
are all right.
They have suited ♦
millions and will suit you.
$5.00 X
to $100.00.
Z

i

X.'

Any good
keep the

ones.

]
And tbo MOW A1SD

draws to

Hibernians.

All members of the A .0. H. of A. who int end going to Montreal for St, Patrick’s day
elebration will meet at A. O. H. hall Wedesday evening, March 4th, at 8 o'clock. It
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quite youug went to Lewiston whore h ’
was employed on the staff of
the Lewie

■

the

Fortland, Me.,

swiftly by”

perfect torrent it seeme* *
to them that the timbers must give way.
the
Between
breaking up of these fields o ?
ice, they managed to complete their work
returned
to the city tired out,
and
reachtm
home at half past six. Mr. Bunting had beet 1
crowded
all night with press
simply
copy
and this looking after the
wires
eam<
after “good night” had been said. The con
nection was saved, and what might havi
been a serious obstruction to the work
o f
the line was averted.
was
It
however an exjrerleuce they don
want again. It was dark, the
road wa 1
something fearful, they nearly upset severa
and
when on the bridge it was al [
hues,
they could do to work, the bridge shaking
and trembling under the rapid succession o:
blows from the ice.
Mr. Fickett was
nearly knocked from th<
pole, keeping his place with great difficulty

by

the

Lot 2. Alllinen Huck

‘The days

Mr. Foss was an energetio man of bus
in ess, always making a suooess of what
ever he undertook.
In church work h
was one of the most prominent men o
the city.
Hejwas a leading member c
the First Baptist church, where be wa
loved
and respected. He too. e
greatly
great interest in the Young People’s So
oiety of Christian Endeavor, being latel
the state president. He had also bee; 1
president of the Young Men’s Chnstiai 1
Association. He was a member ot Port
land Lodge of Masons and
Hadatta
lodge of Odd Follows. He had been pres
of
ident
the Common Oounoil severs
years ago, and ns has just been said wa
elected again to the Counoil on Monday
He leaves a wife, formerly Mies Alio
Plllsbury, and four young children.
The news of Mr. Foss’s death came a
a shook to the community yesterday moi
ina. Few men were hotter known an'
few had a larger cirole of earnest friends
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An Illustrated Lecture
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VENICE

xecutors of the will of

Almost

to

ton Journal for several years. He worke
for a brief time for the Mutual Benefl t
Life oompaDy, but, for the last twelv a
years, was general agent for Maine of th a
New England Mutual Life Insuranc a

wed&frl

of the best equipped and most popular
i kNE
combination saloon-cafes in the State may
e purchased at a very reasonable price.
Cen■ally located and well established. For In‘ irmation address, LOOK BOX 31,
Water-

i EASTMAN BROS. A BANCROFT, i
J

Mr. Foss was born at North Leeds, Jar
uary 3rd, 1857. He was eduoatad in th
schools of his native town and who

2t

FORSALE.

Bargain Counter.

Any

lief bat while the doctor was presenl
another spasm attaoked the patient anc
from this he never rallied.

bridge

mar4

VOTICE
subscribers

about 6.8 3
furnace fire

was

Department.

J. H. PIAISTED,
Hooper, Sor & Leighton.

] .ate of

summer

Towels—bleached—pure Irish Linen,

Huck

indigestion.
physician
who, on arrival, discovered the real difE
culty. Injections of whiskey and stryot
nine were made and gave temporary re

under the

j Draperies

arose

went and fixed his
and then, entering his wife’s room, wbi
is ao invalid, told her
he
was no
feeling well, and that he had sufferei
several spasms of pain in the night. A
the time he thought it was an attack c

Owen, Moore Com*

>any as head salesman in the

clean finish—close wove—10c, 1 lc, 13c, 15c, 18c, 21c, 29c.

his election.

Yesterday morning he

respectfully Inform

1 »e with the

25c.

23 in.

x

would

ny friends and former cuslo.
i iters that from this date I shall

WEDNESDAY,

suddenly yesterday morning

health on Monday. He was at the ware
room In Ward One all of
that day, ant l
kept a tally of the voting. It is not lm

for

4 specials in Hemstitched Towels—These towels are
soft, very absorbent and crashy.free from knots and full of wear.
27 in, x 15 in,
10c.
38 in. x 17 in.
Plain and fancy
loc.
38 in. x 18 in.
21c.
borders.

ver

from hear t
disease, which in the past has carried ol
throe other members of his family.
Mr. Foss was apparently In his usua

Cotton Duck

Good
ValUC.

Mr. V. Riohard Foss one of the ooun
oilmen elect from Ward One, and th 3
geneial agent of the New E ngland Lif *
died

In

styles

Dep’t.

Foss

Insurance company in Maine,

of

g°od variety

Linen

Dies From Hear
Disease.

Bichard

dtt

NOTICE.

12 l-2c yard.

dresses, comprising many different colored grounds—principally
blue,black and garnet—in plain,stripes and spots,
12 l-2c yd.

and

SUDDEN DEATH.
V.

niar4

one

DllCk.

the Cumberland Clul

or.

Mr.

A

Cotton

ope]

Board of Trad
rooms were closed during the funeral
The various
organizations with whirl
he was connected, united to do him hon
ohants’

OPPOSITE NEW BAXTER BLOCK.
No. 561 Congress St., Portland. Me.

I

lined and figured in white,

olosei

explain

pWdexter,

E. s.

as a

hundred and fifty different styles and patSea Island Percales—white grounds
with stripes of blue, pink, black, navy, red, green and yellow—
white grounds with fancy stripes or Persian patterns in all colors
—black ground, navy ground, cadet blue ground, garnet ground

Percales.

During the funeral business was suspended on Commercial street where Mr
had

famous

terns of 36 inch wide

Harris.

to

i

Upwards of

The ushers were James E. Greensmith,
H. F. Twitohell, Benjamin F. Harris, Augustus Cummings and Oliver M.

counter is

Dep’t.

Dr.

Twitohell

Hosiery

money saving place
and its reputation has been earned by just such offerings as this.
One lot of Ladies’ Hose, regular made drop stitch, richelieu
ribbed or plaid—in fancy tops or solid black,
25c pair.
See them in our Congress St. window.

NeW

glad

_

The

the after-dinner pill ant
family cathartic. 25c.'

■

Ancient Landmark Lodge—C. P. Costello, W. M, ; Geo. H. Owen, S. W.; Winslow, E. Howell, J. W.; Frank K. Red-

low.

purifies, vitalizes

| FINE

Mr.

articles of

good quality. They need not be high
But they are prices below which no
can be
If you pay less than the
bought.
quote, you get less in quality.

buying

priced; they may be
good merchandise

:

etery for interment.
These were the pall bearers: Judge
W. L. Putnam, Hod. Jas. P. Baxter,

'osts more to build than any
Wears longer,
ither Bicycle.
] luns easier. Victors spend their
\ ime on the road, not in the
Examine Victor
j epair shop.
before you buy.
( onstruction,

ECONOMY

life can give.
He was most happy in
his
domestio
relations, blessed with
faithful loviug wife and ohildreu. He
was
of reading, wherein he took
lond
He knew the joy of a
great pleasure.
most intimate clrole of dear friends and
companions. We cannot estimate these
things. They are tha foundation stones
of our social structure. Wo can but enumerate them, glad to find among us those
who know their meaning, who oherish
their life-giving
power, who serve as
examples of those virtues that give
Here are the proofs
peace and stability.
that life is worth living.
There are qualities in our nature that
wait for higher fulfillment. The responsibility rosts upon us nil. Life gives us
glimpses of heaven, only when heavenly
find expression here. The one
virtues
great question to ask is: “How muoli
A ROUGHfEXERIENCE.
of infinity has a man found in this finite
And that means, how much
world!”’
(
joy has ho found doing good; how much "Stringing” Telegraph Wires Over
aspiration for righteousness: how muoh
Bridge Apparently Ready to Go Out.
For goodness, truth
devotion to truth.
and love: those constitute the sphere in
which our several powers and abilities
Monday morning] fat 4 o’clock H. C
are summoned to action.
Bunting, night chief operator of the Port
Ho who knows them truly, has already land Telegraph
company, and Linema:
entered upon eternal lifo and found the William
Fickett, went to Martin’s Foin
path to heaven.
where
the ice had carried the cabl
bridge
At the olose of the address prayer was
away. By the light of a lantern Mr. Buntin
offered
and
then
the quartette sang and Mr. Fickett succeeded in
"stringing’
grandly a favorite hymn of Mr. Twitch- four wires 250 feet.
Twice they left their work thinking til
ell’s, “Watohman.tell us of the Night.”
The benediction followed and an oppor- bridge was about to give way.
The ice wa:
down rapidly, and ns the cakes wen
tunity was then afforded to all wbo de- coming
sired to take the last look at the features
of their friend, and for a little space of
time
there was a
steady stream that
passed in front of the casket. The remains were then tRken to Evergreen cem-
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